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Reds Offer Viets New Year's Truce

ITALIAN FOREIGN MINISTER RESIGNS

Fan fani Quits in Row
On Viet Peace Deal

ROME (AP) - Foreign Minister Amintore Fanfani tendered his resignation today because of criticism of his role in
a purported North Vietnamese

peace feeler that Hanoi later
disavowed. Premier AJdo Moro
refused to accept the resignation.
Fanfani also is president of

the U.N. General Assembly but
his action had no effect on this
post.
Fanfani, under fire for his
role with his friend Giorgio La
Pira in the purported peace
overture, submitted his resignation in the midst of a rising
critical storm.

He acted to disassociate him*
self from anti-American remarks made by La Pira at a
recent party given by Fanfani's
wife.
Moro cleared Fanfani of any
Involvement in the La Pira remarks and said : "I beg you,
therefore, not to insist upon
your dismissal, which I do not
think 1 am able to accept."
The resignation of the fiery
little foreip minister came only
a weei before a special session
of the Foreign Affairs Commission of the Chamber of Deputies
called to question his part as
middleman in the purported
peace maneuver.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Strong winds, heavy rain and
snow pounded broad sections of
the Pacific Northwest today.
Gale warnings were posted bv
the U.S. Weather Bureau from
Northern California north to the
Pugent Sound.
Heavy rain, with winds of 50

Cuban Ships
Carrying Arms
To Viet Reds

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-Four
Cuban defectors, all merchant
marine officers , give U.S.
agents their account today of
how their nation 's ships carry
Red Chinese arms to North Viet
Nam.
The four put on business attire, walked ashore from tho 7,Aracelio
909-ton
freighter
Iglesias Monday in Osaka, Japan and went into the U.S. consulate where they quickly were
given visas to the United States ,
After a brief visit with Japanese police to show the defection
was voluntary, the men issued a
statement. They were then flown
to Tokyo and on to San Francisco where two Defense Department men quietly took them
in tow after a short news conference.
"We decided to defect because
we refuse to ship military equipment," their statement read.
"All Cuban-registered s h i ps
now are instructed by the Cuban
government to ship military
equipment to North Viet Nam."
The three Junior officers stood
near their captain at San Francisco airport as Francisco Cobas Oses, 46, reiterated tho earlier statement at the news conference.
Tho Cuban Embassy In Tokyo
denied the mariners' stories and
called them traitors.

m.p.h. and higher swept coastal
sections, with biggest amounts
in Northern California and
southern Oregon which were*Mt
by the damaging floods last December.
In other parts of the nation,
severe cold stung wide areas
from Colorado and Montana to
the Great Lakes region and in
northern Maine.
Nearly six inches of rain
splashed Cape Blanco, Ore., and
more than three inches fell in a
six-hour period in Brookings,
Ore., Monday night. The Weather Bureau said heavy rain was
expected to continue in northeastern California through
Wednesday.
Two large barges, with no one
aboard, were torn from a
tug and wallowed in stormy
seas 30 to 40 miles off the central Oregon coast. An oil company's drilling platform, 200
feet square, rode out 45-foot
waves 25 miles off the northern
Oregon coast. Some 40 men
were on the barge-like platform.
Winds at the time were reported
to be 105 m.p.h. <
A blizzard struck In the Blue
Mountains of northeastern Oregon and blizzards closed Interstate 5 in southern Oregon and
U.S. 97 in Northern California
Dust storms at Baker and Is
Grande, In eastern Oregon,
changed into snow storms.
Wet, hea-vy snow fell in western Washington and there was
much drifting in some areas.
More than foot of snow covered
areas in central and northeastern Washington, Power was restored in largely rural Mason
County Monday afternoon, ending a 13-hour county-wide blackout.
There were two storm-related
deaths. An 8-year-old boy was
injured fatally when the car in
which he was riding skidded
across the center line of a snowcovered highway north of Seattle and crashed into a truck,
James F. Sopp, 28, of St. Helens, Ore., was electrocuted
when strong winds blew the radio aerial he was repairing intc
a high voltage line.

Two Canadian men were
killed in a Two Harbors area
crash Monday and a Minneapolis teen-age girl was killed in a
Minneapolis accident.
Killed early today were Rev.
Edward Joseph Foote, .42, of
Northorae, Minn, and Elizabeth
Louise Deckers Walters, 27, Rt.
2, Bemidji, Minn. Fr. Foote was
a passenger in the car when it
and a gasoline transport truck
driven by Howard W. Goodwin,
Grand Rapids, collided headon about 12:15 a,m. on Highway
2 about 4% miles east of Grand
Rapids.

Russians Launch
Another Satellite

MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet
Union today launched another
Cosmos satellite, the 102nd in a
series started in March 1962.
Announcements of launchings
say they have been undertaken
to obtain scientific information.
But Western experts believe that
many of the satellites are in
fact military reconnaissance instruments.

Amintore Fanfani

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP ) - The Viet Cong tonight
announced a four-day cease-fire
in its war against South Vietnamese forces during the lunar
New Year celebration mjxt
month. Meanwhile , the United
States extended the moratorium
on its air war against North
Viet Nam for a fourth day.
A broadcast of the Communist
Liberation Front radio said the
Viet Cong would "stop attacking
the puppet armed forces and
government" from 12:01 a.m.
Jan. 20 to midnight Jan. 23. The
four-day festival, known as Tet .
is celebrated as a national holiday in Viet Nam .

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Catholic priest and a woman were killed early today in
the headon crash of a car and
a gasoline transport track near
Grand Rapids, Minn.
The deaths raised Minnesota's
1965 traffic toll to 842, six more
than in the same period last
year, and two fewer than the
record highway kill of 844 in
1954.

Goodwin suffered lacerations
and a broken nose, and bis son,
Fanfani made It clear he still Stephan, 14, suffered facial cuts.
wants to face the commission The gasoline transport truck
overturned and caught fire. The
and answer its questions.
He asked that his resignation car was west bound.
become effective Jan. 6, one
A car carrying seven Canadiday after the extraordinary ans en route to a church meetcommission hearing, so that he
can appear before his critics ing in Duluth collided headon
with a semi-trailer truck near
while still foreign minister.
Some here expressed the opin- Two Harbors. Ronald Friesen,
ion that Premier Aldo Moro 23, Winnipeg, Man., was killed
would refuse to accept the res- in the crash and Ernest Goett,
ignation as a sign of solidarity 50, Port Arthur, Ont., the driver,
with Fanfani, who is of his same died later inr a Two Harbors
hospital.
Christian Democrat Party but Reported in critical condition
hut wftjo often has been his po- in a Duluth hospital were Goett's
litical opponent.
.
>. , wife, Barbara, 40, and son,
In his letter of reshjhation Wayne. 22. Listed lb good conFanfani indicated that He still dition in a Two Harbors hospital
was convinced of the good faith were Goett's daughter, Pamela,
REASON IN SEASON..." . . A sign on a Crookston, Minn., of former Florence Mayor Gior- 18, and Barbara Hogg, 20, and
drive-in eating place became more meaningful today when
La Pira who passed on to Gale Wilton, 20, also of Port
the mercury plunged to 14 degrees below zero as a cold Sio
im the purported Hanoi peace Arthur.
wave swept Minnesota and the Dakotas. Continued cold is feeler which Fanfani passed to The .track driver, .Donald
the forecast for Tuesday. Crookston observers predict the President Johnson.
Becker, 30, Duluth, .escaped sersign will he in season for at least three more months. (AP Over the past weekend a far- ious injury. Authorities said the
'
- right magazine, Borghese, pub- car and truck met headon on the
Photofax)
^ lished what it called an inter- Crow Creek bridge on Highway
view with La Pira, quoting him 61 about eight miles northeast
as criticizing Secretary of State of Two Harbors.
Dean Busk and Moro, and say- Linda Leigh Schumann, 18,
ing communism no longer ex- Minneapolis, was killed Monday
ists and Red China has only night when the car in which she
eight million bicycles. That was was riding hit a tree, bounced
back into the street and collided
with another car.
¦

Storm Lashes
Pacific Area

Could Apply
To Ul Units;
No Air Raids

Two Canadian
Men Killed at
Two Harbors

TOKYO GREETING... . U.S. Vice President and Mrs. Hubert Humphrey are greeted
on their arrival in Tokyo today by Japanese
Prime Minister and Mrs. Eisaku Sato. Humph-

rey's Toyko visit is the first leg of a brief
Asian tour. He will also visit the Philippines,
Nationalist China and South Korea. (AP Photofax via radio from Tokyo)

Humphrey in Tokyo on
First Leg of Asian Visit

The broadcast did not mention
U.S. and other fortign forces
fighting alongside the South Vietnamese. But conceivably it
could apply to them since their
military actions are coordinated
with these of the Vietnamese
troops even when they are not
joint operations.
There was no immediate
reaction from American or Vietnamese officials to the Viet
Cong broadcast.
There also was no indication
how long the American air
pause would last or whether the
Viet Cong announcement signified a peace reaction to .the
American moratorium. Tho
guerrillas have suspended hostilities in the past during the Tet
celebration.

TOKYO (AP)—U.S. Vice Pres- policy in Viet Nam, a touchy allies where Viet Nam is conident Hubert H, Humphrey ar- eubject in Japan.
cerned.
rived in Tokyo tonight on the
The Japanese Communists
"The brevity of my stay
first leg of a brief Asian tour
and appealed to Japan for help should not obscure the import- announced plans to mobilize 10,and advice in "our common en- ance we in the United States at- 000 persons to march in front of
tach to frequent and frank con- the U. S. Embassy in protest
deavors."
Humphrey's
visit. The Saigon government in the
Humphrey planned an 18-hour sultation with your leaders," he against
Police ruled out any demonstrastopover, en route to the in- said.
past has dismissed Communist
"Our goals and aspirations are tions at the airport.
auguration of Philippine Presioffers of a truce for Tet as ptopHumphrey:
is
first
vice
the
share
the
dent Ferdinand Marcos. During much the sama. We
aganda. Nevertheless, a lull has
\
president
to
visit
Japan
since
his Asian swing he will take to same deep commitments to
usually developed on both sides
leaders about Viet Nam but peace, liberty and the prosper- 1958, when Richard M. Nixon during the holiday.
ity of aU peoples. We value your came here.
won't go there .
The Viet Cong broadcast said
Met by Prime Minister Eisa- friendship, we look for your ad- Humphrey will be received by the offer would allow their
ku Sato and Foreign Minister vice, we need your help in our Emperor Hirohito and will have "compatriots" to enjoy f.he Tet
a two-hour talk with Prime MinEtsusaburo Shiina, the vice pres- common endeavors."
festival, and allow "military
ident delivered an arrival state- Their last sentence could have ister Eisaku Sato.
men
and personnel of tha
ment which appeared to anti- been a veiled reference to the Humphrey goes to Manila puppet government to return to
Wednesday
to
represent
the
cipate Japanese calls for no- fact that the Japanese, though
their villages, worship their anholds-barred discussions of U.S. still pro-American, are reluctant United States at the inaugura- cestors and visit their family
tion Thursday of Philippine
President-elect Ferdinand E. tombs."
The broadcast added an unexMarcos.
plained qualification to the ofThe U. S. vice president also fer. It said that "soldiers, officers and personnel of the puppet
(Continued on Page 18 Col. 2) government who return to their
HUMPHREY
villages must comply with the
practical regulations set forth
by the Liberation Front military
command."
The council had estimated a
CHICAGO (AP) — Traffic
These "practical regulations"
accidents killed 720 persons death toll of between 560 and
were not detailed,
over the three^day Christmas 660.
When they offered a 12-hour
The record for a three-day
weekend, the highest 'number
Christmas truce, the Viet Cong
ever counted for any holiday holiday was 609 during the 1955
said "enemy" troops must not
Christmas period.
period.
carry weapons and must refrain
also
a
threeChristmas
1964,
The National Safety Council
from any spying,
termed the toll a national disas- day observance, brought 578
In what appeared to be an esdeaths.
traffic
ter.
calation of the U.S. peace offenThe Associated Press made a
The figure smashed the
(AP)
WASHINGTON
- sive, a U.S. spokesman said the
record of 706 for a 102-hour, survey of traffic fatalities in a Young men who join the
United States also had susPeace
four-day holiday weekend that non-holiday weekend for compended B52 raids on suspected
Corps
or
sign
on
as
volunteers
p.m.
purposes.
From
6
had stood for nine years. The parison
Viet Cong strongholds In South
in
the
war
on
poverty
are
eligiprevious record also was for a Thursday, Dec. 9, through midViet Nam and cut off air reconble
for
occupational
deferment
420
trafnight
Dec.
12,
Sunday
,
Christmas observance — in
naissance of the Communist
,
from
the
draft
a
Selective
Servfic deaths were counted.
1956.
north.
ice officio! said today.
But youths on the receiving North Viet Nam charged Monend of federal job training pro- day that U.S. reconnaissance
grams are eligible for induction , planes and warships intruded
if they meet the physical and Into its air space and territorial
mental standards set for draf- waters on Christinas day despite
the allied truce.
tees.
The last air attack on the
"As far as we are con- north was at 5 :45 p.m. Christcerned," said Capt. William S. mas eve, 15 minutes before the
McDermott said the magazine ed as a leading spokesman for Pascoe, public information offi- (Continued on Page 18 Col. 2)
is sponsoring the mission be- the "newTeft" - the ad hoc cer for the Selective Service
REDS
cause "reports that appear in committees, student groups, System , "if a person is in the
the American press purportedly and the lonely rebels and revo- Job Corps, there is no reason
describing or attributing posi- lutionaries.
for us to defe r them."
tions to the National Liberation
Peace Corps volunteers are
The
mlsson
represents
the
Front and the DRV conflict with
considered
to be in an occupabringing
together
of
a
number
their reports of their position.
The purpose of the trip is to of criticis of U. S. policy in Vict tion vital to tho national interest . Tho same is true of young
Nam.
clear this up. "
Lynd
has
demonstrated men who join the Volunteers in
Lynd, 36, an assistant profes- against the war in Viet Nam, Service to America — VISTA , GRIMSBY , England (AP) sor of history at Yale Universi- and the magazine Viet Report is domestic counterparts of the Aircraft , ships and divers
searched in the North Sea toty, has a long identification with a frequent critic of American Peace Corps.
day for nine men missing from
pacifist activities. He is rcgard- policy there. The Students for a
Democratic Society has been an Defer merits are granted on a a 5,60O-ton oil rig which caporganizing force in the antiwar year-to-year basis. The younfl sized 40 miles east of the Humman involved would be deferred ber estuary.
demonstrations.
The three men could face a only during the period of his Four of tbe rig's crewmen
$5,000 fine, five years in prison, service with the Peace Corps or were known to have been killed
in the disaster Monday. There
or both for visiting North Viet with VISTA.
Nam without permission from Once a man has been de- were 19 survivors. Hordes of finding others were slim.
the State Department.
ferred , his draft liability is ex- The rig, called the Sea Gem,
Hayden, 2(5, Is an organizer tended until ho I.s ,'15.
was to have been moved two
miles farther out lo sea today
for the New Community Union
after it tapped and cupped n
project in Newark , N.J., which
WEATHER
workable drilling, Its loss was
seeks to organize the poor on
issues such as housing, unemn major setback in tho British
KEDKKA L FOKKCAST
ployment and welfare.
petroleum company 's plan to
Aplheker, director of the WINONA AND VICINITY — pipe natural tfas from under tho
American Institute for Marxist Variable cloudiness and warmer sea to British Industry by lata
Studies in New York , is a his- with a few brief periods of light 1967.
torian and author of two books . snow tonight and Wednesday. The Sea Gem made a sl/ahla
"A Documentary History of the Low tonight 15-25, high Wednes- strike in September and the
Nogro People in the U. S." and day 25-35.
British government announced
LOCAL WKATHEU
"American Negro Slave Revearlier this month that tho oil
olts. " In 1953 the State Depart- Official observations for tho field was large enough for comment ordered his works re- 24 hours ending nt 12 m. today: mercial exploitation . The govmoved from U. S. overseas li- Maximum , 211; minimum, 10; ernment Is tho majority shareStaughton Lynd
noon, 23; precipitation , none.
braries.
holder in tho company.

Traffic Accidents
Kill 720 in 3 Days

Peace Corps
Workers Can
Escape Draff

Yale Professor in Hanoi
To Talk With Communists

a reference to the late Italian
dictator Benito Mussolini's brag NEW YORK (AP ) - Staughthat he had eight million bayo- ton Lynd, a Yale professor and
nets,
a spokesman for the "new left ,"
is reported in Hanoi to talk witb
The purported Interview leaders of Communist North
raised a storm of criticism. La Viet Nam and the Viet Cong.
Pira said tie had been quoted
out of context on remarks he Lynd, accompanied by two
made half in jest and half in other Americans, is on an unauthorized mission that could reparadox at a private party.
Borghese said that party was sult In stiff federal penalties.
The trip is sponsored by the
held in Fanfani's home.
Fanfani said in his letter ol magazine Viet Report "in an
resignation that he did not agree effort to clarify the position of
with the criticism of La Pira. the National Liberation Front
(Viet Cong) and the Democratic
Republic of (North) Viet Nam."
First Chemistry Lesson said John McDermott, associate
editor of the magazine.
One of the f irst things a
The other two men on the trip
boy learns with a chemistry
set is that he's not likely to are Thomas Hayden, a founder
get another one . . . A girl's of the Students for a Demodiary is defined as penned- cratic Society, and Herbert Apup emotion . . . An old-tim- theker, a reputed Communist
er is one who remembers theoretician,
Lynd's wife, reached at her
when back-to-school sales
meant pencils instead of homo in New Haven , Conn.,
convertibles . . . " D e a r Monday night, said : "He is
Santa," wrote the boy. "I going because ot his concern for
want to put in a new order peace."
•cause I just found all the
The three left New York Dec.
things I asked for under the 19 and flew to Brussels, Prague,
Moscow, Peking and then to
spare room bed."
North Vict Nam by way of Cambodia, said McDermott.
He said the magazine had not
yet heard from Lynd, "but -we
expect to hear from him short(For more laughs sco ly. " He did not explain how this
Earl Wilson on Page 4.)
would be done.
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9 Men Missing
From Oil Rig
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Judge Grants
New Trial in
Accident Case

Judge Arnold Hatfield has
granted a motion for a new trial
in a $700 traffic accident suit
originally tried in District Court
Nov. 29 and 3ft.
Attorney S. A. Sawyer representing the defendant ia the action, Robert J. Dennis, 719
Grand St., argued Monday that
the jury's verdict in the first
trial bad not been justified by
the evidence.
(Nov. 30, a District Court jury
awarded plaintiff Dr. Anastasios G. Tsakiris , Rochester, $700
lor the damage to his car resulting from a two-car collision
on U.S. 14 at Lewiston. Dec. 25,
1964. Tsakiris had swung out to
pass an eastbound car which
unexpectedly slowed for a turn,
and the doctor collided almost
head-on with the westbound
Dennis vehicle.)
Attorney David T. Bishop, Rochester, argued that the evidence had shown that Dennis
had time and opportunity to
swing onto the highway's shoulder so as to avoid the collision.
On this basis, the jury had
rightly returned a verdict favoring Tsakiris, Bishop- maintained.
However, Judge Hatfield ruled that Dennis is entitled to a
new trial of the matter. The
case -will go onto th« January
term calendar for trial later
this winter, according to Clerk
Joseph C. Page.

Cold Diverted; ComplaintFiled
Against Plan
It'll Stay Warm Group Member

The below zero weather pre
dieted for Winona overnight evidentally got held up in Northern
Minnesota and the Dakotas.
The warming trend raced into
Minnesota during the night to
dispatch predicted statewide
subzero weather but failed to
reach the northern areas.

THE temperature dipped to
national lows of -17 at Bemidji
and International Falls, but got
no lower than 10 above here. A
warming tendency set in during
the night and at 7 a.m. today
the thermometer had worked up
to 18. The high Monday afternoon was 20. But at noon today
tbe reading was 23.
Variable cloudiness and warmer with a few brief periods of
light snow tonight and Wednesday is the forecast for Winona
and vicinity. A low of 15 to 25
is predicted for tonight and a
high of 25-35 for Wednesday.
Snow flurries and colder is the
outlook for Thursday.

ground. Autime high for Dec.
28 was 49 in 1896 and the low
for the day—25 in 1880. Mean
for the past 24 hours was IS.
Normal for this time of the
year is 17.
It -was down to -16 at Brainerd, and —9 at Duluth. Rochester had a reading of 7 above
this morning after a high of
only 11 Monday and La Crosse
posted figures of 8 and 20 for
the same times.
Minneapolis had a low of 2
above this morning and Winnipeg -15.

Clinic Burglar
GetsSuspension
Of PrisonTerm

A complaint charging City
Planning Commissioner, Jerry
V. Papenfuss with breach of
the peace was swornout today
in municipal court by Attorney
Martin A. Beatty.
Beatty charged that Papenfuss used "offensive, obscene
and abusive" language toward
him at a City , Planning Commission meeting in City Hall
Thursday night.

Execution of a five-year prison sentence was stayed Monr
day in District Court, and th«
admitted burglar on whom sentence was passed was put on
probation.
-j
Dorvan D. Lande, 39, 817 Lfli.
fayette St., had pleaded guilty
last month to burglarizing tht
Heise Clinic, East Sarnia and
Franklin streets, the night of
Nov . 6.
Judge Arnold Hatfield sen.
fenced Lande Monday to serve
five years in prison. But ho
stayed execution of the sentenct
and put Lande on five yeaii
probation with the state commissioner of corrections.
The judge ordered Sheriff
George L. Fort to release Lande, who has been held in lien
of $1,500 bond since his arrest
Nov. 6.
Assistant County Attorney
Richard H. Darby represented
the state, and Attorney Harold
J. Libera was Lande's courts
appointed counsel.

THE ATTORNEY personally
swore out the complaint this
TEMPERATURES rose rapidly in early hours today. Alex- morning after failing to perandria which bad an overnight suade City Prosecutor James
low of —3 recorded 17 about at W. Soderberg to do so either
7 a.m. In the Twin Cities where Friday or Monday, Beatty told
'
DIDN'T PULL OUT. . . . Mrs. Maxwell Edward E. Matthees and James L. frill measmuch colder weather had been
Judge
John
D.
McGill.
expected, the low was 2 above
R. Singer, 3950 Sth St., Goodview, rounded ured 224 feet of skid marks leading around
with 20 degrees above at 7 a.m. Attorney Roger P. Brosna- a curve to the northwest on West Sth Street
the curve and left by the left rear tire of tho
Rising temperatures came han representing Papenfuss, at
Singer car, which received $250 damage to
at Orrin today at 12:23 a.m. — and kept
from a warm front moving in a mid-morning hearing argued
turning. Her car came to rest against the
its left front. Mrs. Singer was bruised in the
from the west. Its effect was ex- that Judge McGill should not home of Mrs. Tressa Schumacher, 1604 W.
mishap but did not require hospitalization.
pected to be felt in northeast- sign the complaint because the
(Daily News photo )
5th
St.,
doing
about
$10
damage.
Patrolmen
A YEAR ago today the Wino- ern Minnesota by Wednesday prosecutor had not had sufficna high was 19 and the low —11 morning. Scattered light snow ient time to investigate Beatwith 3& inches of snow on the will accompany the system ty's allegations.
across North Dakota and North- Soderberg should be allowed
ern Minnesota, with a few snow to pursue the matter according
flurries farther south, the to his usual routine
, Brosnahan
Weather Bureau said.
told
the
judge.
Temperatures skidded below
and close to zero early today in Papenfuss' attorney added
WISCONSIN'S first severe cold that "apparently" there was
A number of new course of- in the machine shop field.
wave of the winter, but the some question whether Beatty
ferings
in the Winona Area Vo- ALL training under the fedstate began to warm up rapidly. himself might not be guilty of
cational-Technical School under erally financed MDT program
an
offense
similar
to
the
one
Temperatures
early
this
provisions of the federal Man- is set up on the basis of need
morning ranged down to 9 be- with which be is charging Paplow in the Superior area, 4 be- enfuss. This could account for RIDGEWAY, Minn. - The power Development & Training for workers in a specific occulow at Park Falls and 2 below the city prosecutor's delay in live rural school properties in Act are being considered lor pation and preferences of indimaking a complaint against
Support for a program of at Eau Claire. But even before Papenfuss . as requested by the now consolidated Ridgeway early next year, R. H. Brown, viduals seeking training. Brown
daylight,
the
mercury
had
downtown- renewal^ plus an
district have been sold for $3,- manager of the Winona office of said there have been numerBeatty, Brosnahan said.
exchange of ideas, /will be the climbed to 5 above at Superior
278.20, according to Robert the Minnesota State Employ- ous inquiries regarding training
objective of a conference call- and 14 above at Eau Claire.
HOWEVER, Judge McGill no- McNally, Houston, clerk .
the three occupational fields
ment Service, and Thomas W. in
ed for Wednesday at Linahan's The Beloit region had a low ted that five days have passed
under study.
of zero early today, Wausau 1 since the alleged offense oc- The properties were sold at Raine, director of tbe vocation- "There is a continuing need COCHRANE,
Inn by Mayor R. K. Ellings.
Wis. - The
The mayor said this week he above, Burlington 2, Madison 3, curred. Beatty has the legal auction Dec. 19. Boynton build- al-technical school, have an- by industry for people with Public Service Commission of
is not acting in his official ca- Lone Rock and Green Bay 5 and right to swear out the com- ing was purchased by Arthur nounced.
proper training and qualifica- Wisconsin will hold a public
pacity but is seeking to spur Milwaukee 6.
plaint himself, the judge ruled, Aldinger for $440. Alfred Muel- In the early stages of devel- tions in the "draftsman, machine hearing at the La Crosse Couninterest in renewal among the The high Monday in Superior and he signed the complaint.
ler was the purchaser of the opment are courses for mechan- shop and electric appliance ty courthouse Jan. 7 at 9 a.m.
service trades," Brown ex- on complaints filed by Carl E.
city's business and profession- was only 2 above.
A. warrant for Papenfuss' arSchool for $210, ical draftsmen, electrical appli- plained.
Weathermen said the plunging
al community. Attendance has temperatures resulted from a rest was issued late this morn- old Ridgeway
Jacobson, Cochrane, and others
ance
servicemen
and
machine
been held to 25 individuals, he rapidly moving Arctic cold
ing, and Police Sergeant George plus $100 for the land.
operators — lathe, milling ma- "The supply of trained and against the Railway Express
front
Cooper School went to Duane chine, turret lathe and ©there- qualified workmen in these par- Agency and Burlington Railsaid, each of whom will pay a
which whisked through Wiscon- K . McGuire said that he exticular fields has been in very road regarding inadequacy of
pected to have served the war- Zenke, Nodine, for $200. Gordon
registration fee to help defer sin Monday.
short supply for some time and service at eight offices,
rant early this afternoon.
ST. PAUL (AP) —The Min- expenses.
Nagle was high bidder on the
trained individuals will receive The commission received peBY TODAY, the cold front had Beatty requested that he be Whitlock school at $70. Bush
nesota Supreme Court will hear
acceptance by employers of the titions from residents of Cocharguments on another reappor- ALDERMEN have been invi- moved east to around Lake allowed to swear out the com- School was sold to Hector Olson,
area."
tionment case next "Tuesday — ted to attend as observers but Erie and the Weather Bureau plaint before Judge McGill af- Homer, for $900, wbo paid $150
rane, Maiden Rock, Pierce and
called for thermometer read- ter the traffic violation arraign- for the land on which ft stands.
this one seeking an overhaul of not as participants.
Pepin counties and the city of
CLASSES
IN
six
different
occommissioner districts In Olm- Speaking at the morning ses- ings Wednesday ranging in the ments in municipal court today The land on the other properties
Alma.
cupational
fields
are
at
present
sions
will
be
Dr.
W.
O.
Finkeln- 20s, in contrast to today's day- at 9 a.m.
sted County.
reverting to the
sold,
The petitioners complain rewas
not
under
way.
Over
the
past
two
The court will be asked to de- burg, president of the Housing time marks hovering around the He told Judge McGill that he original owners.
Five-year-old Teddie Rice re- years, approximately 250 indi- garding the removal of custodiand
Redevelopment
Authority teens.
had approached Cily Prosecu- Land and buildings went for ceived a cut on the head and viduals have been trained or are an and railway express servict
clare unconstitutional a portion
of Minnesota law limiting cities board, and William Chapman,
The Weather Bureau added tor Soderberg Friday morning $2 ,070 and contents for $1,208.20. was shaken up when he rode now receiving training.
at the Cochrane, Maiden Rock,
of the second class — such as of Nason, Law, Wehnnan & this simple note to its official and requested that a complaint McNally said the board does- his bicycle into the side of a Raine said, "Almost every in- Pepin and Alma station for the
Rochester—to no mo>re than two Knight, Minneapolis planning forecast for today's tempera- be sworn out. Soderberg had re- n't know when it "will be able moving car Monday afternoon, dividual who has graduated in conditional stops ot trains No.
consultant firm. Dr. Finkeln- tures: "Brrrrrrmr."
fused at that time because of to start serving hot lunches.
his fattier said today.
county commissioners.
the past two years is now em- 47 and 48. The petitions said In
In their suit, plaintiffs call burg will discuss the present Highs Ln the northwestern the rush of last-minute Christ- The first Christmas party In Teddie, son of Air. and Mrs. ployed in the field for which he part:
this section of the law "a dis- status of planning in the city. part of the state Monday re- mas preparations, Beatty said. the new consolidated school Donald Rice . 227 E. Howard St., has been trained, and individ"It is very hazardous for a
building was held last Wednes- was riding east out of an alley uals who take advantage of the patron to board these trains in
tasteful example of rearguard Chapman will review the down- flected the front line of the cold
MONDAY morning, Beatty day. Pupils and teachers had
action by a rurally oriented, dis- town general neighborhood re- wave, with peak temperatures
between King and Howard very fine training opportunities the dark with no custodian to
Krtionately represented state newal plan, drafted by his reaching only 8 in Eau Claire told the, judge, he again went a dinner.
streets
when he collided with offered under the acts will find advise regarding train arrival,
office
and
reand
James
Alton Blumentritt
jislature attempting to pre- firm,
and Park Falls. It was 18 in to Soderberg's
the
right
rear of a car driven a ready market for their skills." to assist in boarding on right
serve the status quo for its Group discussions then will Madison, 25 in Green Bay, 26 in peated his request. Soderberg Fabian went to Colfax, Iowa, to south on Franklin Street by
All training under the pro- aide ot track, and to keep the
chairs
for
get
100
new
folding
busy
but
very
said
that
he
was
rurally orient- be held on the general subject Milwaukee and 28 in Beloit counterpart,
Mrs.
Bernard
S.
Gerson,
355
E.
gram
is conducted by the Wi- station open for shelter.
school.
ed, disproportionately represent- of planning and on the down- Rockford, the warmest mark would get out a complaint in the
Mark St., according to the police nona Area Vocational-Technical* "The railway express service
anticipates
McNally
said
he
the
according
to
the
afternoon,
town renewal plan, presented in reached.
ed county boards."
School. Recruitment and assign- which has been eliminated withtouches will be com- report.
final form last week to the housState highways were reported attorney. Monday about 3 p.m., finishing
leted in the interior this week. The mishap occurred Monday ment of enrollees to the respec- out advance notice, due to lack
Three Rochester residents ing authority by Chapman.
Soderberg
p
Beatty,
according
to
clear except for a few scattered
at 1 :50 p.m. on Franklin Street, tive courses is handled by the
brought the suit and were victor- Visiting speakers will be slippery spots.
told him that the complaint He said open house will be an- 150 feet south of King Street, State Employment Service of- of custodian service, is also a
nounced.
hardship, as the nearest exious. The present county board heard at afternoon ' sessions.
would be gotten out shortly.
police said.
fice, There are no residential re- press service would be some 19
and county auditor were de- "St. Paul and Urban Renewal"
WEST PALM Beach, Fla., set
However, Beatty said, SoderNeighbors took the boy and strictions for entrance.
miles distant."
fendants and have appealed. will be discussed by William the high of 76 Monday.
berg requested late in the afterhis mother to a local doctor's PERSONS throughout the enOn Nov. 26 the commission
The outcome could have an ef- Davidspn, president of the Dainstead
attend
noon that Beatty
clinic
for
treatment,
Rice
said
tire area, including Houston, received a copy of the Nov. 23
fect on numerous counties which vidson Company in that city.
a conference today at 11 a.m.
today. Teddie was knocked flat Fillmore, Wabasha counties and embargo by the express agency
contain sizable cities.
with Soderberg and City Attorby the impact of the collision, nearby Wisconsin are eligible.
temporary
"MONTEVIDEO and Urban
Olmsted County now has five
ney George M. Robertson Jr.
and he received a cut on the top Subsistence and transportation announcing that as a
measure
pending
closing
or subcounty commissioners. Part of Renewal" will be discussed by
in Robertson's office .
of the head.
expenses are available to indiusing
Rochester is in one district, part Roland Aaker, executive direcpersons
stitute
service,
Beatty told Judge McGill that
Trial was set on a failure to The boy appears to be all viduals who live outside the
of the city in auiother. The tor of the Montevideo housing
the service at Cochrane should
he agreed to this meeting. But, yield the right of way charge right today, according to his commuting area.
others are rural districts. Roch- and redevelopment authority.
today, Beatty said, he had today in municipal court after a father, although be has a stiff
Applications fcr enrollment use the Winona office ; Alma
ester has more than 60 per cent Montevideo, with a population
changed his mind and now be- Caledonia, Minn., youth plead- neck and will be taken back to will be accepted immediately and Pepin, Wabasha; Maiden
of the total population of the of 5,700, is one of the smallest A 10-week program of recre- lieved "no useful purpose would
the doctor for another examina- after the first of the year. In- Rock and Bay City, the Red
ed not guilty to it,
county.
cities in the state with a re- ational swimming for families be served by my attending that
terested individuals are urged Wing office; Prescott, the HastRoger E. Vetsch, 18, Caledon- tion.
After the 1960 census, the pop- newal program in progress.
or adult individuals will be of- conference. "
to contact the Minnesota State ings office; Potosi, Wis., tho
pleaded
not
guilty
to
a
ia
Rt.
2,
ulation of the districts ranged Afternoon group discussions fered by the park-recreation deEmployment Service office in Platteville office, and Cassville,
THE ATTORNEY; cited a charge of failure to yield the
from 7 to' 32.9 per cent of the will explore federally assisted partment beginning Jan. 6.
Wis., the Dubuque, Iowa, office.
Some
Violating
Winona
e arly.
right
of
way
to
another
vehicle
to show that
total county population. A minor renewal programs, problems of
J. D. Larson, assistant superThe program consists of Minnesota statutemay
swear out at 4th and Johnson street Dec.
change by the couuity board in relocation and privately fi- weekly swims at the Winona a private citizen
intendent at North La Crosse)
Procedure
at
(causing
collision).
16
a
Judge
1963 made the range 10.6 per nanced renewal plans. A con- Senior High School pool. No a complaint "before a magisfor the Burlington road, informJohn D. McGill set trial of the
cent to 32.8 per cent.
cluding session will attempt to registration is required, nor are trate". The city attorney serves charge for Tuesday at 0:30 am. Mall Entrance
ed the commission that all train
only as agent of the court in
provide
answers
to
the
question
schedules
will remain in effect
there
any
physical
requirements
the
question
Vetsch
posted
$50
bond
set
by
The board claims
his normal function as swearerof what action appears needed
with no changes, and all agents
Motorists are using the new
is moot because there was no with respect to downtown de- to be met, the department an- out of complaints, Beatty said. the judge.
nounced. Medical checkups are
positions at these stations will
Francis R. Teske Jr., 21, Wi- deceleration and turning lanes
challenge of the L964 elections,
Judge McGill agreed.
advisable, according to the deremain as assigned. Arrangeat
Miracle
Mall
incorrectly,
acforfeited
$25
bond
nona
Rt.
39,
which were based on the alleged velopment.
He heard Beatty's sworn tesThe
all-day
session
will
end
(Spepartment.
SPRING
GROVE,
Minn.
ments
have been made to the
cording
to
the
city
engineer
today
in
municipal
court
on
a
Illegal districts.
A fee for each session will timony that Papenfuss had used charge of speeding 44 m.p.h, James Baird.
cial) — Top honor roll students satisfaction of the Post Office
The Rochester trio seeks a at 8 p.m. following, a general
be charged each individual language and engaged in "bois- in a 30 zone at West Sth and Lee According to the engineer, at Spring Grove School during Department for handling mail.
change in time lor the 1966 elec- assembly and dinner
adult or family unit. Non-resi- terous and noisy conduct" such streets Monday at 5:45 p,m, westbound cars entering the cen- the last six weeks are as foltions, asking that the districts
dent individuals will pay 25 as to "alarm, anger or disturb Teske was clocked by police ter from Gilmore Avenue should lows:
be drawn to provide nearly Houston County 4-H
Grid* 11—Pita Crosby, Nancy Elllngcents per session and non-resi- others or provoke an assault or radnr.
turn left from the regular traf- lon,
equal population among all five,
Eric
Evtmon. Marsha Knutson , Food Distribution
of the peace."
breach
.
dent
families
will
pay
50
cents.
Gary
Melbostad, Robert Plftl, Linda
fic lane. Those cars continuing
thus giving Rochester citizens a To Hold Bake Sales
Diana,
Alan
Thorion,
Winona individuals will pay 15
west should use the outside by- Schuttemoler,
Schedule Set
majority voice on the county
Trtangen an dRolf Hanson .
Wabasha
Co.
Board
you
cents
and
Winona
families
will
Gradt
11—Ralph
Bafllsy,
Lola
Bleoen.
Minn.
If
CALEDONIA
pass
—
lane
.
board.
Linda Casfarton, Diana Elllnoson, Mary
Wabasha Masons To Hea r 3 Asking
At present, Baird said , some Gltrdrum,
Plaintiffs in the suit are David have run short on holiday pas- pay 25 cents.
Philip Knutson and Mor|or- In Buffa lo Co.
Houston
County
4-H'ers
Supervision
at
the
swims
will
tries,
le Treanoni.
motorists
making
the
left
turn
G. Hanlon, Rex H. Gregor and
ftlorlo, Charlena BlexOfficers
Lake City Attachment are first pulling onto the out- rud,Orad*Nola10—Rondl
ALMA , Wis. - The distribuWilliam H. Coats. District Judge will come to your rescue. They be provided by a member ol Install
Barbara Glnirud.
Ektrn,
faculty.
ChildKaran
Homuth and Dabro tion centers for surplus comthe
high
school
having
a
bake
sale
Wedside
rlglit
lane
Kathy
are
then
turning
,
Holn''
ruled
in
their
O. Russell Olson
•—
Kathy
Datars,
Else
K|om». O radi
WABASHA , Minn, - The WaWABASHA, Minn. - New offaVor and denied a new trial , nesday at three locations: In ren must be accompanied by ficers of the Wapahasa Lodge basha County Board of Com- across the street to get into the Hanson, AAaurnn Wllmnn, Dale How- modities in Buffalo Counly next
ard, Candy Morken. Russ-all Oakes, month:
parents
and
each
swimmer
must
Caledonia
at
the
IGA
store,
10
entrance
drive.
This
is
danappeal
by
the
the
leading to
have been install- missioners will hear three prop- gerous and leads to added con- Karen Seinan, Sheryl Slrei, Rachel Jan. 4 — old courthouse,
county board and county audi- a.m.; Houston at the Coast-to- furnish his own towel and suit. 14 AF & AM,
SkouQO, G-lor la Trenangtn and Donald
ed
by
Donald
Carr, past mas- erty owner petitions to detach gestion , he said.
Sessions will be Thursdays
Winded,
Coast store, 10 a.m., and Spring
Alma, 10 a.m . to noon and 1tor.B—Karen I. Hanson, Catherfrom
Pepin
Hill
Common
School
ter,
Grove at the Quinnell store, ln from 7 to 9 p.m., through March
The bypass lane and a decel- ineOrad*
Ingvalaon, Linda Ncrifad, OuWa yne 3:30 p.m. for the City of Alma
Werner Stcgemann was in- District 2375 and attach to Lake eration-acceleration lane on the Oakei and Kurt Onstad. Orad* 7-Paul and towns of Alma Lincoln,
the afternoon.
10.
stalled as worshipful master; City District 813. The hearings opposite side of Gilmore Aven- Durness, Sara G|«rcfrum, Patricia Holm, Maxville and Nelson. .
Lanswerk, Audrey Schutlemoler ,
Everett Marcou, senior warden; are scheduled Jan. 5 at 2 p.m. ue were constructed this fall. Nancy
Diane Skaalen, Marcla Sunriet, Linda
Jan. 5 — same place and
One of the petitioners is Ber- The arrangement is temporary , Wright and Rebecca Olson,
William Sargent, Junior warden;
same hours for village of Cochton
Hills
Trailer
Court
approxiWiltreasurer;
Frank Wachs,
pending a general Improvement
rane, Buffalo City, Fountain
bur Koelmel, secretary, and the mately fo>ur miles from Lake of the street later,
and towns of Belvidere ,
Wabasha Lighting City,
following appointed officers : City .
Cross , Glencoe, Milton,
Buffalo,
Lyle Richardson, senior deacon ;
Montana and WaumanDURAND, Wis. (Special) —
Modena,
Lloyd Maahs, junior deacon ;
Marksman Gets Five Winners Named
dee.
Two Durand juvenile boys, 16
Kilmer
Master
M. H. Johnsen, chaplain;
and 17, were taken to the state
Lights at Dresbach
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)— Jan. S — store building ne*t
Gillmore, senior ste- Of Lewisto n Lodge
school fox boys at Wales today Over the river and through Did anyone believe her? "No, George
Home
decorations for the holi- to K. of P. hall , Mondovi , 11
,
junior
Gathjc
ward
;
Gerald
the woods, to Grandmother's I had to show them," Patricia
Five street lamps were shot
to noon and 1 to 3 p.m.
for 4 to 6 months,
LEWISTON, Minn. - William out Christmas Eve in Dresbach, day season were judged Mon- a.m.
steward ; Stanley Wehrenberg,
for
towns
of Canton, Dover, GilThey had admitted eight house we go. Tes, but who in- said.
Ordinarily safely ensconced In marshal, and Frank Pfeilslick- Kilmer -wag installed as master according to a report received day night by three Jaycees from manton, Naples and Mondovi.
break-ins and thefts in Durand vited the butterfly?
Plainview
headed
by
Donald
of Harmony Lodge 43, AF ( & today by Sheriff George L. Fort .
Jan. 7 — same place , 10 a.m.
earlier this momth, and tele- A little green insect — butter- a cocoon, or somewhere, the in- er, tyler.
AM . at Lewiston last week .
sect
by
probably
attracted
was
The sheriff said that John Holmes .
bomb
false
to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. for
phoning three
First
place
went
to
Duane
Other officers are : Mnrlln Schneider , Dresbach, called
city of Mondovi.
alarms to Eau Claire business fly or moth — was found Christ- the gaiety of the day and the WATOPA SPOmSMKN
mas morning hy Patricia Pam- bright «unshin«. Did it get fool- KELLOGG, Minn , - New of- Hollingsworth , senior warden ; him today to say that someone Marlen , West Wabasha; second
places,
to
Gerald
Stroot,
and
third
to
David
Pollema,
junior warden ; had shot out five street lamps
ficers have been, elected for the
They appeared In juvenile puch, on the front step of her ed."It
NELSON OPEN HOUSE
Dean Plank.
try to fly when I Watopa Sports-man's C l u b , Homer Goss, treasurer; M. A. last Friday night.
court before Juidge John Bar- Sandmother's house at 503 E. pickeddidn't
HOUSTON, Minn. ( Special) Dr.
James
Perry,
James
Henderson,
secretary
;
Gall
R.
it up,
tholomew Monday afternoon. ark St. Patricia, her parents vet," Patriciaand it hasn't tried They are: Paul Files, presi- Hill , senior deacon ; Vernon The lamp in front of Schnei- Arnoldy for decorations nt St. Tho children of Mr. and Mrs.
said. She keeps dent; Joseph Schurhammer,
der's home was shot out about
Pepin County Sheriff Roger Brit- — Mr, and Mrs. Thomas S.
Zander,
junior
deacon;
Marvin
it
in
a
paper
coffee
cup
in
a
11:46 p.m,, Schneider told the Elizabeth's Hospital, and Mrs. Edwin O. Nelson will honor
510
E.
Belleview
St.
Pampuch,
and
Harold
vice
president,
Wales
to
them
ton transported
, He hoard the sound at Matthew Kohn received honor- their parents on their golden
senior
steward
Luther
Simon,
sheriff
window.
The
Dally
News
butterother
relatives
were
.
Donald
Peters
and
Ar—
and
Kranz,
this morning.
the
time
but did not look to able mention. The project was wedding nnnivrrsary Sunday
junior
steward
:
Roy
fly
expert,
Nussloch,
who
shall
remain
unChristmas
at
the
thur Vogt, directors, Holdover
Entry was made at the Fish- celebrating
see
that
the
light hud been shot sponsored by tho Wabasha Jay- with an open house from 2 to 5
tyler;
Odcan
named
suggested
it
would
stain
Laufenburger
John
Oevering.
,
officers:
Andrew
Petersen,
home
of
Mrs
.
.
last
office
Co,
er Well Drilling.
out
until
next
day, Schneider cees, with Donald Yarolimek as p.m. at the community hall. No
to
fly
when
"Its
knees
marshal,
and
Lewis
Mcstop
Goss,
and
Walter
JWcMillin
eighth
treasurer,
grader
at
Patricia
is
an
night. About $4 ui cash was
chairman.
Invitations are being sent.
said.
Murtin ST., chaplain.
knocking
from
the
cold."
directors.
and
John
Lamey,
School.
St.
Stanislaus
missing.

5 Ridgeway New MDT Courses
Schools Sold Planned Next Year
For $3,278

Conference on
Renewal Plan
Set Wednesday

Court to Hear
Olmsted Case
OnRedistricting

Young Bicyclist
Injured by Car

Cily fo Offer
Swim Program

Accident Driver
Asks for Trial

Honor Roll Listed
Af Spring Grove

2 Durand Boys
Out;
Butterfly
Wings
"Wales
Taken to

So It Can 't Be Winter

Badger Cities
Protest Change
On Burlington

They'll Do It Every Timt
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Kid Crowds
Taking Over

A

It's Winter, DEAR ABBY:
But Park Board And You Call
Discusses Trees This a Problem?

In a meeting which saw relatively little major items of business, the Park - Recreation
Board decided Monday to finish
its root cutting program next
spring and to examine its 4year-old tree trimming equip,
meet.
About two weeks of work h
needed to finish the root-cutting
program lor the entire city, according to Bruce Reed, park superintendent.

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
: Our 17-year-old son is good-looking, wellABBY
DEAR
behaved and popular. He's a good student, good athlete and
good dancer, but he NEVER asks a girl for a date. He's not
afraid of girls. He'll go around with a bunch of boys and
they'll "meet up" with girls, but when it comes to calling a
girl and making a date, be won't do it. Girls ask bin to
gu-1-ask-boy dances, and be goes and has a great time. He
can use our car, his Dad will give him money, and many
mothers of girls have hinted to me that their daughters would
like to date our son. When a big affair comes up (like a prom),
he waits around until the last minute and then decides it's
too late to call anybody. What's wrong with him? I could
HIS MOTHER
ring his beautiful neck!

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK - 'Tooth is taking over in the nation - and
youth is interested in electronics and amplified voices . . . and
pounds . . . "
Billy Reed, closing Ms famous Little Club on E. 55th St., after
U years of struggle that began when Doris Day opened there
as an unknown, said today that "the desire lor amplified sounds"
by youth conrtibuted to the death of his own spot . . . and to this
year's demise of so many others . . . the Stork, Birdland, International, Empire Room, Harwyn, Caprice, Viennese Lantern,
Lou Black's and Embers.
DEAR MOTHER: Believe it or not,
"Kids used to learn everyeven
good-looking, bright and popular
thing by reading, said Reed.
boys
can
feel inadequate when it comes
"Now they have earphones for
A CONTRACT was let early
to girls. They don't ask because they
everything. It's all by ear. They
this year to Henry Olson at a
are afraid they might be turned down.
hear a regular singer in my
(I know, I get letters from boys, too).
rate
of $11 per working hour.
place . . . he's not amplified
Keep "reminding" your son to get a
When the contract limit of 1,. , . they don't like him."
date for those special events. If he's inThus it Is that Arthur, Ondine,
000 hours was reached, the
secure, it will provide the extra push he
LTntrlgue, S h e p beard's, Our
board
negotiated
extensions
at
needs. If he's just immature, he won't
Place, the Disc A-Go-Go, Dudes
the same rate. To date, the decall until he's good and ready.
,
the
Downthe
Glnza,
'N'
Dolls
NEW YORK (AP) - Presipartment
has
spent
about
$16,Trude
dent Johnson's administration is town, the Embers West .
nEA.Il AMW -. Mv child nlnvs with a
000 and will now ask Olson to child her age who lives in our apartment
counting on IT. S. industry to Heller's, Harlow's and The
ABBY
Scene
are
the
greatest
placen
finish tbe remaining work in- building with her mother and father. We rarely see the
chop $1 billion from the nation's
in the country now and the
balance of payments deficit in guideposts
stead of asking for new bids in mother as she is a stewardess with an airline. I know that
to everything inter3965.
this airline will not allow their stewardesses to continue to
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international accounts close to Noise" and let's don't knock it A Wisconsin Conservation Deopen season in the two counties. thorough inspection of the de- "MRS. " How can this be? How do I go about finding out
Shooting hours would be 5 N atives contend that there are
the balance point, said Andrew It appears that we'll be hearing partment public hearing on the
if this woman is just living with this man or if they are
F. Brimmer, Assistant Secre- about this New Noise till we're question of an open season for a.m. to 10 am. each day, not sufficient birds to justify an partment's tree tower be made really married?
NOSEY
wild turkey hunting in Juneau with one male turkey the open season. The conservation to forestall possible breaks
tary of Commerce for Economic very eld,
DEAR
NOSEY:
You
answered
your
own
question
Affairs, in an address prepared We asked Sophia Loren at the and Wood counties will be held limit. It would be shotgun department contends that the from structural faults, wear or
with your own signature: You're too "nosey" for your
for delivery to the American Fi- Americana after the "Dr. Zhl- at R p.m., Jan. 11 at Mauston. only with BB shot. Dogs Michigan open season last metal fatigue. Specialized testown good.
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producing equipment may be requirvago " premier at the Capitol season ol 15 days,
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be
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, tion, and that the turkeys like ed which would make it necesDEAR ABBY: Last summer a friend and I took a motor
Brimmer said that target Is how she felt about Producer
any game crop should be harv- sary to return the machine to trip and agreed to share expenses. We were stopped for speedthe reason the so-called volun- Carlo Pontl finally getting a
ested regularly.
the manufacturer at Bowling ing on the outskirts of a small town. -(She was driving.) The
tary restrictions on export of French divorce so he can marry
Green,
Ohio, Reed said. Before fine was $10. After the trip our friendship cooled. I later
dollars for overseas investment her.
Recreation Grants
doing
this,
a check Mill be made found out that my friend thought I should have paid half the
clearly
focused
on
have been
"I'M GLAD to find my hosMinnesota and Wisconsin with local industries to see fine since we had agreed to share expenses. Do you think
Industry.
band is finally a bachelor," Soeach have been notified that whether the examination and a speeding ticket is a legitimate expense?
NOT CHEAP
The 196B "guidelines" on phia laughed, recalling that
a grant of around a million possible repairs can be done looverseas investment limit such they'd been married at least
DEAR NOT: No. It's an illegitimate expense. But
and a half dollars has been cally, he said.
spending during the two-year twice.
your friend violated the law herself, and should have exmade to these states to es1965-66 period to 90 per cent of
pected no help from you in paying the fine.
recreation areas near
A COMPLETE report on presnow you and your bacheBERKELEY, Calif. (AP ) - came at a briefing prior to the tablish
the level of investments in the lor"And
centers of population. Two ent status of root and tree probaby?1" Two
have
a
husband
can
prominent
scientists
DEAR ABBY: My great-grandson is with the Peace Corps
three-year 1962-64 period.
symposium.
local projects should come
suggested.
will be made at the Jan- at an
oasis in the Sahara Desert. Mail arrives by CAMEL
clashed here over the value — Commoner, an authority on within the range of proper grams
Corporations also have been I Sophia
"You
said
smiled
and
uary
meeting,
Reed
said.
The
three times a year. If he is to get his Christmas presents in
asked to boost exports and re- think so?" She has already had or danger — of proposals to the effects of radiation on man's projects.
tree crew now is working along December, they must reach Algiers before the caravan sets
port quarterly- on foreign trans- one failure at motherhood but spend billions on antimissile environment, accused Secretary
'
'
actions. The number of corpora- will try again. How many does systems and fallout shelters.
out in August.
of Defense Robert S. McNa- In Minnesota, the Memorial Wilson Street.
So please tell the merchants that if they want to start
tions to report quarterly will be she want? "Ooooh, about 8" . . . "Reliance upon a defense sys- mara of giving a "woefully in- Hardwood Forest along the Mis- Six young men are working
more than 900, compared with "Have you thought of retiring? ¦' tem of such extraordinary com- adequate" picture of the imme- sissippi, within, an hour's driv- for the department under the promoting Christmas around the Fourth of July, it's all right
plexity may bring more risk diate and eventual damage ing distance of the Twin Cities, neighborhood Youth Corps pro- with me.
E. McVEIGH: CHICAGO
about 500 in im
. . . "Yes, but I think I'm too than safety ," said Dr. Barry from
grain, ssid M. J. Bambenek, dinuclear war.
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you?"
she
said
young,
don't
Brimmer contended that tbe
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 6970O, Los Angeles, Calif.
of parks and recreation.
Commoner, head of the Departline. All that is lacking to rector
1965 voluntary program "Is like- The police said her reception in ment of Botany at Washington He predicted "epidemics of Iowa
They have assisted with regular For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
keep
this
project
expanding
is
envelope.
ly to be a major source of the Times Square was bigger than University, St. Louis, Mo.
human and . animal diseases,
The state forestry de winter maintenance of recreasubstantialImprovement in the the Beatles and Brlgitte Bardot. Dr. Edward Teller, University crop destruction by radiation, money.
tion
equipment
and
have
been
partment has a large number oi
nothing seemed to be disturbed.
U. S. balance of payments for TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : Ar- of California physicist and one erosion and sterilization of the tracts ready to
clearing brush in jack pine called police.
nold Glasow confesseshis space- of the inventors of the atomic land resulting from massive could be done nowpurchase. It areas of Prairie Island, Bam- Patrolman D.J. Crews, who Crews said a bank official told
1965."
and made
investigated, reported that ap- him, that the employe who usuThat came about, tie said, ago wish: "I'd like to be the bomb, countered: "A strong destruction of vegetation, and available for public use
within benek said.
it
back
through increased expansion of first astronaut to make
The NYC program is chiefly parently the front door had been ally locks the door leijt early
civil defense is our best hope of the triggering of possibly cata- a year.
strophic climatic changes."
exports and the repatriation of from the moon."
preventing nuclear attack."
for disadvantaged youth of min- unlocked since Friday but that Friday.
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Lynne
Income earned overseas.
Incidentally, the new area imum employability, Bambenek
These,
as
well
as
Immediate
"On the other hand, the con- (Cannon gave her husband sim- The (wo were scheduled destruction from blast heat and state forestry headquarters said. Candidates are screened
tinuedhigh rate of direct Invest- ple instructions for buying her speakers In a symposium on radiation, he said, "lead me to building at Lake City has on the basis of needs and are
ment has dampened the over-all Christmaspresent: "If you can civil defense at the annual conclude that this nation, its been opened, with the forest- helped to develop some useful
meeting ot the AmericanAsso- population, its economic wealth, er in charge who will co- skills, he continued. The proImprovement," Brimmer add- afford It-target ttl"
ed.
REMEMBERED QUOTE: ciation for the Advancement of its social fabric — all that we ordinate and speed this for- gram has met with some sucis a risky business. One Science — the largest scientific speak of as our civilization — est development.
in the city limits on all
cess because several youths
Consequently, In the face M "TV
you're on it, next day you convention of the year, attended would be irrevocably lost folday
expect
to
enroll
in
the
vonow
the possibility of more of the can't afford to have your set by more than 6,000.
The
nearby
Wisconsin
project cational - technical school and
lowing a major nuclear war."
orders of $6.00 and up on
same in 1966, the guidelines repaired."—-Anon.
The difference of opinion
that certainly qualifies for such further
were redrawn to attack the InMe conceded that some scien- a federal aid allotment is the ties, expand new-found abiliNew Year 's Eve from 8 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Bambenek said.
EUiel Merman, guesting on the
vestment situation.
tists would disagree with him Buffalo City winter sports deMike Douglas TV'er, was shown
but insisted "there can be no velopment. Here, the organiza- THE BOARD voted to invest
films of the shower before her
ALSO
disagreement that it is absolute- tion has beejn completed, the 130,000 in certificates of deposWINONA DAILY NEWS most recent wedding. "That
ly Impossible to be certain of surveys made, and all that is it. The funds are from the No,
"lasts
shower," she sighed
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our own survival."
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LIGHT 2 FURNACE OIL

James Fa rmer
Quitting CORE

*187S ~
or by the fon

NEW YORK (AP) - James
Farmer is stepping down as national director of the Congress
of Racial Equality next March
to turn Ms attention to another
phase of the civil rights program.
Parmer said Monday he will
become director of the Center
for Community Action Education, a national literacy project
financed by federal and private
funds.
he helped found COME 23
years ajo and has headed it I <SSS5SC5SS5SSSSa^SS3SSSS5>M
(.inco 1961.
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MOO Pack
Church for
Negro Funeral

raANKLIN, N.C. (AP) - A
rJiousand persons packed this
mountain town's largest church
Monday for the funeral of
Thomas Walter Scruggs , a
popular Negro athlete credited
*rith helping the peaceful desegregation of schools.
"Indirectly," said the Rev
Dr. W. Thomas Lane, "Walter
Scruggs did more to smooth the
integration of our community —
more than the pastors, the businessmen, or anyone else.
"He made his contribution for
lieing what he was," Dr. Lane
explained. "Everybody liked
Mm."
Scruggs. 18, was killed Clirstmas Eve when his car collided
head-on with one driven by his
brother.
Dr . Lane said his First Baptist Church voted unanimously
to request that the funeral be
shifted from Scruggs' small
Episcopal church because so
many residents of this western
North Carolina town of 2,600
wanted to attend.
Scruggs was described by his
high school basketball coach,
Tom Raby, as the kind of boy
who won games in the last second, was admired by his teachers, and set an example for others.
Scruggs was a freshman at
Piedmont College in Denaorest,
Ga., the first Negro to attend
the school. A year ago, he was
among the first Negroes to attend previously all-white Franklin High School.
At the funeral were Dr.
James E. Walter, president of
the college, basketball coach O'Neal Cave, members ©f the
team and some 30 other Piedmont students.
The pallbearers, four white

Rhodesians Feel voice in the government. There that the individual see his docare 220,000 whites in Rhodesia. tor. Further follow-up is being
Most major oil producing coun- done by the county nursing
Pinch of Embargo tries
service.
joined the ban.

WINTER'S ICY FINGERS . . . Old Man Winter in the
form of icy spray coats the landscape around Niagara Falls.
It le a familiar sight on chilly days when the wind catches
and two Negro, included Raby
and members of the 1964-65
Franklin High School team oo
which Scruggs starred.

Hope Brings
Picture of
Twins to Gl

SALISBURY, Rhodesia (AP)
—Rhodesians began to feel the
pinch of the oil embargo against
their government today. Rationing began of gasoline and diesel
oil for passenger cars, trucks
and buses.
Prime minister Ian Smith waited until after Christmas to announce the measure Monday
night .
Owners of private cars 'will
get three to five gallons of fuel
per week. There is no restriction on diesel oil for commercial
vehicles, but those using gasoline are limited to five to 10 gallons per week depending on size.
Doctors, veterinary surgeons,
undertakers, diplomats and most
government organizations operating transport for the public are
exempt.
Britain announced the oil embargo against Smith's white minority government 10 dasy ago.
Smith declared independence
from Britain Nov. 11 after independence talks broke down
over Britain's insistence that
Rhodesia's four million Africans
be given a progressively better

the spray that rises from the foot of the thundering falls.
Pictures were taken recently from the Canadian side just
below the falls. (CP Photofax)

BUSINESS MIRROR

Home Builders
Hope for Pickup

179 Referred
In Buffalo Co
By X-Ray Unit

ALMA, Wis. (Special) - A
total of 179 of 2,165 persons
screened by the state Board of
Health mobile unit that visited
Buffalo County in early fall
were referred to their doctors
for further examination, according to the county nurse.
Numbers in each category referred were: Suspicious tuberculosis, 18; possible cancer; 2;
heart condition or anomalies,
50; high blood pressure, 25; conditions unknown, 56, and suspicious diabetes, 28.
A letter from tbe state Board
of Health was sent to each individual who had suspicious
findings, recommending that

A complete evaluation of the
vobile survey unit is being
done to help improve the survey in future years. Anyone interested in contributing suggestions is welcome to do so by
writing the county health service at Alma.
Totals screened at the centers were: Fountain City, 373;
Cochrane, 283; Waumandee,
203; Alma, 450; Nelson, 130; Gilmanton , 107, and Mondovi, 619.

Tomahawk Youth
Dead in Accident
TOMAHAWK , Wis. m — John
E. Jones, 19, of Tomahawk was
killed Monday in a highway accident near San Juan , Puerto,
Rico, his parents were informed.
San Juan authorities said
Jones , a sophomore at the University of Wisconsin in Madison,
¦was riding a motor scooter
which was struck by a car
while spending a holiday vacation with a friend.
He was the only son of Mr.
and Mrs . Emery Jones.

NOTICE...

Acto r and Tax
Collector Disagree
ROME (AP) — Actor Marcello Mastroianni says he made
$48,000 in 1965, but Rome's tax
assessors insist he earned $160,000.
It's all part of the "family
tax" game played each year in
Italy. The tax office throws out
a figure, the citizen swears it's
ridiculously high, then they
negotiate a settlement somewhere in between. The tax rate
runs from 10 to 15 per cent of
income.

to our customers!
So that our employes may spend New

By SAM DAWSON
units, against 1,557,000 last
Year's Eve at home with family and friends,
AP Business News Analyst year. And the pace at yearend,
NEW YORK (AP ) - Home though picking up, is well below
we will close for the day at 3 p.m. on
AN KHE, South Viet Nam builders are hoping that 1966 the high point reached in the
Friday, December 31.
(AP) — Bob Hope brought a will see an end to the industry's opening weeks of 1964.
young GI his first picture of the private recession. A marked The story on a money basis is
¦
soldier's twins today.
pickup is reported in contracts better than on a tally by units.
Performing for 7,000 troops of let in November for future con- The industry says this is beGeneral Wheeler
the U. S. 1st Cavalry, AirmoV.'.V.lil .|.W.,,W.V,l.li bile Division, the comedian struction of residential units. cause new owners were buying
.
more expensive homes this year Tours Vier Bases
W\—
*^—^—^—^—^—^—^—^—^—^—^—^—^—^—^
called Spec. 4 Bryan H. O'Con- And lenders say that demand than last.
nell of Studio City, Calif., to for mortgages is picking up.
BANGKOK (AP) -^ Gen.
the stage and handed him a pic- The government chimes in Contracts let for residential Earle G. Wheeler, chairman of
building in the first months of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff , is
ture of the twins, born in No'KA.^A ^A ^A ^MMA ^A ^A ^A ^AWA ^A ^A ^A ^MMA ^T'
reports that housing starts 1965 were 3 per cent11higher
than touring American Bases in Thaivember after the division left with
^^A mmmm\ m W ^ ^ ^
^ \m\.'
WW^^
s f k W ^%^rmmm\a^mm
have increased in the closing in the like period of 1964, F.W.
for
Viet
Nam.
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*^m^^^^^ ^
weeks of the year. And the De- Dodge Co. reports today. The land.
^mA ^^^^^AW ^^^^AM ^^Wm^WM ^W^W^W^M
Hope
said Mrs. O'Comnell partment of Commerce adds the construction industry informa- He arrived here Saturday
*
from Saigon and is scheduled to
'^m^m^
A ^^M H H^a^a^a^K" came to his plane as he vras prediction that
construction
MEMBER FEDERAl DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
'^^^^^^^^^H A Mm ^H ^i^H^II^IK* leaving California and asked spending of all types, including tion specialists put the 1965 leave Wednesday for Taipei.
¦
figure
at
$19,866,649,000,
up
from
'^mmm^kmM^A' M
H " ^a^a^a^a^aE*
United States has about 12,1
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him to take the picture to her homes, will hit a record pace of $19,287,763,000 in the first 11 The
000
servicemen in Thailand,
1966,
compared
$72.7
billion
in
husband.
months of 1964.
most
of them stationed at four
with
$68.5
billion
in
1965.
The sun was out for most of
Builders note happily that a
'
'^a^a^a^a^a^a^a^a^aH
ll mt ^^^^^^^^^^^
M.
the
performance at the division Despite all these hopeful tid- flashy 14 per cent improvement bases.
headquarters here 250 miles ings, the home building industry was reported in November. Reslilt
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Parking Meters on Way
Out In Many Cities
THE CONSTANT •Mf-ch for nickel*
and dimes to feed that curbside monster
— the parking meter — may be passe in
the not too distant future.
In a survey just completed by (he
American Automobile Association, a definite trend toward elimination of parking
met ers in U.S. cities is indicated , both in
large and small communities. (Recently,
two Minnesota cities removed their parking meters. Hopkins and White Bear Lake
took out their parking meters with no apparent ill effects reported and several advantages cited).
While the majority of communities taking the action are in the 30,000 and under
population category, several cities in the
50,000 and up population range are also beginning to remove parking meters.
ACCORDING TO tht AAA survey, motorists did not remain longer in parking
spaces after meters were removed. The
turnover rate remained about the same
both before and after removal of the meters, thus spiking the belief that meters increase parking turnover.
In most of the cities where parking meters were given the ax, the meters were
removed from the downtown business districts, while in several cities, meters were
taken out of both the downtown and outlying business districts. Some communities
removed them from residential areas as
well.
MOST OF THE cities indicated tho reason for removal of parking meters was to
expedite traffic flow and spur shopping in
the downtown business districts and a number of cities reported a definite increase
in retail sales in the downtown area after
the meters had been removed. None of the
cities reported a decline in sales.
¦

Housewife's Mileage —
At Least Mile a Day?
(The Chicago Tribune)

DR. PAUL P. WHITE , the heart specialist, has undertaken to save American
housewives from what he regards as the
debilitating influence of the extension telephone. A telephone company advertisement reading "Save 76 miles with an extension phone" prompted him and a colleague to write to the New York Times,
saying that this walking "may actually
represent a sizable proportion of the total
exercise of these ladies," and that it would
be better for their hearts and general
health if they stuck to one phone and took
their 76 miles a year of exercise.
"Well, Dr. White is a brave man and no
doubt a good heart doctor. But we have it
on unimpeachable authority that he "Is a
lousy statistician. Seventy-six , miles, we
are told, is merely a hop, skip, and jump
compared with the traveling that the average housewife must do. Consider, for example these figures, as reported by a usually reliable spokesman or (spokeswoman):
Trips between stove and
refrigerator: . . . 42 miles a year.
Turning out lights after husband
and children:
23 miles.
Letting dog in and out: ..

33 miles.

Looking to se* whether dog
is in or out:
. 12 miles.
Making master beds (average
per bed):
8 miles.
Making children's beds
(average per bed): ...

14 miles.

Emptying garbage:

18 miles.

Going to see if mail
has come:

32 miles.

Cleaning house:

84 miles.

Putting away husband's and
children's belongings: . 52 miles.
Answering door (for charity
appeals and door-to-door
salesmen):
28 miles
Turning off dripping
faucets:

12 miles.

Checking thermometer when
frantic husband calls, "Which
coat do 1 need?": ,
8 miles.
Total (not Including telephone
trips):

344 miUt.

TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

Men Want fo
Live af Peace

By DAVID LAWRENCE
W ASHINGTON - "Peace on earth and good
will toward men" Is still an unfulfilled objective. Individual failings are responsible for tho
inability of governments to reflect the true will
of their peoples. This is the prime cause of tho
perennial threats of war.
Basically, mankind would prefer to live at
peace, but the indulgences of ambitious individuals who get possession of the reins of govern*
ment lead to the frictions that bring on "-bloodshed.
>
Autocracy has been responsible for two
world wars in this century, and it has also
been the cause of many other wars in previous
history.
The autocracy of the kaiser in 1914 precipitated the first world war. The autocracy of
Hitler — joined by the autocracy of Stalin —
started the second world war in 1939.
Today an autocracy prevails in Red China.
It is tied in with another autocracy in the Soviet Union where the Communist party alone
chooses the country's leaders. The discipline imposed by autocratic minds makes the whole
process a triumph of conspiring cliques. This
is by no means representative oi the people's
wishes, for no free elections with opposing tickets of candidates are permitted.
AUTOCRACY 1$ at the root of the trouble!
in Latin America. Men, more or less capable
but often masters of intrigue, become dictators and use international politicies and internal crises to force obedience as parliaments and
congreses are subservient to selflish interests.
Autocracy is springing up throughout Africa. Groups of well-educated but unscrupulous
individuals have converted some of the former
European colonies into small "republics" in
which one-man government has emerged. Many
small countries have been given independence,
but the trend is toward autocracy or oligarchy
—not democracy.
Autocracy reigns also in the Middle East —
for instance, in Egypt, where Nasser has held
sway for a long time.
The true democracies are few in number.
They are confronted in Europe by puppet regimes under the control of the Moscow government.
SMALL WONDER THERE are so many
threats of war . Free peoples don't rule the
world today — autocracies do.
In the face of such a disarray and a situation comparable to the times when tyrannical
tribal chieftains held sway, what has the free
world done to alleviate such conditions? The
United States and some other countries have
tried by altruistic grants as well as by commercial ventures in the backward regions to
help advance the cause of modern civilization.
But basically the power of autocracies suddenly
to attack neighboring countries remains. It
breeds constant suspicion and fear of invasion.
How can the small countries be protected
and their freedom be assured? II they all had
educated and honest leaders to run their governments, the story might be different, but
even then there could be no safety unless outside governments refrained from engaging in
subversive tactics and terrorism.

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Yea rs Ago . . . 1955

Gerald Blank, Cleveland, a former Winonan,
and the grandson of Mr . and Mrs. Garrett Fallon , Winona , has been a student at the General
Motors Institute, Flint, Mich, since November.
Carl E. F. Baeuerlen will set his last lines
on a Daily News linotype, ending a career
that spans almost half a century with this newspaper and its predecessors. He is a native of
Winona.

Twenty-F ive Years Ago . . . 1940

Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Frey and family
left for Riverside, Calif., where they will reside. Capt. Frey is expected to return to Winona
and will accompany the Winona National Guard
from here to March Field , Calif., near Riverside.
Eighty bowling teams , composed of about
500 men, will travel from Winona to St. Paul
in March to participate in the annual tournament of the American Bowling Congress at the
St. Paul auditorium on two booster shifts.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

A haul of between 5 ,000 and «7000 fish was
made by a number of local fishermen between
the third and fourth wing-dams west of the
Burlington bridge.
The year 1915 now closing has been a notable one for substantial building improvements
in Winona, structures having gone up that will
be a credit to the city for many years to come.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1 890
Prof. Irwin Shepard has left for St. Paul
where he will be one of the judges of the state
high school declamatory contest and he will
also attend the educational convention.
Capt. S. R. Van Sant and wife will leave
for a six-week trip through the South.

This works out to an average of about One Hund red Years Ago . . . 1865
a mile a day, which does not seem out of
At the semi-annual meeting of Prairie Lodge
line to us, as an experienced observer. As No. 7, IOOF held, the following members were
for the telephone trips , we doubt that all elected officers : Charles Housman. noble grand;
76 miles is good for the housewife 's heart Henry Kmfelt , vice grand; William Wedel,
anyway — especially if it turns out that treasurer; W. G . Dye , recording and permathe caller dialed a wrong number or that nent secretary, and Thomas Simpson, D. L.
the telephone which rang was on televi - Miller and Thomas Grapnel, trustees.
sion. Anger , we're told, is worse for the
heart than inactivity .
WE WONDE R how many extension
phones there are in Dr. White 's house.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF
Pontificates Henry Youngman: "When
a woman puts on a dinner dress, It does
not necessarily mean K I IC 'S going to dinner And when she dons a cocktail dress ,
tt (loehii 't insure licr going to a cocktail
party. Hut when she puts on a wedding
dress. Urn!her, you know she means I HIM nrns!"
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'I DON'T WANT TO CHANGE IT! TAKE IT BACK
OR I 'LL SPEND MY MONEY ELSEWHERE !'

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Johnson Fears Own
Office May Be Bugged

By JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON - President Johnson doesn't want
government wiretappers to
know it came from him, but
he has ordered a halt to
their habit of listening in on
private conversations. Only
exception: The attorney
general may sanction wiretaps in national security
cases.
The President has also
demanded a complete inventory of all government
eavesdropping equipment.
His written instructions,
contained in a confidential
"memo for heads of executive departments and agencies," were accompanied by
a stern but strange warning
that his name be kept out
oi tbe crackdown on government eavesdropping.
In an accompanying letter, White House Aide Lee
White admonished agency
heads: "The President is
anxious that the attached
memorandum, w h i c h is
designated 'administratively
confidential,' be regarded as
such and that special efforts be made to respect the
designation.
"In compiling the (inventory) requested in the final
paragraph, there is no reason to indicate this information has been requested by
the President, and a memorandum under your signature to operating personnel
need not indicate this is a
government-wide survey."
INSIDERS SAY the President fears his own office
might be bugged. He is less
worried that enemy agents
might be able to break presidential security than that
one of his own federal agencies might attempt an inside job in a misguided effort to keep tabs on him.
A former Army intelligence agent, Willis Adams,
disclosed last month that he
had monitored private conversations of the late Eleanor Roosevelt while she was
first lady. This column has
learned that the Army tried
to deliver a recording of a
conversation between Mrs.
Roosevelt and a security
suspect to the FBI , which
refused even to listen to it.
This column has also
learned that listening devices recently were discovered in the offices of two
U.S. senators. Tthey were
found by Federal CommuTHE WIZARD OF ID

nications Commission engineers who had been asked
by Sen. Ed Long, D-Mo., as
part of his investigation into government eavesdropping, to check various senatorial offices for electronic
snoopers.
There were no clues to indicate who had planted the
devices.
^
PRESIDENT J o h n s o n
used blunt language in his
confidential memo to agency heads.
-J*I am strongly opposed,"
he wrote, ''to the interception of telephone conversations as a general investigative technique. I recognize that mechanical and
electronic devices m a y
sometimes be essential in
protecting our national security.
"Nevertheless, it is clear
that indiscriminate use of
these investigative devices
to overhear telephone conversations w i t h o u t the
knowledge or consent of
any persons involved could
result in serious abuses
and invasions of privacy.
"In my view, the invasion
of privacy of communications is a highly offensive
practice which should be
engaged in only where the
national security is at stake.
To avoid any misunderstanding on this subject in
the federal government, I
am establishing the following basic guidelines to be
followed by all government
agencies;
"1. No federal personnel
Is to intercept telephone
conversations within the
United States by any mechanical or electronic devices without the consent of
the parties involved (except
in connection with investigations relating to the national security).
"2. No interceptions shall
be undertaken or continued
without first obtaining the
approval of the attorney
general ,
"3. All federal agencies
shall immediately conform
their practices and procedures to the provisions of this
order.
"UTILIZATION of mechanical or electronic devices to overhear non-telephone conversations is an
even more difficult problem, which raises substantial and unresolved ques-

tions of constitutional interpretation.
"I desire that each agency conducting such investigations consult the attorney
general to ascertain whether the agency's practices
are fully in accord with the
law and with a decent reBard for the rights of others.
"Every agency head shall
submit to the attorney general within 30 days a complete inventory of all mechanical and electronic
equipment and devices used
for or capable of intercepting telephone conversations.
"In addition, such reports
shall contain a list of any
interceptions currently authorized and the reasons for
them."
The next problem will be
to get the private tappers
off the telephone lines.
NOTE: NOT EVEN the
telephone company trusts
its phones. Senate wiretap
investigators recently noticed a poster on the wall
of a telephone company,
warning: "Remember
no classified c o n v e r s a tions!" The poster was signed by the "general security
department of the Bell Telephone Laboratory, Inc."
A Central Intelligence
agency analysis warns ominously that Red China may
be willing to engage the
United States in a land war
on the Asian continent for
no other reason than to generate hatred against the
whites.
The Chinese could portray
the war as a struggle between A m e r i c a n s and
Asians. Thus many Asians
would blame the United
States for the ensuing death
and destruction.
The analysis suggests that
the Chinese Communists,
taking the long view , may
be more interested in winning the support of the
Asian masses than in winning military victories.
WHY WORK?
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. m
— Erlanger Hospital Administrator Harold Peterson
says he lost an employe in
the housekeeping department.
He said the hospital paid
the woman $105 her months,
then raised her salary to
$120 in an effort to keep
her.
"But she left us for $1*25
a month welfare, " Peterson
said.

( Editor's Not *: Letter* must b * temperate,
of reasonable length and
signed \r]t tlie writer.
Bona fid * names of all
letter-writert toill be
published. No religious ,
medical or personal controoerstes are acceptable.)
Public Opinion Like
Herd of Cattle
To the Editor:
Public opiniontrends seem
to indicate'TJtat^many citizens are "two-faced"' when
confronted by the issue of
the Viet Nam war. Today, a
majority of the American
people claim to support the
Johnson Administration's
Viet Nam policy, including
the escalation of the ground
war. Less than a year ago
a majority of the American
public rejected the Republican party when it called the
attention of the American
people to the war raging in
Southeast Asia, a conflict
which the Democratic leadership even refused to call
a war until after the 1964
presidential election.
Public opinion can best be
compared to a herd of cattle. The members of the
herd move together and always in the same direction;
some people like cattle just
follow others, never questioning where they are being led and are quite content so long as they do not
have to stand alone. For instance, only a few months
ago the advocacy of military
action in Viet Nam to stem
Communist aggression was
highly unpopular. Now with
the "herd's" shift of direction it is unpopular, if not
dangerous, to oppose or to
e v e n criticize American
policy in Viet Nam.
Apparently when it comes
to taking a position on a
controversial issue, too many
Americans consider what is
socially acceptable and not
what they as individuals believe to be correct.
Do not misunderstand my
words. I am in general
support of President Johnson's Viet Nam actions ; I
am of the opinion, however,
that there should be a smaller commitment of American
ground forces and a greater
commitment of air and naval power with which to destroy the war machine of
North Viet Nam, and should
the need arise that of Bed
China.

Many of the newcomers
who now support a strong
military position are quick
to toss eggs, red paint, and
obscenities at other Americans who do not support
this policy. Many of the patriotic "War Hawks" who
label all Viet Nam dissenters as "cowards" were
among those citi r.ns who
condemned pu'ii • leaders,
who called for ah' strikes
against North Viet Nam last
year.
1 have more respect for
the sincere anti-war dissenters who have tbe courage
of their minority convictions
than I do for the hypocrites
who in the name of conformity embrace the flag and
mouth anti-Communist slogans.
The test of a democracy
is whether or not the majority of a society will respect
and tolerate the views of an
unpopular minority. Would
it not be a gross tragedy
if when Americans are
giving their lives to protect
the independence of a small
nation thousands of miles
from their homeland, we
should permit the "herd"
to render as a cruel hoax
that most precious tenet of
freedom, the freedom of the
individual mind and conscience?
Lance A. Lamphera
Nelson, Wis.

¦
Recalls Special Session
Called By Andersen in 1961
To the Editor: Your readers should be
reminded of the stand taken
by then-Gov. Elmer Andersen in 1961 on the question
of a special session of the
state legislature to deal
with congressional redistricting. The following quotations appear to be relevant and revealing.
". . . Gov. Andersen said
today he expects a short
special legislative session
'with no nonsense.' The
legislators 'realize that the
people will be in harsh judgment of them If they dillydally and extend the session beyond a few days, "
Andersen said of the special
By Parker and Hart

session . . . In keeping with
his stand, Andersen told a
news conference he will not
support any legislation on
which there has not been
prior agreement among
House and Senate leaders."
(The Minneapolis Star, Dec.
15, 1961.)
Previously, on Nov. 28,
1S61, the St. Paul Dispatch
reported that "State Rep.
Roy Dunn today urged Gov.
Andersen not to call a special session of the legislature unless prior agreement
is reached on a workable redistricting plan . . . Without
some assurance by legislative leaders that redistricting can be accomplished,
another special session
would be a pointless waste
of funds—a futile luxury
that the people of Minnesota are in no mood to afford,' he said." (Roy Dunn
is the veteran Conservative
from Pelican Rapids.)
It seems reasonable to assume that in view of your
near-canonization of former
Gov. Andersen in last Wednesday's Daily News, Gov.
Rolvaag would merit your
support for beatification,
at least, if not your gratitude for his prudent approach to the expenditure ot
public money. Or is such
an approach commendable
only when exercised by Republicans?
J . A. Richardson
259 E. Sanborn St.
¦

To Your Good Health

Answers
To Your
Questions
Dear Dr. M o l n e r :
Two years ago after a
flu shot I had quite a
reaction for about 24
hours, and could hardly get my breath for a
few hours. The doctor
will not give me any
more flu shots. I asked
him again last year and
he said absolutely not.
Has there been any
change in the method
of giving these shots so
that the few of us who
were allergic to them
can now have this protection? I am a secre%
tary in a university and
am thoroughly exposed
to any "bugs" constantly .-E.M.
A few people are allergic to almost anything, and
this includes materials in
vaccines. This is one reason why doctors think it
makes sense to give such
shots individually Instead
of depending on "community clinics" and such.
Somebody has to watch
for the exceptional ease.
Like you.
When polio vaccine first
came along, penicillin was
used as a preservative —
and some people are sensitive to minute amounts of
penicillin. Therefore other
preservatives were substituted so more people could
have polio vaccine without
suffering reactions.
The virus used in making
flu vaccine is grown in
egg embryos. Some peopla
are highly sensitive to egg.
Maybe we can find something other than egg embryos, and thus can prevent reactions like yours.
It is being worked on. But
for the moment, do as your
doctor suggests. Avoid the
vaccine, and avoid the flu
bugs as best you can.
Dear Dr. Molner: I
am 13 and I still suck
my thumb. I don't do it
in public, but at home
it's always in my
mouth. I've tried everything to stop it, such as
medicines, retainers and
chewing gum. Even my
mother and everyone
yell at me, but it seems
to go In by itself, and I
don't even realize it.
I've tried will power
and everything, and my
mother won't take me "
to a doctor.— S. S,
Young girl, this is a habit ,
and that's all. If you don't
do it in public, you needn't
do it at home, either.
Note to Mrs. K. H.: That
yellowness of the eyes could
be a sign of some liver ailment, gallstones, or blood
disorder; therefore I suggest that you have your
doctor investigate.
MEW AND USED
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Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Frank V. Cieminski
Frank V. Cieminski, 58, 1002
E, Sanborn St., died Monday
at 2 p.m. at Community Memorial Hospital after an illness of three months.
He was bom here Jan. 23,
1907, to Mr. and Mrs. \incent
Cieminski. He was employed in
the storeroom at the Chicago
& North Western Railway shops
until 1957. He was a number
of St. Stanislaus Church, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and the
Winona Athletic Club and its
24-hour club. He served in the
25th Infantry Division In the Pacific in World War II.
Surviving is one sister, Mrs.
Edward (Agnes) Strong, Winona.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 8:30 a.m. at Borzyskowski Mortuary and at 9 at
St. Stanislaus Church, the Rt.
Rev . Msgr . N; F. Grulkowski
officiating. Burial will be in St;
Mary's Cemetery.
Friends may call at tbe mortuary after 2 p.m. Wednesday.
The Rosary will be said at
7:307

E. R. Antrim
MABEL, Minn. (Special) —
Ernest Ray Antrim, 84, better
known over a wide area as
Bud, former Mabel Record publisher, died Monday noon at
Tweeten Memorial Hospital,
Spring Grove, where he was
taken by ambulance early Saturday morning after suffering
a heart attack.
He was born June 9, 1881, on
a farm in Hesper Township,
Winneshiek County, Iowa, to
Levi and Kate Welch Antrim.
He attended tre Hesper Public
School.

50,000 Cubans to
Attend Celebration
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — More
than 50,000 Cubans are expected
to attend a fiesta in Havana's
Palace of the Revolution Friday
night to celebrate both New
Year's Eve and the eve of Fidel
Castro's 1959 revolutionary victory, Havana radio says.
The broadcast, monitored
here, said 12 orchestras will
play for dancing, eighty stands
will be installed to sell dinners,
beverages or noisemakers, and
fireworks displays will be held.

Satellite,
Father Jailed Old
Believed Dead,
Vatican
Takes
Comes
to
Life
For Failure
Wait-and-See
Pay
Support
To
Viet Attitude

A musician from Lewiston
was sentenced to serve 90 days
in jail today on a charge of contempt of court in connection
with a nonsupport case.
However, Municipal Judge
John D. McGiW provided for a
suspension of the sentence on
the day defendant WiUiam W.
Pickart, 23, Lewiston, pays in
full the $324 arrears for support
o( his three children, aged IVi
to 5.

LEXINGTON, Mass. (fl Lincoln Laboratory engineers
reported today they got an unexpected Christmas present
from space-7- an experimental
satellite, thought dead, suddenly came to life and is operating beautifully .
It was LES4 — the letters
stand for Lincoln Experimental
Satellite — a communications
package which was fired into
space along with three others a
week ago today.
They went up in an Air Force
Titan 3C rocket, and at firs t all
seemed well. The rocket
reached an orbit 90 miles up,
then re-fired its motors to shoot
up to 18,000 miles out.
Something failed then, and
the rocket didn't make a series
of maneuvers which were supposed to take it into an orbit
18,200 miles above the equator.

400 at Ford's
Prewedding Party

NEW YORK (AP) - "Watch
the Fords go by " was the game
played ln the Delmonico Hotel
lobby here Monday , night as
more than 400 well-heeled and
well-known persons made their
way to the 22-year-old Anne
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Vati- Ford's prewedding party.
can circles took a wait-and-see Early in the evening, the fathattitude .today toward the first er of the bride-to-be. Henry
reports that the Vict Cong Ford II, led the parade. Accompanying him was the mother of
planned a four-day truce next the bride-to-be, Anne McDonnell
month to mark the lunar New Ford, from whom he was divorced last year after 23 years
Year.
Sources here said that since of marriage.
the announcement came in a There also was the vivaclandestine radio broadcast , the cious, blonde Cristina, whom he
Vatican would wait for a more married in February. Along too
official announcement before was the bridegroom , Giancarlo
Uzielli.
commenting.
The couple will be married in
It was pointed out , however , a civil ceremony this afternoon
that Pope Paul VI would wel- at Mrs. McDonnell Ford's Fifth
come any development leading Avenue apartment.
to further lulls in the fighting The family shied away from
following the Christmas truce. photographers and raced for the
The pontiff was reported elevators. Twelve security men
Monday to be directing new were assigned to protect the priVatican diplomatic efforts to vacy of the party—one of tho
achieve a New Year's cease- most heavily guarded parties in
fire as the next step in his the hotel's history.
peace campaign.
The clandestine radio broadcast said the Viet Cong would
stop fighting South Vietnamese
forces during the Jan. 20-23 celebration of the lunar New Year.
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966STILL JOINING MEMBERS FOR
LcLL ;
November period 1965 was above the support price. The Home; one sister, Mrs. CharJes cki will he held Wednesday at
WE
0UR ARE
4,424,000 head compared with margarine people claim this was M. ( Martha) Olson, Osseo; nine 9 a.m. at Watkowski Funcrnl
CHRISTMAS CLUB. DON'T WAIT
Home, Winona, and in Sacred
3,403,000 in the like period a a poor use of government mon- niece, and three nephews.
I
B^
*
year earlier.
Funeral services will be Heart Church, Pine Creek , at
ey when margarine could have
K^
The eight states included been bought at a much lower Thursday at 2 p.m. at Pr ice 10 a.m., the Rev. Augustine Su[,
ANY
LONGER
C'MON IN THIS WEEK
I
Iow a, Minnesota nnd South Da- price.
I
Lutheran Church , the Rev. Ray lik officiating. Burial will be In
kota.
Nichols officiating. Burial will Sacred Heart Cemetery.
i
AND START SAVING FOR CHRISTMAS '66.
About the same time, the de- be in HiUcrest Cemetery .be- Rosary will be said at ft p.m.
j
J*
today at Watkowski Funeral
partment asked for offers on 5 tween Price and Levis .
18 Cross Delaware
million pounds of oleomarga- Friends may call at Oftedahl Home. Friends may call after
rine. This action brought a quick Funeral Home from noon W«d- 2 p.m. today.
Anniversary
To Mark
protest from the national milk nesday until noon Thursday,
Edward Zabinski
CROSSING. producers federation. It said then at the church.
WASHINGTON
PINE
CREEK , Wis. - Funcrthe
offe
r
should
in
be
canceled
(AP)
Kiflhtftc,!
men
—
Pa.
JMr«. Margaret Gone
al services for Edward ZaColonial uniforms crossed the and butter should be bought inWABASHA,, Minn. (Special) binski, Dodge, were held thi.s
Delaware River by bo»l Sntur- stead,
at Sacred Heart
day to celebrnte Ihe llioih anni- Whether the department will - Mrs. Margaret Cosse, 53, morning
versary of the crossing liy carry through on the purchase Wabasha , died Monday morn- Church , the Itev . Augustine SuGeorge Washlnnton in a similar of oleomargarine probably will ing in St. Mary's Hospital , M in- lik officiating. Burial was In
boat. It was tlie 13th re-enact- not be known until later th is neapolls , after a one-month ill- Sacred Heart Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Roman Dorment of the historic Revolu- week. Offers to sell were re- ness.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo ration
I|
The former Margaret Neornn nva , Joseph Kujak. Tony and
tionary Wnr action Ihnt sur- quired to be submitted by Doc.
prised the Hessians <it Trenton . 2fl. The department could reject Ehman, she was born to Bd- Kujgene Zabinski , Florian Pelward nnd Pearl Ehmnn April lowski and Harry Kulas.
nil offers if it saw fit.
N.J.

Queen Honors
900-Year-Old
British Church

Viking Platoon
A) Marine Camp
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THE WINNERS OF THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK'S
SAVINGS CLUB REGISTRATION:

$50 Savings Club Check:
$25 Savings Club Check:
$15 Savings Club Check:
$10 Savings Club Check:

Butfer-Oleo
Trouble in
Freeman Dept

Mr'- wi!""" J* To"1 p 0 Box 38, °^m
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Howa rd Coyles
Honored on 25th
Wedding Year

Independen ce
Firm Hosts
325 at Party

THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss V e r d e 11 Eloise
Schwantz, Rochester, to Hi"• ram James Pettey Jr., son
of . Mr . .and Mrs . Hiram
' Pettey Sr., Rochester , is
announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Schwantr, Plainview, Minn.
An April 30 wedding is being
planned at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Plainview. Miss Schwantz is employed by the Rochester
Public School System. Her
fiance is employed by Crenlo Inc., Rochester.
GARDEN CLUB
ALMA, Wis. ( S p e c i a l ) —
Thirteen members and four
guests attended the Alma-Cochrane Garden Club meeting at
the home of Mrs. Ed Malone,
Buffalo City. Gifts were exchanged ana a Christmas lunch
served. Mrs. Nlc Nelson won
the hostess prize. Mrs. Louise
Radke distributed ihe 1 968 programs. The Jan. 17 meeting
will be held at the home of
Mrs. LeRoy Beckley,

INDEPENDENCE, "Wis. (Special) — Scnty Enterprises held
its annual Christmas party Dec.
19 at the Northern Investment
Co. office building for employes
and families.
A large white tree trimmed in
gold and twinkling lights
stood in a corner of 1he office.
A smiling Santa in a big white
shoe nodded a welcome to
guests as they arrived. The dining area in the basement had a
fireplace decorated 'with poinsettias and lighted candles. A
lighted village and w h i t e
branches with cherry elves and
lights were seen at each egid.
Christmas stockings and Christmas bells, which hung from the
ceiling, and evergreens with
lights entwined on the posts
completed the decorations ,
Musical entertainment w a s
furnished by Ernie Reck on the
guitar. Mrs. Len Ellison, Whitehall, led the group singing of
Christmas carols. Games were
played. Tlie childrett were entertained with games and toys.
A turkey dinner was served,
after which Santa arrived with
gift s for 152 children .
Employes and their families
from Richland Center, La
Crosse, Melrose , Blair, Arcadia ,
Mondov i, Greenwood, L o y a I,
Black River Falls, Wis., and
Caledonia, Minn '., . numbering
325, attended.

TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) - Mr. and M». Howard
Coyle celebrated their silver
wedding anniversary' Sunday in
the Federated Church dining
hall with an open house.
The Rev. George Anderson
spoke and offered a prayer.
MM. Warren Adams read a
poem which she composed.Mrs.
William Junghans tang a solo,
accompanied by Mrs. Harry
Wachter. Mrs. Margaret Sever,
son and Mn. Larry Heffner also aang, with Mrs. Heffner providing the accompaniment on
the guitar.
The wedding cake was made
by Mrs. Ed Jick. Assisting were
the Mmes. Neil Canar, Robert
Coyle, John Welsh, John Lucas,
Junghans, Wachter, Lester Leavitt, Archie Chase and George
Anderson.
Guests attended from Minne-

j
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Blouses
Skirts
p
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Sweaters
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SA95

Slacks
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5095

SQ95

$i n95 '

Car Coats
szs 10% Off

State Cities
Spending More

ST. PAUL (AP) - Minnesota
cities and villages continue, too
spend more, to tax more and
borrow more.
The informationwas contained
in a report made Monday by
Robert Whitaker, stiate public
examiner. Under state law,
WMtaker annually totals the
income and outgo of the £47
municipalities in Minnesota.
For fiscal year 1963, bonded
indebtedness ef all municipalities at a new high of 1463.6 million. This has climbed about 180
percent over municipal borrowing 10 years ago.
For the same year, the municipalities spent a record $293
million. The report showed taxes for municipal purposes ranging from $25.39 per capita fa
towns under 2,500 to $64.70 per
capita in towns over 100,000.

(Alt Ptttlalrtptiy )

Mr. nnd Mrs , Randall Pommerening

El lies-Pommerening Cedar Valley LCW
Vows Exchanged at To Sponsor Dinner
Centra l Methodist
CEDAR VALLEY, Minn. ( Spe-

Miss Kathleen Elliea, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Verdi Ellies, 714 W. Wabasha St., and
Randall Pommerening, son of
Mr . and Mrs. Clarence Huseby, St. Paul, were married Jn
WHITEHALL AUXILIARY
the sanctuary of Central MethWHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special)
—The Mmes. Ida Nelson and odist Church Dec. 22.
Ella Iverson will be hostesses The Rev. Harold DeVrles,
at the meeting of the American Minneapolis, assisted by Dr .
Legion Auxiliary, Hutching Sten- E. Clayton Burgess, performed
dahl Unit 191, in the Legion the ceremony, Gene Craven,
clubrooms Monday at 8 p.m. Rochester, brother-in-law cf the
bride, was soloist and Mrs.
William Ferguson, organist.
Mrs. Gene Craven, Rochester,
Now In
A.
sister of the bride, was matron
of honor. Miss Nancy Schmalzfl
Progress
bauer, New Brighton, Minn., a
Macalester College classmate
of the bride's, and Miss Barbara Osborn, Winona, were
bridesmaids.
Steve McCullagh , Macalester
College, John Wilkus, brotherin-law of the groom, and Ron
Wilkinson, all of St. Paul, attended the groom. Steve Rose,
head usher, Macalester College,
was assisted by Roger Nelson,
¦
¦
Rochester; Jim Kovotny, St.
Women 's Shop
;
Paul, and Allan Christenson,
Farmingtom.
THE BRIDE'S gown was
fashioned of crystal peau de
soie in an empire style with
long sleeves and a slightly
scooped neckline. A wide band
of lace at the waistline and
a lace French rose concealed
the fastening of the detachable
train, which was fan - pleated
with large overlaying pleats
. . H An excellent opportunity to replenish 7s
I that draped into a lace-trimmed train . She carried a casI your wardrobe and make important |J cade of red roses. Her veil
I savings on up to the minute fashion. ^
I was attached to a peau de soie
wear.
I cap.
|j
The bridesmaids' dark-green,
velveteen dresses were styled
identical to the bride's, excepting for elbow-length sleeves
and green, peau de sole bands
at the waists, ending with large
French roses at the backs.
Fur-trimmed
$ QO
SI O ¦ CI - I Their headdresses were of
Values to $155 . . . . O .7 ,0
I O vJ 1 small green French roses attached to short veils. They carried cascades of long-needled
poirwettia blospine
untrimmed
$ O CT
$Q A
I soms.and white
to
Values to $110
T I
O+J
The bride's mother wore a
dark-green, wool suit and the
groom's mother, a red wool
dress. Roth had corsages of
white roses.
Mrs. John Wilkus, sister of
the
groom, served as personal
Values
SO
SO Q
attendant
to the bride.
to
to $35
/
A wedding rehearsal supper
was hosted at the Elites home
by the parents of the bride
and groom. A buffet supper for
150 guests was served in the
Guildhall following the wedding.
Mrs. M. L. DeBolt served the
Values
$Q
SA
wedding cake; Mrs. Lloyd Osto $6,95
O " ^T
born and Miss Elsie Sartell
presided at the buffet table, and
Mrs. Lowell Englert poured
punch. Suzanne DeBolt was in
charge of the gift table, and
I) iane Erickson, the guest book.
Vicki DeBolt and Robin Bauer
served ns waitresses.
l0
The bridal couple left for a
y
>J
to $i4.»5
trip to Chicago .
TUN It RIDE was entertained
bv Chapter AP, PEO with Mrs.
Lloyd Osborn, Mrs. K. A. McQueen and Mrs. Ray Fawcett
as hostesses nt the Osborn
IO
home. Mrs. Fred Burmeister
entertained st a brunch for 84
V^
to $16.95
7
of the bride's former school
teachers . Sunday School teachers, neighbors, and Winona
friends. Mrs. Gordon Addington, Mrs . Sherman Mitchell ,
and Mrs . Lewis Schoening entertained at the Addington
1()
home, representing the Faculty
VJ
IZ .
to $14.95
Wives , Mrs. Richard Schmalzbaticr and daughter, Nancy,
New Brighton, entertained Macalester classmates at a shower. Mrs . Marie (Joetxke and
Mrs. Haldor Goetzke, St. Paul,
also entertained at a shower.
The bride will graduate from
Macalester College in June. The
groom wns graduated in 1965
The Cent er of Fashion in the cent er
| with a IIA. degree and is attending Pharmacy School at the
of Town - NASH'S - Fourth at Center
University ot Minnesota. They
will reside at 1524 Portland
mmAmwmwwwwwmmwmmWmWmWmmmamWmmwm
, St. Paul .
AvenueWwm

N <4A

apolis and Winona and La Princeton Gets
Crosse, Westby and Galesville.
Mr. Coyle and tbe former Brock's Piptn
Nettie Snodflrass , Westby, were
married Dec. 27, 1940 in the PRINCETON, N.J. (AP ) Little Brown Church in the The personal papers of two-time
Vale, Nashua, Iowa. Their chil- Pulitzer Prize-winner Arthur
dren are Mrs. James (Karen ) Krock will become part of the
Canar, Minneapolis, and Wil- Princeton Unlversihr's Center
liam, at home. There are two for Studies in 20th century
American statecraft and public
granddaughters¦
.
policy.
Krock. New York Times colFRATERNITY TO INSTALL
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special) umnist, won the prizes in Jour—Installation of officers will be nalism in 1935 and 1938, while
held by members of the Scandi- chief of the Times' Washington
navian American Fraternity at bureau. He is a graduate of
the home of Miss Mayme Hal- Princeton.
¦
lingstad Thursday at 8 p.m.
SOUTH BEAVER LCW
CHRISTMAS PARTY
ETTRICK, Wis. ( Special) BETHANY, Minn. (Special) South Beaver Creek Lutheran
— Members of the Bethany Mo- Church Women will meet Jan.
ravian Church choir, the Rev. 5 at 1:.30 p.m. A program will
Clarence Biske and several be presented by MCra. Stanley
members of their families en- Somonson. The Bible study will
joyed a Christmas party at the be given by Mrs. Marvin Tranhome of Mr. and Mrs. Lester berg. Devotions will be led by
Felsch, St. Charles. Sunday Mrs. Mllo Johnson. Hostesses
evening. Carols were sung, will be the Mmes. Carlyle Nordgames played, gifts exchanged, strom, Clifford N. Johnson and
Kenneth Witte.
and lunch served.

cial) — The American Lutheran Church Women will sponsor
a fellowship dinner at the Cedar Valley Lutheran Church at
the close of the 11 a.m. services Sunday. The devotional and
business meeting will follow.
Members are asked to bring
any material suitable for cancer bandages and any used religious greeting cards.

J. 0. Beadles
Note 40th Year
At Galesville
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— The 40th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
Beadle was observed Sunday in
the Isaac Clark room of the
Bank of Galesville. More than
150 attended. The couple's children were hosts.
A program of musical numbers was presented . Flowers,
including Bird of Paradise,
torch ginger, orchids and Mrs.
Beadle's corsage, were sent
from Honolulu by the couple's
daughter, Kathryn, and friends
in Hawaii.
Their four children are John
L., and Mrs. William (Mary)
Ewing, both of La Crosse; David, a bassoonist with the Buffalo New York Symphony Orchestra , and Kathryn, who is
enrolled at Leland Stanford
University, Palo Alto, Calif.
There are five grandchildren.
Mr. Beadle and the former
Beulah Harnley, Ripon, Wis.,
were married Dec. 24, 1925 at
Winnebago, Minn. For 13 years,
Mr. Beadle was agricultural instructor at Marshall, Wis. He
has been agricultural instructor at Galesville since 1937 and
is in his 28th year at the high
school. He will retire at the
end of the school year.
During the time that Mr. Beadle has taught at Galesville,
he has entered winning judging
teams several times. He has
won awards at both Kansas City
and Chicago national judging
contests.
Mrs. Beadle has taught English, French, dramatics and
speech in schools in the area
since 1950. She has taught at
Trempealeau, Melrose, Holmen,
Blair and Taylor. She is now
retired.
Mr. and Mrs. Beadle made
two trips to Hawaii while their
daughter was teaching there.
In 1951, the Galesville Lions
sponsored a recognition day
lor Mr. Beadle called "This is
Your Life "
¦

Independence
Senior Sno- Ball
Set for Thursday
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special) — "Silver Bells" is the
theme for the Senior Sno-Ball to
be held Thursday from 8:30
p.m. to 12 midnight at the Independence High School gym.
John Konter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Emil Konter, has been
chosen to reign aa king. He selected Kathy Wooicy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wozney,
as queen. Other members of the
court are Jerome Olson and Marie Halama; Danny Kwosek and
Joyce Symlczck, and B i l l
Thoma and Pat Baecker.
General chairman oi the
Sno-Ball is Jane HaJama, assisted by Kathleen Bautch . Kathy
Wozney and Marie Halama. The
theme committee is comprised
of Janice Skroch, Debbie Kuka
and Bonnit Bautch.

SALE
DU<(
20%
"""
•« am all marchanilae

Wed-, Thurs., Frl.
Stock up on aInto at thli
few aHta.

SARA 'S GIFT SHOP
101 last Thi rd St.
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STRIKE UP
THEFUNWITH
SEVEN-UP

Resolve to have plenty of 7-Up at all
your parties . . . starting with New
Year's Eve! Sparkling 7-Up brings new
energy in just 2 to 6 minutes to help
your guests feel lively. And 7-Up has
the fresh, clean taste that everybody
likes! Happy party-ing with 7-Up !

Roger Curtin,
Jean Karnath
Exchange Vows

Mr. and Mrt. Roger C. Curtin

Honeywell Gets
Big Navy Contract
l

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — 4
$42.5 millioncontract to produce
1,000 anti-submarine torpedoes
was awarded Monday to Honeywell Inc. by the Bureau of
Naval Weapons, Department of
the Navy.
The work will be done at
Honeywell's ordnance division
plant In Hopkins, Minn., where
about 1,600 now are employed.
Company officials indicated additional workers will be hired.
Tie torpedo is the Mark 46,
the Navy's latest.

la capable of searching out and
destroying t h e fastest submarines. l
Charles L. Davis, vice president of Honeywell's Military
Products group, said the contract, announced in Washington
Monday, "places the company
in a strong position of leadership in the manufacture of a key
weapon in the Navy arsenal."
Honeywell will have several
subcontractors in the program,
many of them in the Twin Cities
area.
¦

Tlie torpedo is the Mark 46,
a liquid-fueled weapon that can
be launched from aircraft, helicopters and surface ships and

WE COULD LOOK
FRANKFORT, Ky. WB The state plans, with Army
permission, to build and operate a museum at the Ft.
Knox military reservation.
The museum would cost
$250,000 and provide a viewplatform for tourists to see
the gold depository.

DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI

9 a.m. through S p.m.

DR. MAX L. DEBOLT

Saturday 9 to 12:S0
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TREMPEALEAU RECEPTION
TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) — The Rev. and Mrs.
George Anderson of the Federated Church held open house
Sunday afternoon at the parsonage for all students. Refreshments were served.
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Mr. and Mrs. Roger C. Curtin are at home at 221% E. Sth
St., following a wedding trip-t o
Northern Minnesota.
They were married Dec. 18
at McKinley Methodist Church
by the Rev. C. Merritt LaGrone. Mrs. William Ferguson
Was organist and Mrs. Richard
Olaunert, soloist
The bride is the former Miss
Jean Marciile Karnath, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Walter H.
Karaatb, 776 Terrace Lane. Her
Jiusband is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Curtin, Austin,
Minn.
Miss Jane. Findlay was maid
ef honor. Richard T. Curtin,
Minneapolis, brother of t b e
groom, was best man and Carroll Ruedy, Hastings, Minn..
James Karnath, Marion, UL,
and Richard Karnath, Winona,
ushered. The latter two are
brothers of the bride.
THE BRIDE wore a floorlength, A-line gown of paisleypatterned, tapestry brocade.
Her veil was held by a crown
of pearls and crystals. She carried a dozen long-stemmed red
roses.
Her attendant wore a floorlength gown with an empire
waistline, beige, crepe skirt and
a bodice of heavy, green lace.
She wore a green velvet bow in
her hair and carried a dozen
red roses.
A reception was held in Fellowship Hall.
The bride is a graduate of Winona Senior High School and the
groom, Austin Senior High
School. Both are attending Winona State College. The bride is
employed at Lofquist Variety
Store, Miracle Mall, and her
husband, at Briggs Transportation Co.
The groom's parents were
hosts at the bridal dinner.
Prenuptial parties were hosted by Mrs. Lawrence Santelman, at her home; Miss Jane
Findlay, at her home, and Mrs.
Lawrence Dunfee and M i e s
RosemaryEllis, Austin.

VISTA Worker
Charges U.S.
Overpays Him

•

^

M I N N E A P O L I S* - A
VISTA worker says that the
United States government has
been overpaying him for his
work with Alaskan Indians'eight
miles north of the Arctic Circle.
Frank Warpeha, 20, Minneapolis, told a newsman Monday
that the Office of Economic Opportunity plays loose with taxpayers' money by giving VISTA
volunteers in Alaska order books
which do not limit purchases for
food, housing and other necessities.
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Lovely place settings in Solid
fpP"^
Stainless by Oneida... at exciting savings.
Here's heavy-weight, beautifully-finished, carefree stainless that's a bargain even at regular
ed'time0'fer, SALE ENDS

&aMK
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DELUXE STAINLESS

-

6-Piece Place Setting . $098

¦, ¦ ¦
OR*"
Dlnnsr For*, Salad Fork, H.H.
• ¦ w
Knife, Sogp Spoon,2Te»»|)oof».
a_u.it
wsfsu trrij>.
t.m

While they lastl lovely place settings In Scfld
Stainless by Oneida ...at exciting savings. Hale's
heavy-weight, beautifully-finished, carefree stain*
less that's a bargain even at regular prices.Hurry!
Sato .ntoJawwjr l5. 196S.

. HkSfLSHlKr $R48
soup Spoon,2 Teaspoons.
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Warpeha has been teaching a
preschool Head Start class at
Fort Yukon, has organized adult
education classes and taught art
in the village school. He said be
had paid for books and material
out of his own pocket for the
adult education classes.
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VISTA (Volunteers ln Service
to America! is an anti-poverty
"domestic Peace Corps." .
Warpeha said the Alaska Indians resent an outsider who
lives high and "exploits" the
natives.
Since early October, Warpeha
has lived in a log cabin among
Athabaskan Indians at Fort 'Yukon, a village of 511 persons
where natives eat rice and caribou and do without running water.
Warpeha, home for the holidays, said he returned his purchase order book to the government and has been taking his
food costs out of his dally allowance. While using the order
books, he said, he spent about
$140 a month for food. He has
cut this to about $60 a month
since doing without the books,
Warpeha said.
He said the generous living allowance stems from high living
costs in Alaska. In addition,
Warpeha said, VISTA worke-s
in Alaska get $3 a day "spending money" instead of the $2.50
received elsewhere. Warpeha
called this "absolutely ridiculous."
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Save on Solid Stainless

Third and Center
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ONES, WHO ARE ALSO PETITE ONES.FIVE FEET ONE OR UNDER .

B«LTCD OARRISON PAMTS IN NAVY DACROM ft COTTON
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Beat Music
Guns-and-Butter All the Go in
Budget Disc ussed East Germany

AUSTIN, Tex. CAP ) - Presi- ton officials at his ranch home
dent Johnson and Secretary of near Johnson City. At least
Defense Robert S. McNamara some final decisions were exhave gotten together once again
to push final preparation of a pected to merge from these
Sns-and-butter federal budget sessions.
* the 1966 Congress.
Even aa he began a final
The Texas White House an- round of budget preparations ,
nounced early today that McNa- Johnson reportedly was keeping
mara flew to the Johnson ranch
Monday night for a lengthy dis- in touch with efforts to promote
cussion of the new defense a peaceful settlement of the Viet
budget that will encompass Nam war.
mounting outlays for the war in
The White House announced
Viet Nam.
Monday night that the apostolic
McNamara made an over- night stop at the LBJ ranch on delegate to Washington, Archhis way back to Washington bishop Egidio Vagnozzi , had
front a skiing vacation at As- sent a letter to a White House
pen, Colo. He had met at the aide asking that Johnson be adranch with the President on the vised that Pope Paul VI "had
same subject earlier this month. received with great pleasure the
Johnson will be focusing much news that a Christmas truce
of his attention in the next few was ordered by the armed
days on drafting of the new forces in Viet Nam." The Pope
now is urging a New Year's
budget.
Federal spending this fiscal cease-ifre.
year under the Johnson admin- Joseph Laltin, acting "White
istration is expected to reach an House press secretary, also an. all-time high of between $105 nounced a planned change in
billion and $107 billion. Next the ranks oi Johnson's key adyear's figure is expected to be visers on economic and fiscal
higher, with increased spending matters.
on the Viet Nam war.
He said James Stomble DueThe Texai White House said senberry, a monetary expert
today no final decisions nave and economics professor at
been made yet on the spending Harvard, would be appointed to
three-member
blueprint for the 1967 fiscal year J o h n s o n 's
that begins next July 1 — the Council of Economic Advisers.
period covered by the forth- Duesenberry, 47, will replace
Otto Eckstein who will return
corning budget.
Sources disclosed, however, Feb. 1 to his post on the Harthat Johnson would be having vard faculty,
budget conferences this week The President spent much of
with, a number of top Washing- Monday at his desk, Laitin reported, and talked once by telephone with Secretary of State
Dean Rusk and twice with McGeorge Bundy, Johnson's special assistant for national security affairs,
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SHRIMP

BERLIN (AP) - Beat music,
bare bosoms and a brooding
ballad singer are targets in
East Germany.
A drive to bridle rebellious
writers and artists is expected
to get into full swing soon with
stepped-up indoctrination and a
likely reshuffle in the party's
cultural hierarchy.
The push comes as East Germans try to figure out what was
really behind the recent suicide
of Erich Apel, national economic planning chief. Even some
avowed supporters of commu" ¦
nism seem gripped by doubts
' '
' ^^mWma *\\\\\\\\\\\M
'\\\\
r
*\w
whether the regime Is on the
right path.
Box 4 on
^^L^k^m ^^A ^Ay
Consequently "skepticism" Is
seen by ideological sleuths as
the main menace now to German communism. A pale young
writer-singer has been exposed
as representative of the skeptical group. He is Wolf Biermann,
whose trademarks are a guitar,
a stinging pen and a drooping
mustache.
Biermann, whose father was
murdered in the Nazi purge of
Gemman Communists, cannot
be gauged by cold-war . cliches.
He endorses the Communist fu- ¦
ture but is critical of its present.
Biermann ls particularly
popular among younger East
Germans whose sophistication,
some observers believe, keeps
pact with increases in the country's living standard.
The East German party became alarmed. In 1963 it ousted
Biermann from the party,
where he held candidate or
firstotage membership. Now it
has decided this was not
enough. Erich Honecker, often
Long Thin Lb. ^2^
B
/
_ /.
By ALTON BLAKESLEE
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called
the crown prince of party
Loaf
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AP Science Writer
chief Walter Ulbricht, has deBERKELEY, Calif. (AP) nounced Biermann and his like.
Two miles high, the airplane MOSCOW (AP) - Pity the The ballad-writer, Honecker
¦
raced over a field of wheat.
affl ^BBW BF
I
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Russian working girl who charged at a Central Committee
•#)¦
Looking down, a special spends a day's wages to buy a meeting, has betrayed the Com#
spying eye detected the pair of stockings, wears them munist state and personifies
beginningof a serious crop dis- one day and finds a hole in a "petty bourgeois skepticism
ease, two weeks sooner than a heel, all th# toes out and lots of that is negating life." And Bierhuman expert could have spot- runs.
raann's "anarchist behavior and
ted the trouble on the ground. "Where is the working con- cynicism" were shared by other
Steps to control the disease science of those factory workers writers and artists.
U>'
were taken that much earlier. who produced this defective Also chided were television,
Super-Right. No Weter Added. Burt Portions, Lb. 79c
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This is DM example bf a new, stuff?" angrily demanded Miss
films
were
withdrawn
recently
Krylova.
expanding kind of spying to pry
out valuable earth secrets — She was mad about a pair of for veering off the party line)
and illustrated magazines,
how crops and forests are farstockings
from
the
Krtsanisi
which
have been relying more
ing, where hidden minerals or
oil may lie, to fight fires, to find factory in Soviet Georgia that and more on pinups and even
clues to coming changes in cli- had cost 2.40 rubles — $2.04 — bare-bosomed beauties.
mate and weather, to learn the average- daily earning of a Honecker said these state-conwhat man by his actions is woman clerk here. So shs wrote trolled media have joined in
to Pravda, the Communist party spreading "foreign and noxious
doing to his own planet.
Earth scientists call this re- organ.
theses and nonartistic concocmote sensing of the environ- The paper got together with a tions which also contain strong
ment It is aided now by a whole Moscow department store and pornographic elements. "
family of new sensing devices summoned a meeting to put The popularity of beat music
developed largely for military people on the spot.
brought censure for leaders of
uses and now being taken off To discuss stockings in the the Communist Free German
Communist system, it took peo- Youth. Honecker accused them
the secret list.
ple from five different governThe spying eye over the wheat ment ministries, plus the facto- of "failing to see that the enemy
field was an infra-red device ries, plus Moscow shops. They is exploiting beat music. The
which detects heat waves. A seemed to Pravda to have harmful influence of such music
on the thinking and acting of
darker Image from part of the agreed that the stocking busi- juveniles
was grossly underestifield marked the beginning of ness has problems.
mated."
block stem rust disease.
If past experience is any
Dr. Robert N. Colwell profes- Inadequate and poor quality guide,
sor of forestry at the University yarn is supplied to factories. lose some FGY leaders will
their posts. So may Guenter
P...
LARGE
of California, cited this Instance Machinery Ls old.
Witt,
deputy education minister,
of helpful spying today to the The Krtsanisi factory in Geor¦
¦
¦
Deposit
24-OZ.
and Helnrich Adameck, head of
American Associationfor the gia was the main scapegoat.
the
national
television
network.
Advancement of Science.
Pravda said it sent 16,000 They have confessed their erpairs
of stockings to Moscow's rors in public.
Combined use of Infra-red and
ultraviolet devices, radar, regu- central department store this
lar and color photography, and year and all of them were deX
BBBBBB
oth«r means, Is capable of tell- fective. They are sitting ln a Kilauea Volcano
ing one kind of vegetation from warehouse while the factory
m
mUA
another, how healthy tha vegeta- refuses to accept responsibility. Blast Subsiding
tion is, and even why it is be- Pravda concluded on the usucoming sick, Dr. Colwell said. al cheery note of such public HILO , Hawaii (AP) - HawaThe devices can pick up In- admissions that problems hive ii's remote Kilauea volcano still
formation to help "predict existed In tha Soviet Union. In rumbles and fumes but it apweeks, months or jean in ad- 1966 better yam will be suppli- pears that the sudden eruption
,f
tl(
vance what a yield will be" ln ed, some factories will be re- which began Christmas Eve 1«
0? * n*vor lmMnM '" HolHty DettMtll '
VICTORY
'"l
crops, or orchards or timber- equipped and production will in- subsiding.
/taV ^J
land, he said.
crease 11 per cent.
Residents of the Island, 200
miles southeast of Honolulu, felt
FREE — PRil — nii — FREE — FREE — FREE — FREE slight tremors Monday — three
days after bright orange and
1 .MEaEMMMMMMMMWMWMW
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lava fountains burst out of
w. •MMK_MnmMKgMKmaananBBBBanasannBnaaBaaaEi
ui red
the volcano 's Aloi crater.
^w gag u.
But scientists said there apu. 1^1
^?r
w
m
peared to be no further movements of lava underground.
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Experts at the Hawaii VolcaI BBB. nasal
w
A
^^^aBr^MB ID
no Observatory are trying to
determine why Kilauea erupted
without apparent warning.
The Aloi crater last erupted in
MARVEL
1962. It Is in an unpopulated
area about 80 miles southwest of
Hilo.
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From yeur KODACOIOR NEGATIVE . . .
When y»u have your KODACOLOR roll
develeiaed end printed by MAY'S.
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OFFER OOOD UNTIL JAN. 10

Yeal May 's will help you wilh your pboloKmphlc
problems even If you didn't purchase your l auu-iu
from them.
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Die
In Illinois Fire

SPARTA . 111. (AP) - Five
children died in a fire that destroyed their farm home two
| miles east of here in rural
Eden Monday.
|
The fire was discovered about
j{J
five minutes after their mother,
(£
Melvina Bardo, had gone next
I
door lo see a neighbor. Flames
anti smoke drove Mrs. Bardo
and neighbors buck when they
tried lo rescue (he children.
Their father , Norman, was at
work .
Dead are floss Bardo , 5
months; Norman . I 1.. years ;
twin Kills , Armenia ami Arlcnc,
,'f , uml C'layicrs.sH, 4.
•i.
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Youth Gets $950
For Injury in
Hunting Accident

SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES

Reports on His Third War

Lt CoL Kenneth Ring
In Jungl * Uniform
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— "This ls my third war, and
there has been no comparison
between any two of them,"
wrote Lt. Col. Kenneth Ring,
eon of Mr. and Mrs. John Ring,
rural Lake City, who now has
been in Viet Nam 13 months.
'Tm sure the old-timers who
served in Korea or World War

II will agree with me.
"Actually , we really have a
contest going here. The Communist* are just as determined
to win as we are, but they won't
win. 1 had some doubts about
our position last January, but
then the tide began to turn. We
are certainly in a much better
position now than a few months
ago.
"The terrorist activity still Is
going strong but big actions are
on the downgrade. I live in an
air-conditioned room «n the
ground floor of Saigon hotel. A
grenade landed about 50 feet
from my window the other
night. This was the first attack
in this part of Saigon. Actually
there is so little of this sort of
thing no one really worries
about It."
IN JUNE , Lt. Ring wrote that
he had never worked harder in
his life — for weeks he had been
working from 6:30 a.m. to late
at night, with no time off. He
was planning communications
for Viet Nam, providing telephones over a 500-mile area for
the U.S. Embassy, the U.S.
armed forces, and Republic of
Viet Nam, in addition to communication systems into Thailand and ihe Philippines. Sever-

al thousand people were trained
to operate the system.
Col . Ring, now back with his
family at Leavenworth, Kan.,
for the holidays, will take them
with him when he leaves again
next week. With the exception
of his oldest son, student at the
University of Kansas, the family will be settled in Bangkok,
Thailand, by Jan. 1.
The Ring family held a reunion here Oct. 11, 1964. Col.
Ring was to have been there
with the other nine children in
the family, providing ah opportunity to see his brother, the
Rev. Francis Ring, Jesuit missionary from British Honduras,
and his sister, Sister Rose Kevin, supervisor of Maryknoll
School, Temuca,. Chili. But he
didn't arrive, because he was
getting ready to go to Viet Nam.
Col. Ring has two sisters living
in the Lake City area, Mrs. Harold Brunholz and Mrs. Ronald
Wagner, and a brother, Gerrard, Byron, who is with a Rochester law firm.

ALAN S. GRAY, DSSA, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gray, 67
E. Howard St.. is Spending the
Christmas holidays in Winona
after completing a 38-week
course at the data systems com-

A Winona youth who was shot
in the hand last year in a
hunting accident won approval
of a $950 settlement Monday in
District Court.
James L. Keiper, 18, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo L. Keiper,
656 Winona St., was hunting
Sept. 20, 1964, with a friend,
Dennis R. Fletcher, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin A. Fletcher,
576 W. King St., when the Fletcher boy's .22-caliber firearm
accidentally discharged.
The bullet struck young Keiper in the left hand, and his father Incurred $346.40 in medical
expenses as a result of the in-

puter school at the U.S. Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes,
111. His next assignment will be
to Mare Island, Vallejo, Calif.,
where he will receive additional
computer training.

•

BLAIR, Wis. (Special)—Darrell Nyen, stationed at Lowry
Air Force Base, Denver, Colo.,
is being visited by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Nyen, and
sister, Cynthia, during the holidays. Nyen vtas unable to return home for Christmas this
year.

Two Wives Win
Default Divorces

Findings for divorces on
grounds of cruel and inhuman
treatment were ordered Monday in District Court after default hearings before Judge
Arnold Hatfield.
Marveen J. Brang, 22, 618 £.
King St., won a divorce from
Robert J. Brang. 22, 425 E.
Howard St. She and her father ,
Marvin R. Nelson, 618 E. King
St., testified in support of her

DOUBLE BARS . . . Recently promoted Army Reserve
Capt. Norris Abts, commanding officer of the Wabasha, Minn.,
544th Ordnance Company, receives his bars at ceremonies in
which Lt. Col. Stanley Wehrenberg, Wabasha, left, commanding- officer of Winona's 419th Civil Affairs Company, and
Mrs, Abts participated. The ceremonies were conducted during a Sunday noon formation of the Wabasha unit. Capt. Abts
is a resident of Fountain City, Wis., and is an instructor in
automotive mechanics at Winona Senior High School. (Wehrenberg Studio)
contention of cruel and inhuman
treatment.
The Brangs were married
Feb. 27, 1959, at Winona. They
have three children, aged 1 to
5 years, who will remain in Mrs.
Brang's custody.
Attorney Dennis A. Challeen
represented Mrs. Brang. Brang
did not appear and was not represented.
Carol A. Becker, 22, 878 E.
Broadway, won a divorce from
Raymond T. Becker, 24, 607

W. King St. The Beckers were
married Jan. 12, 1963, and have
one child.
Mrs. Becker and her father,
Carl A. Fretzke, 878 E. Broadway, testified in support of her
allegation of cruel and inhuman
treatment. Mrs. Becker won
custody of their child.
Attorney William A. Ltadojuist represented Mrs. Becker.
Becker did hot appear and was
not represented at the hearing.

jury.

Judge Arnold Hatfield approved a settlement by the Fletcher
boy's insurance company. Iowa
National Mutual Insurance Co.,
which paid the medical bills
and settled young Keiper's potential claim for damages with
$600 in cash. The cash part of
the settlement is to be deposited in a savings account for the
youth.
The elder Keiper testified concerning the accident and his
son's injury, which is now completely healed, he said. The

Helpers were net represented
by an attorney.
Attorney Robert G. Hull appeared for the firm of Hull 4
Hull at the District Court hearing. This firm represented
young Fletcher and the insurance company. '

Rome Irked by
Traffic Blockade

ROME CAP) - Irate shopowners in an experimental
pedestrian paradise in the heart
of Rome threatened a blackout
tonight and a lockout by the end
of the year unless auto traffic
is allowed back into the 10block-long zone.
The city~ barred private cars
from the central shopping zone
for a 10-day trial starting Monday. By nightfall businessmen,
motorists and the Ronjan press
branded it a colossal failure.
A large area around the pedestrian island was hit by a
chaotic traffic jam as cars were
forced to detour through other
streets just as narrow that normally are clogged with as much
traffic as they can hold.
The business men's association of the famed Via Condotti,
Via Frattina, Via del Babuino
and Piazza di Spagna voted to
turn off their shop sighs and
window lights tonight In protest.
They said if the zone was not
reopened to traffic they would
close their shops.
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HARRIS SURVEY

Public Favo rs
Law Changes in
Civil Righ ts Suits

By LOUIS HARRIS
LOS ANGELES — By a 4 to
3 margin, the American people
believe that murders in civil
rights cases should be federal
offenses, rather than left to local law enforcement agencies.
Both President Johnson and
the Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr. have advocated the passage
of such legislation.
The desire to give the federgovernment jurisdiction
al
stems from the firm belief of a
majority that southern local
juries are not likely to render
justice in crimes against civil
rights workers.
THE S O U T H , constituting
21% of the nation, strongly
disagrees with both conclusions
but is outvoted by- the rest of
the country. This, of course,
has been the pattern in all civil
rights legislation in the past
few years.
The case of Collie Leroy Wilkins, the KKK member tried
and acquitted of murdering civil rights worker Viola Liuzzo
during the Selma-to-Montgomery march, has triggered much
of this reaction. Fully 90% of
the American people say they
followed that case.
Although American principles
of justice emphasize that cases
should be argued on their merits in the courtroom, not in the
forum of public opinion, the
feeling is strong that southern
juries are too personally involved in racial tensions to give
the system a fair chance.

in state courts (one mistrial and one acquittal) cast
deep doubt on southern justice
in the minds of millions of
Americans. This and similar
cases such as the recent acquittals of those charged with the
murder of Rev. James Reeb
have cast doubts on the fairness of southern local juries
in trying civil rights violence.
People were asked:
"Do yon think that southern
juries are able to render justice in cases of crimes against
civil rights workers or don't
you feel this way?"
SOUTHERN JUSTICE
Can't Can Not
Ren- Ren- Sure
der der
%
% %
Nation-wide
53 28 19
By region
East
56 18 26
Midwest
67 22 11
South
25 53 22
West
55 26 19
By race
Whites
51 27 22
Negroes
71 20 9
The question of legislation to
make civil rights murders a
federal offense produced a
somewhat closer division of
opinion.
Obviously,
many
Americans are reluctant to give
up the tradition that the administration of justice is best
handled locally. People were
asked:
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Delay Hearing
In Heroin Case
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"All cases of murder are now
tried by a jury in the place
where the murder takes place.
Do yon think that murder* ln
civil rights cases should he
made a federal offense or
should they be handled locally
like other murders?"

FEDERALIZING CIVIL
RIGHTS MURDER
DESPITE THE fact that he
and two other KKK members
Fed- Han- Not
have recently been convicted
era! die Sure
in a federal court of conspiring
Of- Localto violate the constitutional
fense ly
right of c i v i 1 r i g h t s
% % %
demonstrators, two previous Nation-wide
48 37 15
failures to convict Wilkins By region
East
54 28 18
Midwest
55 31 14
South
28 54 18
West
51 41 8
By politics
Goldwater vc-ters 37 50 13
Johnson voters 55 30 14
By race
Whites
45 40 15
77 12 11
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) — A Negroes
U.S. commissioner has post- The racial overtones of the
poned until Jan.,6 a preliminary issue are amply demonstrated
hearing for a Ft. Bennlng by the overwhelming 6 to 1
warrant officer arrested when a demand by Negroes that such
huge cache of imported heroin legislation be passed, But in
was seized at his trailer home. the division between people
Arraignment of CWO Herman who voted for Barry Goldwater
Conder, 35, had been set for this in 1964 (who are S to 4 opposed
afternoon, but U.S. Commission- to the legislation) and those
er H. Okay Parker postponed who voted for Lyndon Johnson
the hearing at the request of an (nearly 2 to 1 in favor), the
question of federal versus local
assistant federal attorney.
powers emerges as a key diParker said it was indicated mension of the problem.
that seven other hearings will
Thus, the deeply felt critibe heard in connection with the cisms of civil rights trials in
dope seizure on Jan. 6.
the South are wholly translated
Conder is alleged to be the into support for a law which
courier of 209 pounds of uncut would federalize murders of ciheroin found in a freezer behind vil rights workers. A congreshis trailer in Columbus Dec. 20. sional division over this Issue,
The 16-year Army veteran was if it reflects public opinion,
one of eight arrested in connec- could be close — even with
special impetus from the White
tion with the narcotics haul .
Federal agents claim the House and Democratic leaderheroin arrived here in Conder's ship In the House and Senate
household effects when he was as was evident in the last two
transferred from France to Ft. civil rights bills which passed
Congress,
Bennlng.
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hiding, perhaps withdrawing ln
some cases to North Viet Nam.

HOW WAR GREW

Working against inch an outcome as well as against a negotiated settlement is Red China's
apparent interest in keeping the
conflict going.
Those who think the conflict
will end in negotiation cite the
! example of the Korean conflict
j in which the Chinese became
| directly involved after Ameri( Editor 's Note: .4S the
In addition the critics have rnitmcnls which provided a ba- can forces approached the Yalu
Viet Nam trar tatemt/irt, mo argued that for the Vietnamese sis for the present conflict. He
| River border.
doe t tht debate concerning
extended economic help and 7 in the view of many U.S. offiis
essentially
a
conflict
i
Reds
the
<t. Art te+. defending a real
patriotic war for (he homelands limited military aid to South Ii 'cials , however , the two wars are
¦notional interest there ? critics ash. The arimirmfrfl- and that South Viet Nam contin- Viet Nam.
essentially different in nature.
ues to exist under an , anti-Comiwn 's answer is yes. In
II was during the Eisenhower
!
The Korean War was a conmunist regime only because the
this second o\ jour articles
administration also that the
ing
it
up.
propp
United
Stales
is
flict between organized armies
on America 's role in Viet
spokesmen United States negotiated and : fighting not only to destroy each
Administration
Nam , the contro versy and
argue to the contrary that very signed the Southeast Asian De- i other but also to gain and hold
its backgro und are explorhigh American interests are at fense treaty — SEATO — which ! territory. The Vietnamese war
f d. )
stake in the struggle.
the Senate approved by a vote ; is mainly a guerrilla struggle
By JOHN !\1. J.JGHTOWE R
Secretary of State Dean Rusk of 82-1.
' fought between small groups in
At that • time , having just | the midst o( a civilian populaW ASHINGTON (AP)- Presi- contends that "What is at stake
dent Johpson 's decision lo start in Viet Nam is the integrity of come through the Korean War , tion loyal sometimes to one side
the American commitment all the United States made known and sometimes to tbe other.
bombing ' . North Viot Nam last over the world. "
its determination not to allow
Peace could be made in Korea
February and begin a big buildSoutheast
Asia to fall under by drawing a line between the
He asserts that neither Euroup of U.S. troops in the South
armies and recognizing the retouched off a great world de- pean nor other allies .would feel Communist control .
The United States supplied spective control of the territobate.
sure they could trust U.S. deThere were protests from fense pledges if this country , help in various forms particu- ries on either side.
But in South Viet Nam no one
friendly and neutral nations as having undertaken to defend larly to Laos and South Viet
well as the Communist bloc .
South Viet Nam , should then Nam. It repeatedly charged, has ever figured out how any
Communist North Viet Nam such division could be made or
At home, some members of abandon it.
Other supporters of the U.S under the leadership of Ho Chi how indeed the guerrillas can be
Congress and other public
Minh , with violating the provi- sorted out from the civilian popfigures questioned the Presi- role say that the fight against sions
of the Geneva agreements .
dent's right to take such steps Communist conquest in the
ulation ,
without a declaration of war.
Southeast Asian country i.s a
Specifically the Reds Mere
Other critics on the home fight in defense of all backward accused of maintaining several
front wanted to know why the free countries — in Asia , Africa thousand regular troops in Laos
United Stales was fighting in and Latin America — -where and assisting Viet Cong guerrilViet Nam at all.
j similar Communist guerrilla las who gradually developed a
Administration officials took tactics might be used.
terror campaign in South Vict
" the position that as commander The State Department cites In Nam.
ir. chief of the armed forces the this connection a statement
In 196 1 with the Saigon regime
OSSEO, Wis. ¦ CSpecial) . - Ai
President's authority was vest- made by North Vict Nam s de- of president Ngo Dinh Diem uned in his office. They also point- fense minister, Gen. Vo Nguyeli der growing Communist pres- former Osseo resident left Moned out that both the Senate and Giap in July, 3 964 :
sure, President John F. Kenne- day for Ferozepore, India, to I
"South Viet Nam is the model dy made the decision to send work as a ward nurse in Fran- '
House have given the Viet Nam
venture massive support.
of the national liberation move- U.S. military advisers in rela- ces Newton Hospital.
ment in our time. If the special tively large numbers to assist
Miss Frances Fiedler , daugh- :
¦
In August, 4964 , the two warfare that the United States
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Fiedthe Diem regime. ¦ ' * . . .
branches of Congress bv com imperialists are testing in South
ler. Osseo, will
In 1964 North Vict Nam
bined votes of 512-2 asserted in Viet Nam is overcome, this sending its own regular began
have a position
army
a resolution this country 's readi- means that It can be defeated troops to reinforce the guerrilt oj
equivalent
- ness to use force if necessary anywhere in the world. "
that of a head
las
in
the
South.
There
were
to help South Viet Nam "in denurse in the ;
How did the Vietnamese In- attacks on U.S. installations and
fense of its freedom. "
U.S. and will
even
,
in
August,
1964,
on
U.S.
Last May both houses ap- volvement begin and how did
assist in teach
proved a $700 million appropria- the United States become so destroyers in the Gulf of Tonkin.
ing s t u d e n t
tion for. military costs in Viet deeply involved in it?
The United States struck back
I nurses.
Nam. The President had stated France lost control of Irdo- with bombing of torpedo boat
j A 1947 graduin advance that favorable action China in 1954. A conference of bases on the northern coast but
j ate of Osseo
would be a vote "to persist in Western. Communist and Asian otherwise stayed its hand.
High S c h o o l ,
our efforts to halt Communist powers at Geneva established in j It was against the background
s h e attended
aggression in South Viet Nam." a series of agreements the inde- i of these events that President Miss Fiedler the University
Tbe resolution went through pendencc of Viet Nam. Laos and j Johnson made his decision of of Minnesota School of Nursing,
the House 408-7 and through the Cambodia, which were supposed last February.
She went to California to pracSenate 88-3.
to be treated as strictly neutral ! Administration officials then tice her profession. While in San
A main argument against U.S. in the cold war.
hoped that such a demonstra- Francisco she did graduate
participation in the war in Viet The Geneva agreement recog- tion would convince the Com- work at the University of CaliNam has been that this country ni7ed a temporary division of munists they could not win and fornia , receiving her master of
is fighting the wrong enemy in a Vict Nam between the Commu- would persuade them to negoti- science degree.
remote place under almost im- nist North and the anti-Commu- ate.
Since then she has been an inpossible conditions.
nist South. The United States
U.S. leaders no longer are structor at the University of
did not sign but promised to sure that the conflict will end by Wisconsin School of Nfursing
Critics tay the North Viet support the Geneva accords .
negotiation.
and staff nurse at Sacred Heart
naraese and the Viet Cong guerProvisions to merge North
Some now think it is possible Hospital, Eau Claire. She berilla forces represent only a and South Viet Nam were never
India
that when the Communist forces came interested in
peripheral power in the Com- fulfilled.
have been damaged badly through her associations with
munist world and that their dePresident Dwight D. Eisen- enough they may simply ease natives of that country in Califeat would not prove anything to
hower made the first U.S. com- off from the fighting and go into fornia.
the big Communist nations.

Decision to Begin Viet
Bombings Starte d Debate

Native of Osseo
Leaves for India
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On all purchases ar Super Saver from Wednesday, Decembe r 29 to
Friday, December 31. Spend $100.00-Get $10 refund from checker.
Spend $50.00-Get $5.00 refund. Spend $4O.00-Get $4.00 refund.
Spend $10.O0-Ger $1.00.
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HERE ARE ADDITIONAL MEAT DEPARTMENT SPECIALS,PLUS 10%

ADDITIONAL DISCOUNT AT CHECKOUTI
LEAN BEEF

WILSON CERTIFIED

Ribs Lb 39c T-Bonos - Lb 89c
$il59 Short
r
,
tanned nams - 4 W LSON CE™
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ChoDped Ham

ALL-BEEF

79c

-

SLICED MINCED

Cube Steak E.10c Ham • •

F„ur C OOKSD_ .ull ., Shark P.,lk>i,

FRYERS.... .33' «"->"«"""•'

Lb

49c
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ORDER AND PAY FOR BEEF QUARTERS
THIS WEEK AND GET 10% DISCOUNT
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HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! THIS IS THE HOTTEST FOOD
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Open Tu«i., W*d. and Thur». Until 8 P.M.
Now
Friday 'HI 6 P.M.
Yoar 'a Day and Sunday 8 to 12;30 Noon

Sen. Smith of Thousands Left
Fiscal Fame In Barry s Fund
Quits Thursday
By WALTER R. MEARS
WASHINGTON (AP) - Leftover thousands in the coffers of
an organization created for Barry Goldwater 's presidential
campaign are indirectly the
product of a political fund raising law Republican leaders
want repealed.
It is the $3 million limit on the
annual spending of political
committees.
The Republican Coordinating
Committee, a council . of party
leaders, has declared the ceiling
is unrealistic and should be
wiped off the books.
Meeting privately, one day
before the coordinating commit-

BIUIRRIUS

Changing Russ Po licies
Will Effect Viet Chitlook

tary conflict.
Next spring could produce
meaningful developments, possibly including a purposeful and
practical Soviet policy tailored
to the needs for security and
insurance. The Soviet Coninminist party opens its 23rd congress March 29.
The congress theoretically is
the ruling body which meets
once in four years to approve
guidelines for the next four. It
likely will reaffirm policies laid
down by the 20th congress in
1956 and the 22nd in 1961. Those
two were the fountainheada of
the Soviet-Chinese dispute. A
reaffirmation of the Soviet
stand could mean ,much With
regard to Viet Nam . If the Russians establish a strong presence ' there, a situation could
develop in which their weight
could contribute to isolating the
Chinese and possibly create
conditions for negotiations.

tee took that stand, the steering
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
on Western Europe, suggesting While the Kremlin appears to
committee of an organization Here are some thoughts about
AP Special Correspondent
that Moscow wants to make subordinate Viet Nam to Eurocalled Citizens for GoldwaterThe shape of Soviet world pol- friends with its Western neigh- pean policy, it also can be exWASHINGTON (AP ) - A
Miller bad. decided to use its getting along with folks, and the icy .in 1966 will have important bors, expand economic and cul- pected to seek a form of insurSenate fiscal expert who has
remaining funds to help con- necessary attitude of going the bearing on chances for negotia- tural contacts and reap long- ance in Asia, too. This is manihandled federal government
servative Republicans who seek second mile. It's not always tion in Viet Nam. By spring, the range benefits. A Soviet-British fest in persistent Soviet efforts
appropriations totaling more
re-election to the House and easy, but very often right. Let's world may have a better idea of summit meeting is in prospect to implant strong influence in
Senate next year.
for February, and President North Viet Nam, to provide a
than $2 trillion retires Thursday
just take a look at the people those chances.
That decision was in large
after 53 years of service at the
All signs indicate Soviet poli- Charles de Gaulle may drop in decisive voice in future developmeasure shaped by Goldwater we don't like.
capital.
ments there, the Soviet leaders
cy
is being retooled to fit new for a Soviet-French summit.
himself, although he wasn't on Most of us know folks we situations,
In this, Moscow appears to likely will discuss Viet Nam
Everard H. Smith, 75, is stepincluding
fading
hand, associates of the former find it hard to like. Our per- prospects for any
I ping down as chief clerk of the
seek insurance in the form of with British Prime Minister
Arizona senator and 1964 GOP sonalities clash; we think with Red China. reconciliation some sort of settlement
Senate Appropriations Commit
of West Harold Wilson in February.
presidential nominee reported. they're ill-informed, rude, pecul- • Soviet aims seem
; tee, from what he calls "the
Germany's role in Atlantic nu- Significantly, the Chinese
concerned
Goldwater was said to have
most wonderful job in the
security and insurance: clear defenses. It is capitalizing have been accusing Moscow of
been
determined to see the iar, or odd, and many times I with
world."
security
to pursue internal eco- on lack of enthusiasm among pursuing its own "special aims"
money used for Republican fear we go out of our way to nomic goals,
"You couldn't find a universi;
and insurance America's allies for West Ger- in Viet Nam. In turn, European
campaigns.
express this inward feeling of against involvement
ty any place where you could
the
against its man participation, and also on Communists, reflecting
hear as many top people on as
De Gaulle's opposition to Moscow view, accuse Peking of
will
in
direct
conflict
with
It affects a treasury which contempt.
the
many different subjects as
stepped-up NATO integration wanting to stand by, amused,
reportedly contains more than Just recently,- while talking United States.
about this very thing, someone
come before our committee evand to the West German nuclear while toe United States and the
$200,000,
almost
all
of
it
raised
Your Social
the group spoke up and said, Soviet policy now is zeroing In role.
ery year," he said.
U.S.S.R. get involved in milibut not spent in Goldwater's in
"Isn't it hypocritical to be nice
unsuccessful
try
for
the
White
.
Smith went to work for the
Security
to people you don't like?" And
House.
Senate committee April 1, 1913,
if
you thing about it, it's a
Citizens committees .are a fix- thought-provoking
at the outset of the Woodrow
Q. Can a divorced wife
question.
Wilson administration.
receive benefits on her ex- ture of presidential campaigns.
That first year the congres- husband's social security Theoretically, they are set up to I UNDERSTAND Abraham
attract the dollars and the votes Lincoln once said, "I don't like
sional appropriations to run tbe record?
of people who like the presiden- that person very well. I must
WE WILL BE OPEN SUNDAY MORNING, JANUARY 2 — 8:00 A.M. TO (2 NOON
government totaled $1,098,000,000 (B). Tin the 1965 session A. It Ls possible under he new tial candidate, but not the party get to know him better." Getwhich ended in October the total amendments' if she is at least he represents.
ting to know someone better can
Just received ... Just in time for your Hew Year 's Celebration! IMPORTED
was $119.3 billion, second high- age 62 (age 60 if a survivor), But the coordinating commit- really make the difference. I
est in history. Only 1942, a unmarried, was married to the tee gave this account of cam- know of a Bible school teachPOLISH
World War II year, had a higher wage earner 20 years and meets paign organization in calling for er that became very upset at a
certain support requirements. repeal of the "wholly unrealis- student in her class. So disfigure — $147 billion,
*M m t \ *n *
Over the 53 years of Smith's Visit your social security dis- tic" limit on fund raising and turbed was this lady that she
work with the committee, the trict office for further details. spending:
went to her superintendent and
appropriations totaled $2,191,said, "Either take that child
Q. My mother is 81 and
"In practice, this provision out of my class or I will have
OOO.OOOjCOO.
worked one year under so- has
not limited the amount of to quit teaching." The superIt's the Finest Canned Ham Money Can Buy — Direct From Polandl
In his early years on the cial security. Is there a money spent in presidential intendent,
wise to the ways of
group, Smith was one of the chance she might qualify for campaigns, but has spawned the people said in effect, "Sure, I'll
three full time committee em- benefits now?
creation by both major parties take the child out of your class,
ployes and he worked on all of A . Yes. Have her file a claim of hosts of satellite committees, hut first let's take one more try
MORRELL'S PRIDE SKINLESS, SHANKIESS, DEFATTED
the bills.
AVT 1
II T
immediately. Under the new each legally able to collect and at it. You direct your interest
Now, with the federal govern- law,
spend
$3
million."
and
concern
toward
this
child
certain persons 72 or over
Small Size, Fully Cooked
ment far greater in size and
OXTAILJ
qualify for benefits with Texas GOP Chairman Peter in your prayer life for a given
much more complex, the com- may
amount
of
time
each
day
and
fewer
O'Donnell,
who
now
is
a
leader
quarters
of coverage. •
mittee has 35 staff members
of the Citizens for Goldwater then call on her in her home.
including one or more experts
Q. I'm a waitress. When group, has pointed out there If, after this effort you still feel
for each of the separate depart- will my tips be covered for
were no strings attached to the as you do, I will remove her
mental bills.
social security purposes?
from your class."
funds still in its treasury.
But Smith, as chief clerk
Just
how
string-free
it
is
was
A.
Cash
tips
of
$20 or more
since 1938, has kept his finger
ONCE THE teacher gave
§
per month from one place of demonstrated when some men concern for the student, called
on all of the measures.
Smith was brought to the Cap- employment will be reportable in tbe citizens organization in the home and learned the
itol by Sen. Thomas S. Martin of for social security purposes be- argued it should be transformed needs of the child first-hand,
HOME MADE
ARMOUR'S STAR
HORMEL'S
COUNTRY-STYIE
Virginia who was chairman of ginning in January 1966. A pam- into a conservative political ac- she, the teacher, took a differtion
group.
the Appropriations Committee phlet "Tips as Wages" is availent view. In time the teacher
at the time.
able in your social security of- Goldwater and former Rep. and child became the best of
fice.
William E. Miller, the GOP vice friends. Now get this, the teachHe was hired partly because
presidential
nominee last year, er died at a rather young age
of his knowledge of shorthand
Q. I am over 65 but have
and was told only, "We want never filed a claim for so- agreed, however, that the mon- due to illness. In the meanyou to do some little odds and cial security retirementben- ey should be used to help Re- time, the student grew to be
ends around the office."
efits since. I earn too much. publican candidates after they a young lady and assumed that
World War I, World War II Will I automatically be ¦el- have secured the party's same Bible class in tbe place
of her friend, and one-time beand the Korean War put the igible for health insurance congressional nominations.
In fact, Goldwater once sug- loved teacher.
greatest strain on the Ap- benefits?
lb
gested it be turned over to the I question it it's ever wrong
propriations Committee during
A. Nhvyou must file a claim. Republican congressional and to be nice* to folks. If you
Smith's career.
He recalls that he stayed at Visit a social security district senatorial campaign commit- dislike a person, you ought not
to try to make him feel you
the Capitol until 2 or 3 a.m. office and bring your social se- tees.
j>m M
- MAXWELL HOUSE
tgg
approve of him. Certainly this
mw ^*m *%%. am
many nights during World War curity number, and some old
but
kindhypocritical,
decision,
which
O'would
be
The
final
documentary
evidence
to
show
II to get emergency money bills
Donnell said was* unanimous, ness and understanding do not
ready for quick action by sena- how old you are.
means the money will not go necessarily mean approval. The
tors on the committee the next
Q. I receive benefits on into the nomination bids of con- kind thing may be to speak to
morning.
my husband's earnings rec- servatives who want to run for that person who irritates you,
m^mwBL INSTANT^* IEMKE
In recent years he has been ord. If we get a divorce, Congress.
with a greeting and then pass
^^ ^^
will
my
benefits
continue?
slowed by failing eyesight and a
At the same time, it means on by avoiding contact if it's
hip ailment. But, even as retire- A. Only if you have been the citizens group leadership apt to produce adverse reacment nears, he's in his office married to him for at least 20 can spend its treasury on the tions. Coming to know the peranswer
every working day.
years. If you've been married campaigns of conservative Re- son better may be theany
rate,
Does he expect to enjoy re- less than 20 years,
you
should
seek.
At
publicans
who
already
are
there
your benefey fori afhr lMM CANNED
has
a
tirement?
mile"
going
the
second
"
new
terms.
fits will stop with the month the and seeking
"I hope so," Smith said. "But divorce is granted.
way of compensating that perI don't know. Sometimes on the
son that is willing to extend
r
weekends, I used to get jumpy
himself.
Q. Has the amount of
because I didn't have anything earnings that a person can
WHILE WE'RE at it , let's not
to do. "
have and still get benefits
consider
the matter complete
been changed?
until we consider that human
OSSEO BANK LOAN
pastime, gossip. "Going the
A . Yes. Starting with JanMADISON, Wis. - The state uary
second
mile" might well include
1966
you
can
earn
up
to
Department of Resource Devel- $1,500 a ,year without having
passing up the chance to gossip
opment announces that Farmers
about that person you just don't
Home Administration will in- any benefits withheld.
like.
And finally, "going the
SALTED
sure a loan made by the Bank
Q. If I elect to start my
CLIQUOT CLUB
second
mile" demands we look
m mm
am m m
AWA mm *.
of Osseo to the Osseo Golf and widow's benefit at age 60,
reason we may
to
self
for
the
Recreation Center for $58,900. will I get the full amount?
WASHINGTON (AP) - A dislike a person. If jealousy is
The Osseo organization is a nonfederal order has decreed that an underlying factor, correction
profit corporation set up to A. No. The full widow's bene- Consolidated Foods Corp., Chihome. Whatever
serve Osseo, Augusta. Eleva, fit is payable at age 62 or later. cago, must sell six of its com- mustistartweat ought
TWIN PACK
to avoid illStrum, Whitehall and surround- If you take it at age 60, it will panies, including the Minneapo- the case,
friends
to
make
will
as
we
seek
L—n Sour -Tom Collin,
ing areas with a grass greens be reduced 13V4 percent. If you lis food chain known as Quality
¦
J
•
#*L 2«*.«»
^
AC
golf course and other recrea- wait until age 61, it will be re- Food Stores, Inc., and an Aus- and influence people.
How about it? Considering the
duced 6% percent.
tional facilities.
tin, Minn., dairy firm—Golden things you have read about toDairy Co.
day, are you going the second
A consent order issued Mon- mile?
Qt.
AG. COLORED
|E
$V
day night by the Federal Trade
Commission requires Consolidated to sell three grocery store La Crosse County
601 Edit Sanborn
^
^B
L^
^S
\ chains, the Austin dairy comMiami Rolled
pany and also a baking Eli g ible (or Aid
^M*WmmMm W
^WIAJwWWr
BEEF ROAST
company.
.
<
WILSON'S
In a d d i t i o n , Consolidated Under Federal Act
HUNT'S
SLICED WHITE
j
*j
i Summer Sausage
j Foods, which is a large food
All
< processor and wholesaler, must LA CROSSE, Wis. - La
! Bratwurst
«¦
| dispose of stock it owns in four Crosse County is the only West; Ham Loaf
__
i Braunschweiger
.
] other companies which operate ern Wisconsin county included
supermarkets.
among the 21 counties and five
I Ring Liver A Blood
IfldOC
ConsoliThe
order
requires
Indian reservations in the state
V
!
; Breakfast Links
dated Foods to sell the com- listed among areas of the na1 Polish Sausaga
af
panies within three years buj tion eligible to receive aid unWHITE NO. 1
FRESH
*"*
_
! Old Fashioned
; the commission said it may der the Public Works and
-*«.- . . - . - -_
grant an additional two years Economic Development Act of
S&l tSUGM.S
j All-Meat Wieners
if Consolidated has difficulty in 1966.
and
> All-Meat Bologna
Congress authorized $500 mil'
J doing so.
Agreement to the order by lion for a four-year program of
Shipped Dirvct
Consolidated does not constitute grants and loans in areas with
an admission that it has violated severe population losses and unthe law. The FTC had charged employment or underemployFRESH
DELICIOUS
CALYPSO
that Consolidated's acquisition ment.
|#v r AI% r j iB1
Large White Rock ROASTING CHICKENS . . Ib. 39f
vioof
the
various
concerns
had
' large White Rock HENS
Ib. 29P
lated the law by substantial!}/
& CHICKEN PARTS —
— ARCADIA FRYERS
reducing
competition. It was La Crescent Man
,
.
j
ranked
among
the 25 largest
PUMPKIN,
Made by
HOME BAKED
j
food store companies in 1964 and Ends Rail Service
M NS
It was the 11th largest among
! B^S'ft Mfe *>/• *"*•
Ii all
*
food merchandising com- LA CRESCENT, Minn .-A re3W pt.
NUT BREAD
Marg»
tirement party was held recentpanies.
ly at the DeJnrluls Supper Club,
Other properties which it must La
Crescent, for Ernie Fowler,
Fresh Spring Lamb cim
sell are:
Sept. 30 after 40
who
Piggly-Wiggly Midwest Co., years retired
Milof
service
Inc., Rockford, 111.; Eagle Food waukee Railroad. with the
Centers, Inc., Milan, 111.; May He began in 1914 as a section
i
;
i Due to labor and high cost of delivery, we are forced j Drug Stores Inc., Cedar Rapids, laborer at Camp Douglas, Wis.,
! to curtail our FREE DELIVERY to once a day. Our < Iowa, and ' Coin Baking Co., during a summer vacation. The
Rock Island. 111.
last 20 years he had been
| truck will leave the shop at 2 p.m. Man., Tust., Thurs. !
Consolidated Foods also must a signal maintainor at River
I
regular,
will
be
both
morning
and
|
.
and
Fri.
Sat.
'
dispose of the stock it owns in
afternoon, Your cooperotlon in placing your order | the following concerns: Food Junction, Minn,
Fowler was presented a gold
i Giant Inc., Columbus, Ohio ; La pass by Signal Engineer Gordon
\ early will be mora than appreciated.
> Porte City Foods Inc., La Porte M. Hill. The Fowlers' son*, LeonThank you very much,
! City, Iowa; Pearson's Food
,
'
Roy ' ! Market Inc., Armmosa, Iowa ard was a Gilllck scholarship
Dial 283 1
winner and now teaches at RaOPEN EVEN1NOS
CORNER NINTH AND MANKATO AVE.
HAPPY NEW YEARI
i and Stockton Foods Inc., Stock- cine. They also have another
; .
...^
..¦..¦«««». "
L.—J-,^
~~-. 1 ton. 111.
son. Donald.

For Good Eating . .

Try BAMBENEK'S Meats!

s
77 15°°

CANNED HAMS

c
14AMC
/
nAIYlJ , > e#70

PORK
LINKS

751

CANNED
PICNICS

-• *219

CANNED
HAMS

$
- 2"

Swift's Premium WIENERS - - - -

; Safranek's |E2m !

Mixed Nuts " 49c MIXES
HOTato vmps ¦*« *»y
„ ™L '
Margarine 3 I 95c
BEEF STEW

Tomato Juice
4r¦

2 ZZ 49c

BANANAS
lb 10c

POTATOES
10 b 39c

OYSTERS

RYE BREAD

LUTEFISK

'£ 23c

TOMATOES
r4„£ 29c

APPLES
£ "••¦ 89c

DONUTS
¦"¦ 29c

ICE CREAM
" G" 59c

MuqwNu

|

"T "

- NOTICE -

I

£r S»e

PEPSI- COLA 7:7775«

«~ 69c

-Fresh Maryland Oysters -

59£

— 1" Luncheon Meat "» 30*

7-UP

|

SPARE
RIBS

a $1"
saa SS'-

fj HE3COFFEE
CHEESE
ag1

Consolidated
Foods Must
Sell 6 Firms

OOc
2V*

Cream Cheese

IS: 29c

£• 35c

PORK &
BEANS

Z 10c

25c

BREAD

"'ir™ cunoTcuTur
SHORTENING

CRACKERS

"* 29c

?.!?3C

3A
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Cotter Basketball Tournament Opens Tonight
BUT HE'S NOT A HERO

M^SPORTS

GOSH DARN IT, SANTA , for Un months we 'd been making
out our shopping list, and then when il came time to mail it ,
we forgot, a couple ol people.
We realize your once-a-ycar trip is over , but just in case
you will be sending anything our way later
on, perhaps you could take us off the hook
on the goofs.
First of all, ever since last summer we 'd
been hoping to get Dave Merles (he 's an assistant football coach at Winona High and
boat harbor operator) four walls to go with
that roof he's got stowed above the water
line over at the Mertes harbor.
You see what happened, Santa, is that
Arnold Boese, another Hawk football coach ,
did such a fine repair job on that roof that
it s all that is left of the harbor shanty. Ihe
Mentis
wall broke up during the spring flood.
Now either we've got to get some ready-made walls for
Dave or otherwise some material for Arnie to whip up some
sturdy supports to that sturdy roof.
Another present we missed is a healthy knee for ace golfer
XV W ( fliill i Ward.
He just had surgery on the bad one and
we'd like to aee a complete recovery.
Then there is Dan Glubka, for whom we
just must get some hot scores in the Westgate American League — and quick !
Dan, the league secretary, passed along
a holiday greeting on his sheet last Wednesday
and also a short message,
"This season has been the poorest since
the league started in 1961," penned Dan.
"We 've had only five 600 counts. In other
Ward
years, we 've had that many in one night." l
So Santa, get those American League fellas some good
¦cores , okay?
^

Rog BiltgenBelts 256-6 74

When is a hero not a
hero?
When he 's Roger Biltgen,
co-owner of Hal-Rod Lanes
and member of the Country Kitchen squad in the
City League bowled at the
same alleys;
Monday night R o g e r
blazed 256-674, the series
good enough to put him
third in this year's top 10
list, as Country Kitchen
won two games from league
leading; Wally 's Fountain
City.
But it was one bad frame
that cost Biltgen a possible
700 count and his team a
loss.
Roger opened with his
256, converting a pair of
spares before tagging six
in a row en route to his
count. Country Kitchen won
that game. But Roger drop-

_____

West 1 Shy
Of Unanimous

NEW YORK (AP) - Jerry
West must wonder what a guy
has to do to be a unanimous AllStar selection in the National
Basketball Association.
Los Angeles' Mr, Everything
was one of eiflht NBA players
named to the West squad for the
league ' s annual All-Star Game
at Cincinnati, Jan. ll.
West was named on all but
one of the 67 ballots cast by
sports writers and broadcasters
BITS AND PIECES: Don Nanstnd , son of
in the nine NBA cities. West is
Mr and Mrs . Edwin Nanstad of Blair , letterthe NBA's leading scorer with 1 ,ed on Luther College cross-country team that
228 points, one of three NBA
finished 12th ln the NCAA college division
players to pass the 1,000-point
run at Wheaton , 111. . . . Lynn Iverson , Alma,
plateau this season, and the
Ilrandt
only one in the West,
Wis., High School football coach, has an Oct.
The West team did have one
7 opening for next season. The Rivermen would be willing
to turn it into a two-year engagement . . Former Red Wing unanimous selection. He's Nate
sports, editor Terry Hresina is recovering from a wound suf- Thurmond, the 6-foot-10 San
who took over
fered during Army action in Viet Nam . . . John Brandt , stand- Francisco center
' pivot spot after
in
the
Warriors
out center or« the 1964-65 Winona High basketball team , is a Wilt Chamberlain was
traded to
forward on the Macalester freshmen team . . .
Philadelphia.
The only rookie on the team Is
Rick Barry of the Warriors, who
P.OSBUHC, RECOVERING
Spartans
Get
Gift
I
is averaging better thnn 21
MOUNT VERNON . Maine
(AP)—Professional golfer Bob From Hawaiian Friends points per game.
Others chosen were Sun Franllosburg was reported in good
HONOLULU (AP)—Mi chigan cisco 'a Guy Itodfier.s, Don Ohl
condition Monday after suffering injuries in an auto accident. Slate 's Hose Bowl football team and Bailey Howell of Baltimore,
¦
Z«lmo Bcaty of St. I-fluis and
A total of 474 night baseball will receive bask ets of papayas , Rudy LaRusso of I/ia Angeles.
games in the American league pineapples and floral U-is at its
laet season drew 5,112 ,235 fans. Pasadena, Calif ., hotel today .
The frulta and flowers , native
to Hawaii , are being forwarded
NBA
WOWEEfl PLAT
MONDAY'S RRSVILTf
by Sht'i alon Hotels in the isCincinnati Ul, Now York 11.
lands Lo honor Michigan Stale 's Lot AnfltlM IM, It. Looli 10*.
TODAY'S OAMIS
three" Hawaii team members- •otton (I Phlljkdolphla.
Lot
Al>«ll««
Loula.
Bob Aplsa , Dick Kenney and Son franthctor SI. Dtlrtll
ol Tcltdo
v*.
Charlie Wedemeyer.
WRDNISDAV'I OAMIl
Loo
Antolti
at
Clnclnnotl.
The Spurtuns meet UCLA in Boiton al Now York.
ON SCOPITONE
the Hose Bowl Jan. 1 .
Son Pranclico af lilllmao.

•

•

•

SPORT S SCORES

No. 13

Phllodolphlo or

LANG'S Bar
179 EAST THIRD

I Cecil U«e Williiigham , 42 , vet ' wiiii of 10 years of racetrack
maintenance , is the truck superintendent at Baltimore 's I'iinli
eo track.

Country Kitchen team. In
the final game, Gene Kaehler opened with s e v e n
straight strikes but managed to finish with only 215
after blowing the next three
frames. Kaehler did manage to come up with a 606
series , and behind this pair
Country Kitchen fired 2.992.

Hotel Winona ripped a 1,048 game.
Other honor counts were
registered by Tom Drazkowski, 632; Vince Suchomel,
617 errorless ; and AI Hemmesch, 603 errorless. John
Sherman had a 192—576
triplcate, and Bud Berger
picked up the 7-9 split.

Cy Cyert picked up the
only other men's honor
count in the city Monday
night in the Monday League
at the Winona Athletic
Club. Cyert blasted a 234—
624 to spark Ahrens-Plait
Oil Co. to 1,012-2,879, Ed
Dulek had a 585 errorless.
Arlene Kessler hammered a 529 series to spark
Fenske Body Shop to 2, 665
in the Alley Gater 's League
at Westgate Bowl, leading
the distaff side.
Jan Wieczorek hit 210 —
507 for Fenske's, while Mohan's Window & Siding totaled 936. Joan House hit
202—504.
The Pin Topplers circuit
at Westgate also turned out
a hevy of good scores,
(Continued on Page 17)
BLXTGEN

Yince: No
Offer to
Anderson

HOUSTON, Tex. un — Green
Bay General Manager Vince
Lombard! has been quoted as
saying the Packers have not
yet made an offer to Texas
WINONA STATE COLLEGE'S football team put its mark Tech's Donny Anderson, but
on ¦ final statistics released by the National Association of Anderson's attorney told the
Tniorrnllndate Athletics last Week.
Houston Post Monday night an
Leading the way was all-conference quaroffer has been made.
terback Davis Usgaard, who tied for 22nd in
The All-America halfback has
passing.
and
took
16th
In
total offense
been drafted by both the NationUsgaard totaled 1,303 yards for a 163 peral Football League Packers and
game average in total otteose and tossed 102
the American Football League
touchdowns
in
161
attempts
for
12
completions
Houston Oilers.
and a ISO-yard per game average.
"Mr. Lombard! has not made
Ray Walsh, tbe all-conference flanker and
a proposition , no," Lubbock,
's
most
Conference
Intercollegiate
Northern
Tex., Attorney H. J. (Doc)
valuable player, was 20th among receivers
Blanchard said in a telephone
with 38 catches tor 573 yards and seven touchinterview from Jacksonville ,
Usgaard
downs.
Fla. "But it was my underNot to overlook the State team itseli, the VJarriors were standing that a representative
Mth in passing offense with an average of 186 yards per game of Green Bay had made an offer .
on 108 completions for 1,331 yards.
"At least they came to see me
That's not fcad for the school that supposedly is a perennial
as representatives of Green
defensive power in football.
Bay. Later we may find out
it wasn 't an offer Green Bay
's
is
similar
to
WHETHER
New
Year
WE DON'T KNOW
made. If not, then Donny may
Easter in the dress-up respect, but we do know that quite a not sign this year (by midnight
after the Gator Bowl game ia
few city bowlers are- going to have new shirt decorations.
The reason ls simple enough : We've got more 300 patches Jacksonville, Fla.).
"But we took Green Bay's
to award than you can shake a stick at.
proposal as an offer, just as
Here are the new club members:
we took Mr. (Oiler owner ) Bud
FRANK ADAMS, 367 with a 164 average HE0CQ33 | Adams'."
in the Westgate Jacks and Queens.
And this was not the extent of
pH^Klwil
ELEANOR GRIESEL, 397 with a 162 aver- BCj|TnH tbe bidding, Blanchard said,
"There Has been some counage in the Hal-Rod Ladles City.
IKUi ^fl
PHYLLIS THURLEY, 300 with a 151 aver- ^¦MllTJH terbidding, yes, '' he said. "One
will make an offer , then the othage in the Hal-Rod Ladies City.
^KmHJI^M
er will match it. "
average
,
394
with
a
1S1
nMffQM9
ALICE STEVENS
Adams said Saturday his bid
in the Hal-Rod Ladies City.
alfeady had topped the losing
¦
¦^
—
¦^
RICH MOHAM, 386 with 164 average in
one he said he made to Texas'
the Westgate Hiawatha.
Tommy Nobis, $650,000.

RAT McNALLY. 394 with 165 average In the Westgate
Community.
LYLE JACOBSON, 395 with 162 average in the Westgate
Community.
JOE KIERJLIN, 399 with 163 average In the Hal-Rod Eagles
League.
So there you are , you lucky eight people. Get those Christmas present patches on your bowling shirts.
•»
•
•
JUST RECEIVED A SHORT note, containing a belated
Christmas greeting and a word of explanation from the Swami ,
who headed for warmer climates late last week.
He says: "ln keeping with practices of the past couple of
years, will pick no holiday tournament or
double-header results. See you next week . S."
Presumably, the old boy felt he needed
a vacation and wouldn 't return. Or it could be
ihe bikini-clad gal pictured on the front of
the post card he sent that changed his mind.

ped to a 182 his second,
blowing the 10th frame as
his team lost the contest by
four pins. He rebounded
with a 236 ior his total .
Earlier this year Biltgen
had a 680 total for second
place in the top 10.
And his. were not the only wierd happenings on the

Oatralt.

ivin,

MONDAY'S RIIULTI
No »oin«o tchvduliKl.
TODAY"'S OAMHl
Dtlroll ol Bolton.
W IONIS-DAY 'S OAMIS
Montrool al Toronto
Cnlca«o ot Now York .
i

'j
.

New King,
Runnerup
Foreseen

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
The sorting process begins at
St. Mary 's College field hous»
tonight.
Four teams — for the first
time representing equal representation between Wisconsin
and Minnesota — open campaigns for the Cotter Invitational H o l i d a y tournament
championship.
At this point, only one thing
is certain. The tournament -will
have a new champion. And, unless the dopsters are incorrect,
a new runnerup team as . well.
MINNEAPOLIS De La Salle,
which nabbed a narrow 54-52
verdict over Winona Cotter in
last year's event, will not ba
included in the four-team Geld
this year.
The Islanders, as well as Rochester Lourdes, have given
way to a pair of Wisconsin newcomers in La Crosse Aquinas
and Eau Claire Regis.
And, in playing the part of
the good host, Cotter has christened both as first-round favorites.
Regis, whose 6-1 record towers above the field, will play
host Cotter in the 7 o'clock inaugural this evening with Aquinas following against St. Paul
Hill in the S p.m. nightcap.
THE CHAMPIONSHIP battle
is scheduled for Wednesday
night at 9 o'clock . It win be
preceded by a consolation game
between first-night losers at 7
o'clock.
Unless Cotter which flashed
its best form of the season in
riding past Owatonna Marian in
its last outing, can knock the
skids from Tony Fiore's Regis
team, perhaps La Crosse Aquinas can turn the trick — providing, of course, that the Blugolds can trim Hill tonight.
The Blugolds can't match the
height of Regis' 6-€ center Don
Fischer, but from there on, size
is nearly equal. And Aquinas
coach Dave Bruha has saud his
team will heat anyone it can
match in size.

EN ROUTE TO 35 . . . Cazzie Bussell (33) of Michigan
heads around the defensive guard of Arizona State's Dennis
Hamilton (33) and Fred Lewis (4) in the opening game

Monday night of the nar West Classic basketball tournament
at Portland , Ore. Russell hit 35 points but Michigan lost 8037.
(AP Photofax)

Holiday Tourneys Beg in

Pepin, Arkansaw Win

Holiday basketball tournament action made its presence
known in the area for the first
time Monday night with teams
from the West Central and Wasioja Conferences showing their
muscles.
At Wabasha St. Felix, Pepin
of the West Central stopped the
host school 65-55, while Arkansaw belted Rollingstone Holy
Trinity 80-61.
The Wasatennial tournament
played at Pine Island found a
pair of Wasioja teams knocking
off two from the Centennial.
Byron dumped cold-shooting Elgin 61-39, while Pine Island
turned back Mazeppa 50-41.

PEPIN 65
WABASHA ST. FELIX 55
Pepin took control of the
boards in the second half and
went on to defeat Wabasha St.
Felix 65-55.
The Lakers led only 31-29 at
the half , but Charles Anderson
and reserve Larry Marcks, both
6-3, dominated the caroms in
the final 16 minutes to turn the
tide. Anderson finished with 13
points and Marcks nine. John
Lawson had 17 for Pepin and
Rick Roffler 10.
For St. Felix, John Bill led
the way with 13, while both Bill
Hanson and John Arens dumped in 10.

Pack Impresses
Browns Collier
CLEVELAND . Ohio (AP) How do the Green Bay Packers
look to Cleveland Browns'
Coach Blanton Collier?
"Their defense is something
like that of the Dallas Cowboys," he said. "I'd sny the offense resembles that of St.
Louis, the one the Cardinals had
before injuries hit the team. "'
That moans Collier thinks tlie
Packers are tough both ways.
Dallas hud the stingiest defense
(280 points) in the Eastern Conference of the National Football
League.
St, Louis, before the injuries ,
beat the Browns 49-13 , the worst
defeat the
defending NFL
champions suffered in an 11-3
record,
Collier , -who takes the Browns
to Green Bay , Wis., Sunday for
the, NFL championship game,
made some other observations
about the Packers Monday in an
interview:
Q. Were you impressed with
the Green Buy linebackers

ARKANSAW 80
ROLLINGSTONE «1
Arkansaw broke to a lead tn
the second quarter and then continued to stretch lt en route to
a 80-61 triumph over Rollingstone Holy Trinity.
The Travelers, who led 36-27
at the intermission, were paced
by Bruce Martin and Dennis
Hutter with 15 each.
For Rollingstone, Denny Fenton came up with 27. Dave ArnTONIGHT

WASATENNIAL TOURNANWDT
It PINE ISLAND—
Consolation nnd ctiimplomtilp gonial,
7:13 and 1:43 p.m.
Moieppo vi, llgln.
Pint Island vs, Byron.
WABASHA ST. FELIX TOURNAMBNTRolllngttom Holy Trinity vi. Papln,
7 p.m.
Waoaiha It. Pallx vi. Arkontaw, 1:4)
KASSON-MANTORVILL1
TOURNAMENT—
Orand Moodo* vi. Wul Concord,
7:JO p.m.
Kaiton-Montorvlllo va, SUwartvllli
r Hiawatha Vallay Conlaronca soma),
• p.m.
PLAIMVIBW TOURNAMB NTLrwliton vi. wabaiha.
Plalnvlaw va. II. Chariot (Mlatw.Hu
Valliy Conlartnca ojama).
MABIl TOURNAMENT—
Rmhford vi. Prtiton, 7:11 p.m.
Mabal vi. lannboro, tttt p.m.
MILAN TOURNAMENT—
Ooodhut vi. Milan.
Cannon Fall* vi. Aaploton.
ALMA-ARCADIA TOURNAMENT
at ALMACtKhxani-PounMn City v>. Arcadia,
7 p.m.
Alma vi, Indtptfidtnct , liN p.m,

against the Baltimore Colts?
A. I certainly was. I guess
Ray Nitschke must be the top
middle linebacker in the league.
Their three regulars all ha\e an
unusual combination of height,
weight and speed.
Q. How about the defensive OTHER OAMRS—
Kanyon al Faribault.
line?
North St. Paul at Harmony.
A. This is a different type of
WEDNES DAY
defensive line from overpower- KAIION MANTOR VILLB
ing ones like those of Detroit TOURNAMENT—
CotiMlatlofl and thamplonihlp aamai,
and Los Angeles. Fellows like
7i3t and f p.m.
Henry Jordan and Willie Da\ls PLAINVIEW TOURNAMBINTLawhlon va. SI. Charlai,
use that quickness and mobility
Plalnvltw va. Wabaiha.
TOURNAWBNT—
to get the job done. Lionel Al- MABBL
Cmtaolalton and champlaniMp famoi.
dridge and Ron Kostclnik are MILAN TOURNAWBNT—
ConMlallon and champHmililp lamoi.
more the conventional, big, ALMA-ARCADIA
TOURNAMENT
"
strong types.
at ARCADIACochran«-Fotmt»ln
City vi. ImtapanQ. How did Paul Hornung and
donco, 7 p.m.
Alma
vi,
Arcadia,
l:M p.m.
Jim Taylor look (against BaltiOISEO TOURNAMENT—
more last Sunday)?
Durand vi. Blivt-ltrum.
OSIM vi. Mondavi.
A. Too good. Hornung seemed
MIDFORD TOURNAMRNTto be running as well as ever.
Rad Win* vi. Mtdrord.
¦looming Pralrlo vi. Waioca.
Tay lor is the type of player who
THURSDAY
scratches and squirms for every
TOURNAMENT—
yard. He works well in close OISEO
Mondovi va. ¦lava-Strum.
Oatoo vi. Dvrifld.
quarters. If there's any running
MEDP'ORD TOURNAMBNTroom he usually finds it. "
CMiaalalloM and ctiamplmiMp tamo*.

oldy had 13 and Ron Runoff 12.
BYRON 61
ELGIN 39
Elgin suffered through a miserable shooting night, falling to
Byron 61-39.
The Watchmen could hit only
14 of 57 shots from the field for
a paltry 22 percent. They
weren't much better at the
charity stripe, hitting only 11 of
32 attempts.
Byron led all the way , holding a 17-4 first quarter bulge
and jumping it to 31-13 by the
half ,
Dave Yennie hit IB , Mike
O'Brien 13 and Merlin Cordes
12 for Byron. Bob Tittrington 's
14 paced Elgin.
SCHEFFING GETS POST
NEW YORK (AP)-Bob Scheffing, former manager of the
Chicago Cubs and Detroit Tigers, was named director of player development Monday by the
New York Mets.

THE BLUGOLDS will carry
a 4-4 record into the tournament, but in guard Pat Callahan
and forward Mike limberg have
a two-man operational team
that could rank as the tournament's finest.
Limberg, despite his 6-0
height , is a key rebounder and
under-the-basket scorer. Callahan, his team's leading point
producer with a 22-point average, is the playmaker.
Cotter, its starting lineup realigned in the win over Marian,
hopes to shed its early-season
start with a tournament, championship.
To contain the 8-8 Fischer
will be 6-7 center Mike Twenty's job. From there, John
Nett is expected to start Chuck
Kulas and newcomer Steve Erdmanczyk at forwards and Tom
Wenzel and Boh Allaire at
guards.
JIM HOLMAY, the squad'a
leading scorer, will operate as
sixth man. He came off tha
bench to spell Kulas against
Marian and wound up the night
with 17 points, a team high.
"I think we found that wa
play better with Kulas and Hol( Continued on Page 17)
COTTER

MOTORCYCL E
• REPAIRS
• PARTS
• SERVICE

ROBB BROS.
Motorcycle Shop

573 E. 4th SI.

Phon* 4007

For Cozy Winter Comfort

[ Mobil]
f

FUEL

COMMANDER COAL

A Grade And Size For Every
Heating Plant

Joswick's Fuel & Oil
"Wh«r« You G«t Mora H»at at Low«r Co»t"
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Warriors Rusty But Ready
WAUKESHA, Wis. — Winona State College puts its
"three-two-one" basketball
plan on the line here tonight
in the Carroll College Holiday tournament.
Boh Campbell's Warriors
took part in drillsat 'Winona
Sunday and Monday before
bussing here for the tournament, which will be played
in the new $700,000 James
Van Male gymnasium.
The Warriors are scheduled to oppose Beloit , the
only- team to show tournament victories over them, in
the 7 p.m. inaugural tonight.
The nightcap pits host Carroll College against Carleton, Minn., College.
The way Warrior boss Bob
Campbell views the game
with Beloit la summed up in
his following statement:
"We'll have to be sharp
and ready to go," he said.
"And we're going to have to

hope that the boys who
come off the bench can do a
job for us."
Underlying his statement
of^ the reserves is the fact
that the Warriors have just
gone through a 10-day layoff before resuming practice.
'"We're definitely showing
signs of the layoff," said the
coach, "but actually we ran
pretty weD Sunday and
Monday. At least everyone
seems healthy."
The tournament games
will mark the first starting
duty for Spring Grove freshman, Mel Homuth.
Homuth, 6-4" and a leading District One scorer for
the Lions last year, will
move into the spot held formerly by 6-7 frosh Charlie
Neal. Neal had his troubles
with the books during the
first quarter and is ineligible.

The man Homuth waged
his scoring duels with a
year ago also is expected to
see his first varsity action.
Peterson's Murton Boyum,
brought up to the varsity
just before the holiday
break, has adapted himself
to the varsity attack and
will play.
, Teaming with Homuth at
forward will be Tim Anderson. Cotter grad Mike Jeresek is the center and
Dave Meisner and Gary Petersen, both eligible for representation in the 1,000-point
club, at the guards.
J. D. Barnette, a starter
at guard early in the season,
will be a fifst-line reserve
at forward along with Jim
Kasten, who has recovered
from a bout with the flu.
Chip Schwartz will be Jeresek's relief man and Bill
Werner and Al Connor will
fill in at guards. Also making the trip are Boyum and

"Rudolph is a 8-3 senior
and Wooley a 64 junior,"
said Campbell. "I imagine
they'll give us plenty of
trouble."
' Winona carries a 3-5 record into the contest tonight.
Two years ago the Statesmen were third, last year
second and this year. . .?
"The championship, wa
hope," said Campbell.

Duke Holds
Lead in
Cage Poll

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Four undefeated teams have
taken stronger positions in the
Associated Press major-college
basketball poll while once-beaten Duke held onto a sizable
first-place lead.
The four are Vanderbilt,
Bradley, Iowa and Kentucky,
ranking behind the Blue Devils
In that order.
Duke, 7-1 including last
week's 100-93 overtime victory
over Michigan, collected 35
first-place votes and 405 points
in the latest balloting by a special panel of 43 regional experts.
Vanderbilt advanced
two
places to second with seven
first-place votes and 331 points,
The
Commodores, whipped
Northwestern and the University of California at Santa Barbara, pushing their record to 80.
Bradley also climbed two
places to third after beating
Montana and North Dakota tor
a 10-0 mark. The Peoria, HI.
Braves had 299 points.
Iowa, 7-0, soared from ninth
to fourthwhile Kentucky, which
received the only other vote for
the top position, moved up from
10th to fifth. Both teams are 7-0.
The Wildcats trounced Texas
Tech 89-73 last week while Iowa
was idle.
Brigham Young, also unbeaten at 64, climbed into the No. 6
spot, BYU was unranked last
week. Michigan, which also lost
to Butler for a 4-3 mark, slipped
four notches to seventh.
St. Joseph's, Pa., in the runner-up position a week ago, fell
to eighth. The previously-unbeaten Hawks lost to Wyoming
99-92 and Brigham Young 103-433
last week.
Minnesota and Providence
each tumbled three places, the
Gophers to ninth and Providence to 10th. Both lost their
first games of the season in last
week's action, Minnesota tp
Utah State and Providence to
Houston.
i. oak« tut M
:. Vamurbllt (7) M
J. Bradloy 10-t
*. low. 7-0
5. Kentucky (I) 7-0
4. Brigham Young «-t
T. MKhlgon 4-1
•. St. Jostph'i, PJ, M
». Mlnnoioto J-I
|
10. Pravldonea i.
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Basketball
Scores
College

TOURMAMBN7S
KCAC Holl«Uy Festival Taurnay
Flnl Round
Illinois •*, OKW IOVHI M.
Army M, Vllf.novs 41.
¦titan Cell. «, Cole. it. U. M.
ProvMince 79, New York U. 14.
QUAKBR CITY CLASSIC
Flrtl Round
Templi M, %t. BoiMvatitura 71.
LaSilla 7|, Brlghem YouiH •*.
Mlnnoiole M, Cornell alii, JOI ., Pa., fl, Niagara 71.
HURRICANB CLASSIC
First Room!
Louisville M, OMrglo Ttcft 41.
Miami SI, notion U. SO.
BIO BIOHT TOURNAMBNT
First RounS
Oklihemi SS, Oklahoma (I. M.
Nettrailii St, Missouri al, ot.
PAR WIST CLASSIC
First Haunt)
ArltoM II. U. It, Michigan 17.
Oraoor, Slate S3, Air Ferci «.
LOS ANOBLII CLASSIC
First Round
Furdui 77, St, John's, W.Y It,
UCLA tl, LoullUM ftite* It.
ALL-COLLHOB TOURHAMBNT
First Row*)
ntt«. Ii. 107. Wyoming 101, ot.
Okla. city 101, Bewl. Oreon 77.
MOTOR CITY TOUHNAMBNT
First Round
Will, a Mary H, Bail- Kan. .«.
Detroit a Harvard ITRAINBOW CLASSIC
First noun*
Mkh. it. ss. Haw. Mirlnai It
(I. Louis ft, Tinnasieo 17.
WAIATBMHIAL TOURNAMRNT
¦yron II, Blgln It.
Pine Island I*. Maieppa 41.
WABASHA iX . FHUX TOURNAMBNT
Arkamaw so, Rolllngston* Holy Trinity 41.
.
PotMa 41, Wabasha It. Pallx I

¦
Want a Cracker , promising
2-year-oM filly bred by Hobeau
Farm at Ocala, Fla., is named
after her dam, Parrott's Pally
She U a daughter ol Beau Gar.

COACH WITH HIS HANDS PULL . . .
Nebraska offensive backfield coach Mike
Corgan has his hands full of footballs as be
takes handoffs from Cornhusker quarterbacks

Bob Churcbich (15) and Fred Duda. Nebraska
will meet Alabama in the Orange Bowl New
Yeai's Day. (AP Photofax)

Australia Nails Down
Davis Cup Championship
^SYDNEY, Australia (AP) The sun blazed down on center
court at 114 degrees, and John
Newcombe and Tony Roche
blazed over it with tbe same
intensity today as Australia retained tbe Davis Cup with an
easy doubles triumph over tbe
flamboyant Spanish team of
Manuel Santana and Luis Arilla.
The Aussies' 6-3, 4-6, 7-5, 6-2
triumph over the gallant Spaniards gave the boys from Down

HAWK SWIMMERS
FACE ALUMNI
Winona High School's varsity swimming team will
tackle an Alumni team io a
ID a.m. meet Thursday.
coach Lloyd Lake said Monday.
The coach stated that any
former Winona High School
swimmer Is Invited to swim
with the Alumni.

COTTER

(Continued from Page 16)
may alternating at that one forward," said Nett. "Unless
something comes up to change
our mind, that's the way we
will go."
The Ramblers rank 3-4.
Hill owns a victory over Cotter in the early going, but has
not one lettcrman back from
the 1964-65 team.
BECAUSE NONE of the teams
owns exceptionally tall teams,
Nett foresees a scrambllng-type
meet with run and-gun tactics
ruling.

That ia exactly the way Aquinas likes to play.

"Speed la a gnat equalizer, "
Bruha has Mid. "If we get up
against someone who is our
ifi*, we're going to win."
Both Aquinas and Cotter have
lost to Marshfield Columbus, the
Blugolds bowing 64-62 in an
overtime game and Cotter falling 71-60. At the same time,
Regis whipped the Dons 71-60.
IN EIGHT games, Aqninai
haj averaged 64.5 points to 60.9
for its opponents.
limberg and Callahan are the
only two Blugold players hitting
In double figures for average,
Limberg Is scoring at a 13.1

<%•
Tournament

chairman

Pat

Twotney has stated that plenty
of tickets remain. Although
sales have been progressing at
the same rate aa last year,
more ducats are available because of the switch from Winona
State's Memorial Hall to St.
Mary 'i.

Under an insurmountable 3-0
lead in the best-of-5 series and
kept the big silver cup, emblematic of world amateur tennis supremacy, in Australia for
the 13th time in the last 20
years.
Despite an imported group of
400 Spanish spectators gaily bedecked in red and gold scarves
and an appreciative Australian
crowd of 8,000 in "White City

Tommies Open
Tourney Bid

Clark-Led Gophers
Edge Cornell 84-82

Dennis Morgan.
Does Campbell know anything about Beloit?
"Nothing more than a
newspaper article someone
brought in," he said. "They
have six lettermen back.'*
Among those are two fellows who erroneously were
believed to have been grad-:
uated. They are all-Midwest
performers Bob Rudolph
and Phil Wooley, chief cogs
in the attack that dumped
Winona 72-67 in the cham*
pionship garneta year ago.

Stadium, the Spaniardsseemed
to wilt after breaking through in
the second set.
Santana tired noticeably during the third set, apparently
feeling the effects of the 60game singles match he lost to
Fred Stolle Monday, 10-12, 3-6,
6-1, 6-4, 7-5. Spain fell behind 2-0
when Roy Emerson whipped
Juan Gisbert 6-3, 6-2, 6-2.
So the scene was dramatically
set f o r today's matches with the
Spaniards facing a win-or-else
situation in their first appearance in the Challenge Round
and the Aussies deciding to send
out the second-line combo of
Newcombe and Roche for the
clincher.
Australian captain Harry
Hopman, who made the decision
to use the rested NewcombeRoche team rather than come
back with Emerson and Stolle,
freely predicted that it would be
all over after the doubles
match.
"I think our boys will win the
doubles," he said frankly. "We
want to wrap it up."
And that's the way it was with
Spain's captain, Jaime Bartoli ,
freely admitting after It was all
over:
"The Australians were too
good, too good, "

ST. CLOUD, Minn. (AP)-St.
Thomas, with a 7-1 record, faces
Ball State, Ind., in a first-round
game of the St. Cloud State College Dedication Basketball Tournament Tuesday.
Ball State, with 10 sophomores on its 15-man roster, has
won five and lost four to date.
Those teams collide in a 7:30
p.m. game. The second night
game matches Buena Vista of
Iowa and St. Cloud. The afternoon slate has St. John's against
Stout, Wis., and Hamiine against
Western Illinois.
St. Thomas has the best showing among tourney teams, while REDS SIGN AUSSIE
St. Cloud is second best with an CINCINNATI (AP )-The Cin8-2 showing.
cinnati Reds Monday signed
The three-day tourney will Neil Page, 21-year-old pitcher
dedicate the new T .WXKseat Hal- from Australia , the first player
lenheck Hall on the St, Cloud from his country to be signed
to a professional contract.
State campus,

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS The Gophers, led by team
Minnesota's basketball team captain Archie Clark, edged
has run out of friends in the City stubborn Cornell 84-62 Monday
of Brotherly Love.
night in their first start in Phil-

ROD BILTGEN
Two of Top Three

BILTGEN

( Continued from Page Is)
paced by Betty Englerth's
520 for Main Tavern. Mary
Hengel rapped 207 for Coke,
and Irene Bronk came up
with a 519 for the same
squad, but Wally's and Winona Insurance captured
team honors. Wally 's totaled 888 and the Insurance
Gals 2,569.
Helen Englerth had 513,
Yvonne Carpenter 511, Esther Pozanc 510 and Vivian
H. Brown 503 to round out
the scoring. Both Elsie
Dorsch and Carol Ives converted the 4-7-10 split, while
Hope Dennis picked up the
6-7-10 .
ATHLETIC CLUB : GoGettera—E. B.'s Corner totaled 852 behind Orvilla
Cisewski's 187. Stella Cada
counted 475 for Graham &
McGuire, while Kramer &
Toye hit 2,459. Lois Schacht
toppled the 4-7-10.
HAL - ROD: VFW — John
Sandstede socked 223 for
Bunke's Apco, and Dick
Seeling ripped 574 for the
same crew, but the league
leaders didn't garner team
laurels. Bakken Construction counted 978, and Jones
& Kroeger had 2,810.
WESTGATE: Bay StateBoxer registered 1,037-2,947
behind Ralph Lyons' 226.
Dan Eichman hit 591 for
Top Scores. Bosses won the
first half championship.
Ladies—Shirley Gehlhaart
nipped 501 to pace Safranek's to 882. Grulkowski
Beauty Shop had 2,523,
while Ella Pott laced 189.
Leona Lubinski had a 500.
Community — Dave Rupper hit 572 for Sunbeam
Bread, but Schmidt's Beer
edged the bakers for first
half laurels. Clarence Loer
had 213 for Bub's, while
both Schlitz Beer and BIumentritt Store hit 1,014. BIumentritts continued on to a
2,820.

REDMENS: Monday Nite
—Al Maynard blasted a 192
—509 to spark first half
champion Schmidt's to 936
—2,729.

Royals Add lo
Knicks' Skein

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It has been three years since
the New York Knickerbockers
last won a National Basketball
Association game at Cincinnati
Gardens. The way the Royals
played Monday night, it could
be three more years before the
Knicks break the string.
Cincinnati opened up a 12point first period lead and steadily added to it, whacking New
York 138-116. In the only other
NBA game played, Los Angeles
downed St. Louis 108-100 at
Memphis, Tenn.
Oscar Robertson was the Royals' big gun, scoring 36 points
and tacking on 17 assists. Adrian Smith, Oscar's running mate
in the Royals' backcourt, added
28 and Jerry Lucas had 25.
Bob Boozer and Jerry "West
paced Los Angeles' comeback
as the Lakers wiped out a 13point halftime deficit and overtook St. Louis.
West led the Lakers with 24
and Boozer finished with 23.
Player-Coach Richie Guerin led
St. Louis with 25.

adelphia 's Quaker City - Classic,
but they were the only out-oftowners to survive the tournament's opening round.
Matt Goukas sparked defending tourney champion St. Joseph's to a 95-72 romp over Niagara while unbeaten Temple
rocked St. Bonaventure 84-72
and LaSalla upended previously
unbeaten Brigham Young 71-69
in other first-round action.
Temple, 9-0, meets LaSalle, 34, in one of Wednesday night's
semifinals — assuring PhiladelIt must be a rather frustrat- ara ranked fifth in the nation phia of a finalist in a tourney
ing feeling to be ranked fifth in the first NAIA wrestling poll won by local teams in each of
in the nation and still be fourth of the season.
its four years — and eighthin your own conference.
Lockhaven, Pa., is the No . 1 ranked St. Joseph's plays the
But that's the position Bob NAIA team with Moorhead and No. 9 Gophers in the other.
Gunner and the Winona State St. Cloud of tha Northern Inter- Clark paced Minnesota to its
College wrestling team finds collegiate Conference, second sixth victory in seven games
itself in today.
and fourth, r e s p e c t i v e l y . with 25 points and nine assists.
The Warrior grapplers, some Bloomsburg, Pa., is third.
of whom left today to compete So that puts Winona behind He hit four key free throws io
last ltt minutes, wraplpng it
in the Midlands AAXJ Open two teams trom its own con- the against
the surprising Ivy
Tournament at LaGrange, 111., ference. The third is Mankato. up
Leaguers.
The Indians are the top ranked . Clark came through with anteam in the NCAA small college poll and also gained the other fine performance as the
14th spot in the NCAA univer- Gopher leader since Lou
sity division rankings. Moor- Hudson brokeehis wrist Dec. IS.
head is 22nd in the university After Minnesota trailed 42-38
at halftime, Clark pumped in 17
division.
Trying to gain experience to points for a game total of 25,
improve the Warriors' standing which boosted his season averwill be Glenn Tointon, Roger age to 22.6. He has averaged
Jehlicka, Perry King, Leo nearly 29 points in the last three
Simon, Jim Tanniehill, Ray games.
Wicks, Dan Scrabeck, Steve Although he missed 4 of 11
and assistant coach free throws, he connected on
BOSTON (AP) - Ted Wil- Drange
Larry Marchionda.
liams, one of the greatest hit- All will compete Wednesday four vital ones in late stages of
ters in baseball history, appears and Thursday at LaGrange. the game. With the Gophers
a sure bet for election to the Michigan is the defending cham- ahead 75-74 and 1:27 left, he
hall of fame in his first year of pion. Several other Big 10 sank a pair of charity tosses.
Carnell's Bob DeLuca popped a
eligibility.
schools, plus defending NCAA long one-handed shot but Clark
champion
Iowa
State,
will
comHy Hurwitz, secretary-treascame through with two mora
urer of the Baseball Writers As- pete.
foul shots and Tom Kondla adsociation of America mailed bal- Winona State's mat hopes re- ded another one. to push the
ceived
a
blow
when
it
was
lots Monday to some 415 memGophers out front by 4.
bers with a minimum of 10 learned that Tom Precious
Paul Presthus contributed 18
would
not
be
scholastlcally
eliyears in the association. Bepoints to the Gophers'
cause of the required member- gible for the rest of the season. which had five players attack
Wedemeier is also a quesin douship period, many writers axe Larry
ble figures. Wes Martins scored
tion mark.
being called upon to vote for a Following
tbe Midlands tour- 16, Kondla had 14 and Dennis
star who considered many of nament, Winona State resumes Dvoracek, 11.
them a necessary, even unneces- action "Thursday, Jan. 8, in the
The Gophers, fortunately, only
sary, evil.
first home meet when Western did about half as much fouling
Although often at odds with Illinois, Michigan Tech and as their Ivy League foe, which
various baseball writers, Wil- Wartburg invade.
connected on 14 of 16 charity
liams is figured a shoo-in for
tosses. The Gophers sank only
enshrinement in the Hall of
22 oi 34 from the line.
Fame at Cooperstown, N."Y.,
Goukas also came up with
next year. His fabulous batting
nine assists and hit for 20 points
marks offset any hostility that
as the Hawks rebounded from
may have endured through the
two straight road losses for a 7years.
2 season mark. St. Joseph's
The tall slugger compiled, a NEW YORK (AP) — Richard raced to a 14-point halftime lead
.344 batting average and hit 521 Stockton of Garden City, N."Y „ and breezed home despite lacing
homers in 19 seasons with the and Connie Capozzi of Middle- rebounder Cuff Anderson on
Boston Red Sox despite time out town, Ohio, top the United fouls early in the second half.
for service in both World War II States Lawn Tennis Associa- LaSalle snapped sixth-ranked
and the Korean War. He also is tion's Boys and Girls (14) sin- BYTJ's seven-game winning
the most recent of- baseball's gles rankings for 1966.
string — which included a victo.400 hitters, batting a majestic The 1966 list, released Monday ry over St. Joseph's — with a
by the USLTA, gives top rank- second half rally, taking the
.406 in 1941.
He led the American League ing in boys (12) singles to Jake lead for good 58-57 on Hubie
in batting six times, in homers Warde of Denver, Colo., and Grant's jumper with 12:02 to
four times and in runs batted in ranks Marcelyn Louie of San play. Ken Morgan, with 29
four years. He hit over .300 in 16 Francisco No. 1 in the girls (12) points; Jim Williams, with 18;
and Clarence Brookings, with
of bis 19 seasons before retiring singles class.
in 1959, and was voted the Stockton, who moves up from 15, shot Temple past the Sonleague's Most Valuable Player tha No. 2 singles spot he held nies.
Providence
this year, also is top-ranked in Tenth-ranked
in 1948 and '49.
Williams, whose home run the boys (14) doubles class with nipped New York University 79production is topped only by Erik Van Dillen. The No. 1 boys 76 in the first round of the
Babe Ruth's 714 and Jimmy (12) doubles team is Paul Lock- ECAC Holiday Festival at New
York, but No. 7 Michigan was
Foxx 's 534, was among 41 f orm- wood and James Hagey.
er stars eligible for the Hall of Marjone Gengler and Alice de knocked off Arizona State 89-87
Fame for the first time. Eligible Rochemont are rated No. 1 in in a Par West Classic opener
at Portland, Ore.,
10 major
players must have been active the girls <14) doubles class, tournaments tippedas off
across
while
Miss
Louie
and
teammate
within a 30-year period but rethe country and as far west as
Karin
Benson
are
top-ranked
in
tired the last five years.
Hawaii.
(12) doubles.
Other newcomers with Wil- girls
liams Include Enos Slaughter,
Don Newcombe, Alvin Dark,
Hank Sauer, Bobby Thomson
and Mickey Vernon.
The eligibility list also includes 30 top vote getters last
year, when a runoff was necessary to elect Luke Appling.
Hurwitz placed a deadline ol
Jan. 15 for the balloting.
¦

WSC Matmen
Sth in NAIA

Ted Williams
Sure Bef for
Hall of Fame

Stockton Tops
Jr. Net Ranks

Spring Grove Holds
Alumni Cage Twin Bill

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — The Lettermen's Club
will sponsor its annual alumni
vs faculty basketball game tonight at Spring Grove High
School gym.
There'll be two events — L98465 graduates vs the graduates
of 1981, 1962 and 1903 at 7, and
faculty vs the graduates of 1960
and prior years at 8. A dance
will follow.

Chandler: Comeback Unnoticed

GREEN BAY, Wis. 1*1 Among the wires that poured
into Don Chandler's home after
his field goal heroics in Sunday 's sudden death football
game was a message from Wei
Mara, his old boss at New York.
"It was real nice of We! "
said the Green Bay place kicker. "I appreciated it. "
Nobody paid much attention
to Chandler in the year-end
Klla for comeback of the year,
t the veteran deserved a high
rank, His tying and winning
kicks for a 13-10 victory against
Baltimore Sunday made it 19
out of 20 field goal attempts and
a total of 95 points.
last year he made nine out of
20 for the Giants. Ironically, the
Giants had troubles with field
goals and made only 4 of 28 this
season.
"I guess the Gianfs did me a
favor when they traded me to
Green Bny, " said Chandler, "It
was a tremendous challenge to

me and a most satisfying ending.
''Last summer 1 practiced
kicking back home in Tulsa for
about six weeks before I went to
camp. 1 kicked 15 or 16 a day at
the high school field. It helped
me get ready for camp because
I felt I had to make the ball
club. Ordinarily it takes me 10
days to get ready but this time
I figured I should be ready to
go from the start. "
Chandler tied Sunday's playoff game for the National Football League's Western Conference crown with less than two
minutes to go when he made
good on a 22-yard boot. Informed that Lou Michaels, Baltimore kicker and defensive
end, had claimed the kick wai
not good, Chandler commented:
"All I have to say is that
them were two officials there,
one on each side of the posts,
and one official behind me.
Maybe they (Colls) should have

paid more attention to rushing."
The winning goal at 13:39
of tha sUdden death overtime
almost came a play earlier.
Both Coach Vince Lombard! and
Chandler confirmed the story
Monday.
*'I almost sent him in on third
down," said Lombardl. "1
yelled, 'field goal, ' and the field
goal team all got up and started
taking off their robes. But I
changed my mind. Imagine, if
we had fumbled. I would be
kicking myself all over Green
Bay ."
Instead of third down and six
to go from the 22, the Packers
moved to fourth and two on the
18 on a four-yard gainer by Jim
Taylor. Chandler then kicked it
over from the 25.
"That's got to be the big one
for me," said Chandler. "We
have had a lot of tough things
to overcome this yenr. Now
we 've got to play another tough
game against Cleveland- II has

(•QUI,
WINTER COMFORT WITH

been real blood and guts football
all season."
Chandler and the rest of the
Packers were given a two-day |
holiday by the coach before they
resume practice Wednesday.
Bart Starr , the No. 1 quarterback, Is a doubtful atarter for
Sunday's NFL championship
gams with Cleveland at Green
Bay. Starr has a painfully
bruised right aide and has trouble raising his right arm. However, X-rays proved negative.
Lombardl said he would not
know about Starr unitl Friday,
In the meantime, the veteran
Zeke Bratkowskl, who led the
Packers to victory after Starr
was hurt on the first play , will
run the ball club.
Lombardl said he thought Paul
Hornunc (bruised leg) , Ron
Kostelnik ( sore fooD and Boyd
Dowler (injured ankle) would
be ready to face the Browns.

The Heat's On... With Goal

Know the real comfort and warmth of even-burning coal.
Heat your home this winter with only top quality, low-ash
coal from Standard Lumber, You will never be satisfied
with any other I
Get A BinjuV

IT COSTS LESS TO BURN THE BEST!
Cash orders receive a 50f per Ion discount up to 3-ton
lots , tl.no p«r ton discount on S-ton lota or more.
If you don 't have cash — ask about our popular
BUDGET CIRCLE PLAN . . . 9 months to pay.
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Call 3373 in Winona

Top WCHA
Powers Clash

ST- PAUL (AP)—Two powers
In the Western Collegiate Hockey Association clash tonight in
the lid-lifter of the St. Paul
Hockey, Classic.
University of North Dakota,
with a 5-1 snowing ln the WCHA,
meets Colorado College , 4-1, at
7 p.m.
Another WCHA team, Minnesota, which has a poor 1-3 record in conference play, takes on
an eastern club, Colgate, in the
windup at the St, Paul Auditorium.
The second and final round of
the classic will be Wednesday
n ight.
The Gophers got in their last
licks 10 days ago against Wisconsin and Coach John Mariucci
says his squad will have to play
a lot better than that to make
a good -showing in the classic.
"We really showed the rust
from not having played for twoweeks and not being able to
practice as a unit during the
final exam period," he said.

I

REDS

(Conrlnned from Page One)
American 30-hour cease-lire for
Christmas.
Although American planei
stayed out of the northern skies,
U.S. and South Vietnamese pilots flew 286 combat sorties
against the Viet Cong in the
south in the past 24 hours,
spokesmen said.
Fighter-bombers played a key
role in repulsing two predawn
attacks by 509 guerrillas on the
mountain militia post of Bu
Prang, 30 miles northwest of
Gia Nghia and 110 miles northeast of Saigon .
Fifty Viet Cong were reported
killed while government casualties were described as light.

Joh n Stretch , 48 Newsmen Cite
ConfusionOver
Years a Postal
Viet
Nam
Truce
,
Retiring
Inspector

I let word get out in the underworld that there was a place in
Sioux Falls which was willing to
buy stolen stamps.
"I set up an office In Sionx
Falls which was supposed to be
a film distributorship, the kind
of business that would need a
lot of stamps. These two came
in and asked what did I need
with a lot of stamps in this new
and tidy place.
"I told them I had been playing the horses with company
A U.S. Air Force spokesman
money at the Aksarben track ,
said he was unable to say
and I was in the red on the
whether the suspension in the
books to the tune of $2,000. One
attacks by the eight-engine Suof them got up, stuffed his
perfortresses was linked with
nickel-plated pistol in his pockthe air lull in the north. Tbe
et, shook my hand and said,
bombers last flew in from Guam
John Stretch lay In his coffin . 'congratulations, you're a bigFriday morning.
wearing jeans, a flannel shirt ger crook than I am."
The
big
jets had been
and a .38 caliber pistol.
"So I bought some stamps at
dropping their 750-pound bombs
In the mail-and-baggage car a rate of exchange we worked
almost daily on jungle targets,
of a fast train heading for the out and the two were back the
some only a few miles from SaiTwin Cities the lights went on next day telling me about a cougon, since June 17. The fighterjust as the train passed Port- ple of more post offices they
bomber raids on North Viet
age, Wis., and three crewmen could knock off in South Dakota.
Nam began Feb. 7.
began raiding the postal par- I interrupted at this point to tell
them, 'gentlemen, you are unIn Washington there was an cels.
evident inclination to treat the Streich observed it all through der arrest. I'm the postal inCommunist cease-fire announce- the cracks of the rough pine cof- spector. ' "
)
BOSTON (AP - Tom Clarke-, ment as something to be dealt fin, where as a postal inspector And their response?
Dartmouth football captain and with by the military command he had concealed himself — " "The hell you say.' "
named on the spot. U.S. officials had there being no foldaway hidden The judge said five years.
defensive end , was
There was the time when
winner of the 20th annual Nils taken that Line throughout in compartments in those days.
sheriff's
CSwede ') Nelson Sportsmanship connection with the brief and "My wife," Streich recalled, Streich and Rochester
officers
pumped
36
bullets
into
drinking
water
"had
some
often-broken
Christmas
ceaseput
Award Monday night.
into three or four beer bottles a fleeing car during a machine
Clarke was chosen from more fire.
gun and pistol battle with two
than 40 nominations submitted
A State Department spokes- and sewn some cloth around
from all sections of the country man declined comment ot any them so they wouldn't rattle in mail thieves near Oronoco,
by coaches and others con- nature on the new Viet Cong the coffin. I was to use the Minn.
emptied bottles for other pur- ."I discovered later," Streich
nected -with football.
move.
The Nelson award, named In Officials here and in the Unit- poses which just naturally fol- said, "that the car, a new
lienor of a former Harvard foot- ed States deliberately avoided low when 'ycu drink a lot of wa- Chevy, belonged to my wife's
"
cousin. The robbers had stol*all star, is given annually "to any discussion of the air war ter.
the player who, by his conduct moratorium, -which was general- Sean Connery may have found en it off the street."
<wi or off the gridiron, demon- ly interpreted as a new effort to another way, but this was a low- There was. one other thing I
wanted to know. What did the
strates a high esteem for the draw North Vietnamese Presi- budget piece of espionage.
gun-wielding inspector say to
football code and exemplifies dent Ho Chi Minn's regime to
While Streich sweated In the mail-grabbers when he came
.sportsmanship to an outstanding the conference table and to show
pine box, the thieves placidly bounding out of the coffin ?
degree.
the world the United States is went about the heist. "They got
"I said stick-em-up," Streich
Other nominees this year in- ready to talk peace even if the
into a box of lingerie," Streich replied. "That's how we talked
cluded -Aaron Brown, Minnesota Communists are not.
remembered. "One of them held before television."
«snd.
Amid the flurry of speculation up a pair of panties with some
disapproval and volunteered the
about the air lull, three Amerithought that he could get at
cans were reported Ln Hanoi on
least two wives into one of
an unauthorized private mission those.
I
to North Viet Nam's capital.
"The guy next to him was a
The State Department bans
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little overcome by all of their HOUSTON , Tex. (AP) — An
Red Men
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Streich interrupted the cere- smokestack behind the Texas
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Marxist
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w
l
health. "
It
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torian.
ter) and blurted: "Drop your Doctors said she appeared to
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V
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Kern Hardware
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John Streich is €7 now, a sil- Dead in Viet Nam
47ifc
•entice Betty Ike*
4.
is scheduled to meet with Presi- ver-haired, muscular six-footer
Curler's Moor flXep
Mohan's Window « swift* Co. ., 41
dent Chung Hee Park of South with a convivial temperament WASHINGTON (AP)-P. Sgt.
15
Naih'i .;
Korea
in Seoul and with Presi- that sets off a faint scent of Thomas N. Sloan , an Air Force
JeanehVt Beauty Salon
W*
»
William* Hotel
dent
Chiang
Kai-shek of Nation- depression era gunsmoke. He man from Minneapolis, has died
Montgomery Ward*
V
alist China on Formosa. He re- will retire as postal inspector in Viet Nam action, the Defense
11
Skilly
BAY BTATB ,
turns to Washington Jan. 2.
for the Minnesota and Dakota Department reported Monday.
(ind ef Plrtt Halt)
Wethjtte
W
U
Before taking off from An- territory, with 48 years of serv- Sloan previously had been listed
1«
Bosses
40
as missing.
drews
Air Force Base Monday ice behind him.
lt>
JS
Boxer*
John Streich , former postal
Inspector here who established
a nationwide reputation as a
crime smasher, is retiring Dec31, after 48 years of service.
He retires as chief inspector of
the Minnesota and Dakptas division.
While here , for about ten
years, he had a corner office
on the second floor of the old
post office building and worked
in close cooperation with law
enforcement officers and the
press.
Jim Klobuchar, feature writer
for the Minneapolis Star, interviewed Streich about his life
and wrote the following article:
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Savings , Loan
Interest Raised

night , Humphrey said he hopes
the talks will be both "cordial
and mutually beneficial.*'
On his firet major trip since
becoming vice president, Humphrey is expected to explore
with the Asian leaders the future prospects for the Viet Nam
war .

Humphrey and Marcos are
also expected to discuss the
agreement giving the United
States bases in the Philippines.
Several modifications of the
agreement nre under negotiation .
Humphrey carried with him a
message from President Johnson assuring continuance of
fi rm, strong and reliable relations with the Philippines.
Before l eaving Washington,
Humphrey also had a working
lunch with Secretary of State
De-an Rusk who briefed him on
the situation in Northeast Asia.
Traveling with the vice president am) his wif e were Mayor
Theodore McKeldin of Baltimore, editor-publisher Norman
Cousins of New York, presidential adviser Jack Valenti and
State Department chief of protocol Lloyd Hand. All were accompanied by their .wives.

HE HAS SENT nearly 400
men to prison, but he still receives calls from reformed
crooks who bear him no rancor. His escapades have been
the subjects of at least two
movies and probably more
which were never attributed.
Streich reminisced with bis
scrapbooks in his St. Paul office Friday, and concluded:
"There never was a case quite
like the one when we grabbed
the postage stamp thieves.
"We knew there were a couple of guys who were peddling
these hot stamps stolen from
post offices. So I sent a ribbon
out among the hoods in Nebraska, Iowa and South Dakota.
"Well, I say a ribbon. I mean

Sloan's widow, Sharon , lives
in Minneapolis.

Truth-in-Packaging
Bill Is Recommended
WASHINGTON (AP ) — The
executive committtee of the National Farmers Union today
urged the coming session of Congress to pass what it called
"truth - in - packaging " legislation.
A committee statement said
chain stores and food companies are short-changing farmers
and consumers by packaging
foods in a deceptive manner. It
would have the government set
up standards for such packaging.

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) - In the wake of the
Christmas truce newsmen here
are reconstructing the flow of
information and lack of it which
led for a time Saturday to an
erroneous picture of bow the
cease-fire was going.
For hours there was a blackout on information about truce
violations by the Communist
forces. The reasons for this
blackout, lasting until Sunday ,
appear to be two-fold:

—Because the truce had diplomatic overtones, the State Department no doubt wanted to Insure strict control over all news
released until a clear pattern
emerged and U.S. policy could
be adjusted to It. There presumably was also an effort to see
whether any Communist violations reported were just isolated
incidents possibly due to faulty
communications.
Orders were given to public
information officers in Viet Nam
to make no releases to newsmen
that were not cleared with the
U.S. command here. Sources in
a position to know say that reports of alleged truce violations
were passed on to Washington
which decided when and how
they were to be released.
—Because of a lack of clea rance from Washington, the U.S.
military
information section
here continued through Christmas Day to insist there were no
truce violations except one mortar attack against the Marines.
This officially was written off as
a misunderstanding and not a
violation. The Marines suffered
no casualties in this attack.
In fact there had been 40 violations, according to a count released later by Washington and
the military here. It is known
that the military reporting system from the field was primed
to get all incidents to Saigon
and on to Washington as fast as
possible.

Son of Georgia
Candidate Faces
Burglary Count

Allied Ch 48% I B Mach 500
Allis Chal 32 Intl . Harv 46
Amerada 72% Intl Paper 30%
Am Can 55% Jns 4 L
72
19%
Am Mtr
Wt Joetens
AT&T
61% Kencott 120%
Am Tb
38% Lorillard
44%
Anconda 81% Minn MM 66%
Arch Dn 38V4 Minn P&L 30%
ArmcoStl 70% Mn Chm 83%
Armour 43 , Mont Dak —
Mont Wd 33%
AvcoCorp 25
85
BethStl 40% Nt Dairy
Boeing
126% N Am A-v 59%
Boise Cas 54% N N Gas 58%
Brunswk
WA Nor Pac 59V4
Catpillar 50% No St Pw 35%
127
Ch MSPP 43% Nw Air
116% Nw Banc 45%
C&NW
Chrysler 54 Penney
64y*
79
Cities Svc 41 Pepsi
Com Ed 52% Pips Dge 733/4
55%
ComSat 39% Phillips
41%
ConCoal 64 Pillsby
116%
ContCan 63% Polaroid
45%
Cont Oil 68% RCA
CntlData 36% Red Owl 20%
Deere
50% Rep Stl 42%
Douglas 74% Rexall
49
Dow Cm
76% Rey Tb 43
du Pont 236 Sears Roe 63%
EastKod 113% Shell Oil
64%
Ford Mtr 54% Sinclair
62
Gen Elec 115% Socony
93
Gen Food 83% Sp Rand 20%
Gen Mills 63 St Brands 73%
Gen Mtr 101% St Oil Cal 78
Gen Tel 46% St Oil Ind 45%
Gillett
38 St Oil NJ 80%
Goodrich 55% Swift
53%
Goodyear 46% Texaco
797/a
Gould
31% Texas Ins 172%
Gt NoRy 61% Union Oil 51
Greyhnd 21 Un Pac
42%
Gulf Oil 58% U S Steel 51%
Homestk 45
Wesg El 62
Honeywell 71% Wlwth
29%

STRICTLY BUSINESS

CHICAGO (AP)-Wbeat No. 2
hard 1.67%n; No. 2 red 1.69%n.
Corn JNo. 2 yellow 1.26n; No. 5
yellow 1.12%. Oats No 2 heavy
white 75%n. Soybeans No. 3
yellow 2.68%n.
Soybean oil 10.95n.
CHICAGO CAP) - (USDA)Live poultry: wholesale buying
prices
lower to 2 higher ;
roasters 23%-25; special fed
White Rock fryers 18%-20%;
heavy hens 19; young hen turkeys 34.
CHICAGO (AP) - Butter V*
to % higher; 93 score AA 60%;
92 A 60%; 90 B 59% ; 89 C 58.
Eggs % to 1 lower ; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites 37,
mixed 37; mediums 36; standards 36; dirties unquoted;
checks 30.
NEW YORK (AP)^- (USDA)
— Butten Creamery, 93 score
(AA) 62-62% cents; 92 score (A)
61%-62%.
Eggs: Standards 37-38; checks
34-35.
Whites: Extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 40-42; fancy medium (41 lbs average)
36%-38 ; fancy heavy weight (47
lbs min) 38%-40; medium (40
lbs average) 35-37; smalls (36
lbs average) 33%-35.

MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) - The
son of Georgia gubernatorial
candidate Lester Maddox Sr.
•was free on $6,000 bond today
after b«ing charged here with
two counts of burglarizing an
appliance store.
Lester Maddox Jr., 21, was
found hiding inside a television
and appliance store early Sunday, police said. They said he
admitted burglarizing the same
CHICAGO (AP ) — (USDA)store Nov. 5.
Potatoes arrivals 36; on track
178; market steady; Idaho rusCobb County chief deputy sets 4.10; Minnesota North DaHarold Griggs said that when
kota Red River Valley round
arrested Maddox was advised of reds 2.45-2.60.
his right to counsel, but that he
refused an attorney because he
GRA N
"wanted to tell us everything."
"He said he knew he had done
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
wrong and he wanted to try to receipts Mon. 506; year ago 176;
do everything to get it straight- trading basis unchanged; prices
ened out," Griggs said.
V4 higher; cash spring wheat
Griggs quoted the youth as basis, No. 1 hard Montana winsaying his father had set him up ter 1.60%-1.88%.
in the service station business
Minn. - S.D. No. 1 hard winseveral months ago and since ter 1.59^-1.87 %
then he had gotten into a finanNo 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.75-1.83; discounts, amcial jam.
ber 2-3; durum 4-7.
The elder Maddox is a former
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.21%Atlanta restaurant owner who 1.233/4 .
leased his place of business Oats No. 2 white 61^-64%; No.
rather than serve Negroes. He 3 white 59%-62%; No. 2 heavy
now operates an Atlanta furnf- white 64%-66%; No. S heavy
tun store.
whito 61%-63%.
Maddox Sr. was adjudged In Barley, cars 189, year ago 76;
civil contempt by a U.S. District good to choice 1.16-1.42; low to
Court jud^e for his action last intermediate 114-1.34; feed 1.05February and was ordered to 1.14.
pay a $200 fine each day his cafRye No. 2 1.13^-1.18%.
eteria practiced racial discrim- Flax No. 1 2.98.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.58V *.
ination.

Two of Japan 's leading newspapers, Asnhi and Yomlurl,
urged Humphrey and Sato to
exchange Irank views on Viet
Num.

"You have a point, madam. Why have fenders and
bumpers if you don't use them?"

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL »-(USDA)-Cattl«
5.000; calves 1,200; slaughter nears and
heifers only moderately active; prices
steady; cows, bulls, vealers and slaughter calves strong; feeders fully steady;
high choice 1075 Ib (laughter steers 26.25;
most choice 1000-120 lbs 24.75-25.75;
good 33.10-24.25; choice 85O-10J0 lb heifers 24.09-25.75; good 21.00-23.50; utility
and commercial cows 75.0O-16\(W; canner
and cutler 12.5O-15.00; utility and commercial built 19.50-21.00; cutter .16.5019.50; choice vealers 27.00-33.00; good
23.00-27.0J; choice slaughter
calves
11.00-22.00; good 14.00-18.00; good 550-900
lb feeder steers 21.50-24.00; standard 17..
00-21.50 Holstelns 550-10O0 lbs 17.00-11.50.
Hogs 6,500; rather slow; barrows and
gilts steady wlrh Monday's full decline,
late steady to 25 lower; all other classes
steady; 1-2 190-230 Ib barrows and 011s
28.75-29.00 ;mlxed 1-3 190-240 lbs 28.2538.75; 240-260 lbs 27.75-28.50; 2-2 260-280
lbs 27.50-28.00 ;13 270-330 Ib SOWS 25.0025.50; 330-400 lbs 24.00-25.00; 2-3 400-500
lbs 23.00-24.50; choice 120-160 Ib feeder
pigs 25.00-26.00.
Sheep 2,000; moderately active, all
classes steady; choice and prime 90-110
Ib wooled slaughter lambs 27.50-28.00;
good and choice 80-90 lbs 26.50-27.50; utility and good wooled slaughter ewes
6.50-7.50; choice and fancy 60-80 Ib
feeder lambs 26.50-27.50; good and choice
50-40 lbs 24.50-26.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO «— (USDA) —Hogs 4,000;
butchers 1.50 to 2.00 lower; 1-2 190-225
Ib butchers 29.50-30.00; 1-3 190-240 lbs
20.75-29.50; few late 2-3 500-220 lbs
28.75-29.00; 1-3 350-400 Ib tows 24.0024.75; 1-3 400-450 lbs 23.25-24.J0; 2-3 450475 lbs 22.50-23.25.
attle 2,000; slaughter steers steady;
load high choice and prime around 1.20O
Ib slaughter steers 27.25; other high
choice and prime 1,100-1,250 lbs. 26.5027.00; choice 900-1,250 lbs 25.50-26.75;
good 24.00-25.25 ; choice 900-1,050 Ib heifers 24.75-25.75; mixed good and choice
24.00-24.75; good 22.00-24.00; utility and
commercial cows 15.00-16.50; utility and
commercial bulls 17.00-20.00.
Sheep 200; wooled slaughter lambs
steady; deck choice and prima 95-105
Ib wooled slaughter lambs 28,50; cull to
good wooled slaughter ewes 5.00-10.0O.

..,

15
37
\ ]\j

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a .m. fo 4 p.m.i closed Salurdays, Submit sample before lending.
(New crop barley)
No. I barley
||.it
No, 2 barley
., I .OS
No, 3 barley
•¦
No, 4 barley
tl

liny Slut* Milling Company

PAPER WEDDING GIFT . . . Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Bragassa of Raleigh, N.C , returned home from their honeymoon
lo find their bedroom literally filled with newspapers. Friends
had stuffed papers into the bedroom so tightly Bragassa
couldn't get ln the door. So he went to the bedroom window
and began pulling tho papers out. He had accumlated this

pile of papers after only a few minutes work. His car was
too small to carry the papers to the junkya/d and he had to
hire a truck to haul the papers away. Friends also filled
his refrigerator with wood and his bath tub wilh balloons.
(AP Photofax)

Airlines and
Space issues
In Sharp Dips

NEW YORK (AP) - Airlines
and aerospace issues took sharp
losses today but the over-all
stock market cut its worst losses early this afternoon. Trading
slackened after a heavy pace in
the morning.
Aerospace defense 1 s s u e i
came under selling pressure as
the result of the newest ceasefire proposal in Viet Nam.
Airlines took steep losses on
publication of a newspaper article which predicted the Civil
Aeronautics Board will prod
airlines to cut fares in 1966.
Other major stock groupi retreated on a broad front but
losses reached their worst by
the first hour. Thereafter many
groups sold above their lows
although airlines were still
down very sharply.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was down
1.2 at 354.3 with industrials off
1.9, rails off .9 and utilities up
.1.
The Dow Jones industrial av¦
erage at noon was off 1.28 at
958.51 after showing a loss of as
WI NONA MARKETS much as 4.78 at the end
of tha
first hour.
Swift it Company
Northwest Airlines, one of the
West Highway (1
Buying hours ore Irom I a.m. lo 3:3c higher-priced
issues In its
p.m . Monday Ihrough Friday.
7%
There will be no call markets on Frl group, was down about
days.
points. United Air Lines fell
These quotations apply as to noon I*
about 4, Eastern , and Pan
day.
HOOS
American around 2 each.
Tha hoe market It x ctnla lowar.
Losses exceeding a point
Top butchera (190-220)
27.71
Butchers grading 36-38 .. 28.00-28.2]
were shown by Boeing, Douglas
Top sows
J3. 75
Aircraft and General DynamCATTLB
Tha cattle market Is steers and half- ics but the defense stocks were
era 25 lower . Cows steady.
coming back better than th*
Prime
24.00-25.21
Choice
airlines.
23.00-24.25
Good
21.O0-23.O0
Gains began to appear kere
Standard
19.00-21.00
Utility cows
and there. A published state...13.00-15.O0
Cutters
11,50-14.00
ment that Radio Corp.'s sales
VBA L
The veal mark rt la steady.
will surpass $2 billion for tha
Top choice
jo.oo
firsr time in history accompaGood and choice
20.00-27.00
Commercial
nied a rise of nearly a point in
13.00-19.00
Boners
. 12.00-down
RCA, Zenith gained nearly 2,
Itravo Foods
I Xerox 3, U.S.
Rubber 1.
last end et llh street
Buying hours 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon
Big Three motors showed
day through Friday.
only fracti onal losses.
These quotations apply aa to noon lo
Prices declined
day on a ylelo (dressed) basis.
in active
Canners and cuflera »29.O0.
trading on the American Stock
Wliiosja Egg Murltct
Exchange.
Trust quotations apply as o»
iu:jaj a.m, loany
Corporate bonds were mostly
Grade A (lumbo)
35
unchanged. U.S. Treasury bond*
Grade A (large)
30
continued to rise.
Grade A (medium)
.37
Grade A (small)
Grade B ,.
Grade C

Yomiuri urged "In strongest
terms '* that the United States
halt raids on North Viet Nam,
"search out formulas for a real
truce , and through tho cooperati on of influential third nations
create conditions for fruitful
negotiations, "
Asuhi welcomed the vice president as '"a sincere and progressive statesman" hut interpreted
the abrupt dec ision to include
Jii|)nn not las it iiirr.iry as an
indication that the war may be
escalated further in "the near
future."

"Oh, knock it off I Ifs for fhe dogl"

PRODUCE

The Japanese
government
officially
supports American
action in Viet Nam but the press
is jilmo.st totally against it, as
are many left-wing intellectuals,
MINNEAPOLIS <AP)-Thre<! students and the big labor fedsavings and loan association!! eration Soliyo.

announced Monday they arc
increasing their dividend rates
on savings to Vk per cent.
Minnesota Federal Savings
and Loan directors approved
boosting the anticipated dividend rate to 4% per cent in the
first quarter of 1066.
M inneapolis Federal Savings
and I/oan announced a similar
4 'i per cent dividend rate effective Saturday.
Twin City Federal Savings
and I/oan Asbocintion said it
would increase its dividend rot*
on passbook savings to 4% per
cfnt.

BIG GEORGE

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

Elevater A Grain Prices
Starling Oct. 15, 1965, 100 bushels ol
grain will be the minimum loads oc
cepled at tha elevator.
No. I northern spring wltaaf .... 1.42
No. I northern spring wtioal .... 1 .to
No. i nodhern spring wlieitt .... 1.5a
No. 4 northern spring wlieat ,.,. 1 .52
No. I hard winter wliet.1
\.yj
NO. 2 hard winler wheal
I.so
No. 3 hard winler wheal
1.44
No. 4 hard winler wheal
l.<*
No. 1 rye
\, \j
No. J rye
l.li

¦

Count Fleet and Citation ,
triple crown winners In 1JI48 und
1948, respectively, won the Pimlico Futurity as 2-year-olds.
t

(First Pub, Dal* Mortd»y, Dec. 37, ttttt
Stale of Mlnnosoti )
Count/ of Winona ) u.
I, lh* underjlgiwd, fttreby ctrtlfy that
I am ona of th» ptriom who conduct!
l ,, e, a commercial boslnais at
S.
! " of
\
tha JL
VI Hog.
Goodview. Winona, In the
County of Winona, Stat, of Minnesota,
DISTRIBUTING CO ., that tht full and
true Individual name, of tacit and every
person who Is In any way Intereited In
.aid bu.inBaj under ealo) name, to-j»1tier
with the post office addreii ot each of
mem li as follows, towll:
Emrl j Hoist, ))3 W „t Howard
1 Winona. Minnesota,
to
.i .
: 55S
Noel
F .T
Hoist,
Huff Street, Winona, Minnesota ,
State ol Minnesota ) ss>
C
Earl J Hoist
Wl
^* »
n« fh!"
' 19*5, beOn
this 22nd
day ol December,
fore
personally appeared Carl J.
Hoist, T
ta ma Known to be the person wh»
*y* M ,h* '°rWlng <»rlll|.
?lti!
.
!?• acknowledged
cate, and
Ihal he executed
the same as his own tree act and deed.
HAROLD J. LIBERA,
*
Harold J. Liber."
Notary Public
((My
,» Y ln,on" c*>n,Y' Minnesota
M „ commission
expiree Nov . 14, in»)

Ptmonih

Want Ads
Start Here
JUNO ADI UNCALLED **>*i-u, u n. it, %% ai, JO,
NPTJCi
TMi nawapww wtu *m rotportflklt
for only ono Inctrroct liwortlon tl
•ny cliMHUd advtmntrwnt wibiloh,d m tho W«nf Ad teeth*. CHOCK
your ui *na Mil Wl H « corroctloK
murtbo rnotjl.

Card ef Thanks

SEVERING —
We wish lo airtenc! our htartfelt thanks
and appreciation for 1he> acts ol kindneu, messages of sympathy, flora l and
memorial ollorlngs received from our
friends, nelfinbori and relatives In our
sad bereavement, tho toil of our beloved husband, father, grandfather end
brother. Wo especially wish to thank
Rev. Charles Williams for his services,
the women from tho Church ef Nazarene who donated the food, Dr, A, W.
Femkt and tho nurses on tho second
floor, those who donated tho services
el their can, th» ptllbairers, and all
those who assisted us In eny way.
Mrs. John J. Oevering & Family

Lost ind Found

4

LOST-Black V Tin female hound, south
ol Urlca. Sunday. T»l. Lewiston 3833 or
Merlin Bur*.
STRAYED -7 .-year-old Holstein heifer.
Paul Woodward, Utica, Minn. Tel. Lewiston 4M7.
FOUND CHRISTMAS articles along Hwy.
61. owner may have by Identifying and
paying for th is ad. Tel. -4986.

porienals
PART-TIME
Oaks.

,NAustT*
T"u ?
»VcWAr.
u

^
GOLTZ PHARMACY

_

BRAATZ My alnetrt Wmnki to all my rtlttlvaa,
frlands and nelghbori who remembered
m9 will) cards, olftj and visits during
my itay In the hospital and since my
return homo,
Hugo 9r«alr, Lewiston

7
WAITRESSES wanted. Tho

COLD WAVE, heat wave, mild, pleasant,
fa ir, cloudy. These are words to describe weather. They are assembled
each day In a variety ot ways to give
you the late weather. Dial the weitntr
word on the TED MAIER weather
phone 3333.
WHAT'S NEW? Stop Irj ot the WILLIAMS
HOTEL New Year 's Eve and find out)
Ray Meyer, Innkeepaw.
THE.amazing Blue ' Luatre will leave your
upholstery beautifully soft and clean.
Rent electric shampooer, fl. R. 0.
Cone Co.

7 Male—Jobs of Intaratt— 27

GRIN AND BEAR IT

Houses Hr Rant

* NiW YiAR It eamlnti, wo urecj you MAN TO WORK in product dwrtmtrrt.
Mbr»thT«. Mlr«cl» M«ll.
JltSej. we'll \t* mtttW W. Betilnger,
Til)ir, H> B. 4th,
TWO MEN nMdad full or part-tlm *. «M
Witk. Tel . 2650 OK. 31/ 4 I* 7,
AM VOU A •ROSLINI DRIN<BRr~
Man or woman yatjf tltlnklr* creates ACCOUNTANTS-pirMlmt, (t ones, wh«
juwarauf proManw, »f m nee* t nO
art thoroughly qualUled to prtpar *
martl he p, contact Alcoholics Anon
Form 1MO. Must LM cxptrlencad In ill
*
phuts of Individual incomt lax r»
*W*. ¦Ipnaar Oroup «ya Oenerai De.
Irwy. Winona, Minn.
turns. Apply Mo 9 p.m, WMkdiys, 111
Wa lnut St.
BUIINVSIMSN'S LUNCHfS
MARRIED WAN for year (round limn
work. Alan Gorniss, Htrrnonv. Minn.
Tol. m-SV4.

V4 E. 3rd

Tol. JJ47

Auto Sarvict. Repairing

10

With change of
MAJOR BRAND OILS
We Feature)
• CHAMPLIN
• PHILLIPS 66
• TEXACO HAVOLINE
Offer expires Sun., Jan. 2
•'Charge It"

TEMPO

Houses for Sale

Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday 1-6

LOANS ^S1

14

SMALL ENGINE
SERVICE a. REPAIR
Fast • Economical
ROBB BROS. STORE
474 C. .ttl
Tel. 4O07

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
Tel. 9509 or £434. I year guarantee.

CALL SYL KUKOWSK1

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Ipeclol truck. Sanitary & Odorless
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 8&4-9}45

Horses, Cattle, Stock

43

SPOTTED BOAR, 1 years old; also
younger
boar.
Eugene
Bagnlewskl,
Fountain City, Wis. Tel. M7-<ffi6.
WILL SELL, springing Holstein cows and
heifers, from production tested herd,
20 years artificial Insemination. Albert
Towner , Trempealeau, Wis.
FEEDER PIGS, 8; 1 Chester White boar.
Woodrow Herzberg, Fountain City, Wis.
PUREBRED SCOTCH Shorthorn bulls,
serviceable age . Theron Glenna & Son.
Rushford , Minn., (Bratsberg).

57 Furn., Rugi, Linoleum

175 Lafayette
Tel . 5240 or 4400 after hours,

64

ANTIQUE OAK dresser and bed, com- YEAR-END CLEARANCE Special, swivel
plete, J110; kitchen table, 4 chairs, S20;
chair, with 30" high channel back In
trunk, Si; buffet. $20; oak table, round,
gold or russet, «9.M at BURKE'S
FURNITURE MART, 3rd (V Franklin.
SIS; studio bed, U5. JOTVi Winona.
WESTINGHOUSE electric stove, 4 years USED FURNITURE-2-pc, living room
sulta, $35; chest of drawers, it; A
old;
Frigidaire
refrigerator; child's
' size
bed, complete, $40 ; lull size . coll
swing set, like new. Tel. M200 or 120
spring, 18; 2 walnut step tables, SS;
Dacota St.
full size head board and frame, 115;
8 pc. walnut dining room suite, US.
BABY CRIB, gas range, conventional
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE ,
302
washer, 2 linoleums, refrigerator. Tel.
Mankafo Ave. Open evenings.
8-1806.
BOYS' BLACK figure skates, size i, excellent condition. Tel. 5780.

Good Things to Eat

65

FOR SOMETHING different and special
on New Years get one of fh» 10-tb.
Polish canned hams. Imported direct
from Poland, at BAMBENEK'S, 9th &
Mankato.
BUNK BEDS, chests, desks, kitchen cabinets, beds, mattresses, window shutBUY FOOD wholesale cn easy monthly
ters, kitchen sets , room dividers. Barterms. Capitol Food Provision Co., 3930
gain Center, 353 C. 3rd.
6th St., Winona. Write or cell 735o.

TAKE soil away the Blue Lvstr* way
from carpets and upholstery. Rent electric shampooer, tl. H. Choate tt Co.

HOMELITE CHAIN SAW, Super XL demonstrator. Reg. »W, now J179. WILSON
STORE, Rt. 2. Tel. 80-2*47.

FOR GOOD cooking and baking. Burbank
russets! WINONA POTATO MARKET ,
118 Market St.

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

Russians Plan
Education Gains

Femsle—Jobs ef Interest—26
WOMAN TO WORK In produce departmtnl AlbrtcM'a, Miracle Mall.
PART-TIAAB WAITRESSES wanted. Tha
•
Oaks.

MEDIFURAN
FOR MASTITIS

TED MAIER DRUGS

5JJ E. <tn
• ¦& Hand Composition
Llnecasting and Presswork Hay, Grain, Feed

Write

OUAGADOUGOU, Upper VolGRAPHIC ARTS
ta (AP) — About 100 elephants
Technical School
have invaded the Pama region
and are causing severe damage
for Catalog.
to crops, authorities said today.
They called on hunters to organ- Approved (or Veteran Training
ize a shoot to wipe out the ani- 1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
mals.
DENNIS THE MENACE

Tal. J53J

50
t>S'.

GOOD ALFALFA HAY-1O0 bales,
bale. Tel. Rushford 6*4-9414.

EAR CORN—will deliver. Bill Relnboldt,
Rt. 1, Utica, Tel. Lewiston J785.

Articles for Sale

57

PERSONAL PORTABLE TVs, 9" -11" 12" - 16" or 19" sels as low as M9.9J.
B & B ELECTRIC, 155 E, 3rd.
INSTEAD OF JUST EYEING . . . start
buying w»h a MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK loan. Each year Winonans
borrow thousands of dollars through
our Installment Loan Dept. Each transaction has, directly or liwllrectly, benefited bolh borrower and Ihe community. Tho borrower achieved a purpose or
solved a problem by which the economic stability and growth of the community were enhanced. Whatever your
specific purpose, stop at tht bank to
arrange for on Installment loan to be
repaid In convenient monlhly amounts.
Establish your credit standing where
It counts.
TROPIC A I R E HUMIDIFIER
Reg . S69.95, special (39.95
MARK SCHNEIDER SALES
3930 6th St., Goodview

SIEWS
DATLY I
MAIL
SUBSCRIPT IONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
choose Irom
ARTISTS EV E R Y W H E R E
Grumbocher's line oils and oil sels,
pt&tels and pastel sets, water colors
and lets, skelch boxes, mediums,
boards, papers, charcoal, art pencils,
etc. Sit them all at the

PAINT DEPOT
U? Center SI.

FREEZERS

IT COSTS no more to own t Gibson.
Come In nnd get our prlcss. WINONA
FIRE & COWER CO., 54 E. Jnd . Tel
5065.
HAVE THE CONVENIENCE of a frortfree hose faucet Ihls winter. Order
yours now at

?m l 0OUOHT rW s/WA CLAUS?

MARK

TRAIL

SANITARY

PLUMBING & HEATINO
Tel. mi
U« e, 3rd Si.

.—.

'

Specials at the Stores
a

44 Throughout Entire Store

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
MOSCOW (AP> - Tbe Soviet BABYSITTER WANTED-ln my homo, I SANITATION ¦ ISOLATION - VaccinaUnion plana to offer gifted stu- dilldren. Tel. S-4193 after 6.
tion - Ventilation - Perspiration art
back of the Dekalb 20-week pullets
dents improved educational fa- COFFBE SHOP WAITRESS-Apply Mgr., all
produced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCH
Hotel Winona.
cilities and more teachers.
ERY, Rollingstone, Minn. Tel. 8689
"It is planned to have some COOK FOR afternoon hours, experience 2311. Available year-around.
schools with special emphasis desired. Apply In person Paul Watkins BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, txctllent
Memorial Homo. Tal. I-M« for appointfor ago. size, Interior quality and proon physics, chemistry, mathe- ment;
duction 20 weeks pullets available all
matics, biology, radio engineeryear around. For quality ask for Arbor
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Chick
ing, and mechanization and
Women - Part-Time
Hatchery, So E. 2nd, Winona. Ttl. S6U.
electrification of agriculture," TUB Fuller Bruin Co. has ocentngt for
ladlM to represent Puller costwo
said a commission of scientists metics and cleaning products In the Wanted— Livestock
46
and educators in a report on tbe Winona area. U Hours week, flexible
market
contact
FOR
YOUR
BEST
hog
li.M per hour. For Interview
new curriculum released Mon- achadule,
Casey Marcks, St. Charles, Minn. Tal.
write Jerry Johnson. Rt. 3. Rochester,
932-4120.
day:
Minn.
^
"Such achools will be given
MARKET
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK
Improved facilities and more Maler-Jebs of Interest— 27 A real good auction market for your
livestock . Dairy cattle on hand all
teachers."
THREE MEN needed tor direct selling
week , hogs bought every day. Trucks
selling. Car necesavailable. Sale Thurs. Tel. 2M7.
The new program was drafted lob. No door-to-door
tary. Tal. SUt Pec. 21 between 4 and
to bring school curricula in line 7.
48
Farm Implements
with the government's decision
last year to cut basic education
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
Rath wash tanks, fans, air Intakes,
Train for PRINTING hose
from 11 years to 10.
parts, stdrage cablnels.
¦
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies

Elephants Causing
Upper Volta Damage

DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS

6 syringes . . . . . S5.25
Animal Health Center
Downtown s. Miracle Mall

^».

99
>

Frank West Agency

HUNGRY? AND want chicken? All you
TRACKWASTER
GO-CART double bar Musical Merchandise!
70
can eat? Than treat the family is tho WHO MARRIHD the laundress? You did
const ruction, balloon tires, «'A h.p
PUREBRED CHESTER White boar, 5O0
Chicken Buffet. Besides you always find
. . . only she wasn't a laundress when
racing engine, padded cushions, $145
lbs. Paul Woodward, Utica, Winn. Tal.
something new on our Buffet. Serving
she married you. Now she faces mounDwight Hendricks, St. Charles, frtinn.
We Service and Stock
Lewiston 4847.
from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. In either the
tains of laundry every week. Doesn't
Tel. 932-4724.
Mississippi Room or Coffee Shop of
Needles for all
she
deserve
tho
unlimited
hot
water
WANTED — feeder calves , breed, averHOTEL WINONA. Adults JUS. Chilono of our budget-priced family-size
age weight and where you live In first NEW PORTABLE electric sewing machdren $1.
RECORD
PLAYERS
units can glvo her? Ask about a new
ines guaranteed for 2i years, look,
letter. Glenn Schuman, Galesville, Wis.
hot wafer haartr today af
only (39 and up. Cinderell a Shoppti,
Tel. 24-F-I1.
's Music Store
Hardt
IF YOU WANT your clock cleaned SM
214 Mankato Ave. and 66 W. 3rd.
Frank. All work done quickly, expertly,
TWO 4-H GUERNSEY helferi, 1 purereasonably. RAINBOW JEWELRY, 116
HEATING
PLUMBING
73
Sewing Machines
2 SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
bred, 1 grade, freshen In weak. Frank••
W. 4th St.
MT E. 3rd
Tel. 3701
Goodall * h.p. - J38S unt for S22S
lin Wilber, Trempealeau, Wis. Tel. CtnJaeebstn 3 h.p.—121? unit for S175
WE HAVE cablnels for most models of
Nnw OPEN—Belmont Liquor Drive-tn,
itervllle 539-54B3.
While They Lastl
sevvlnq machines. Sewing kits, electric
1471 W. Sth. Tel. 4391 for fast delivery.
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
scissors , etc. WI NONA SEWING CO..
. 4th
Tol. 93M
2nd it Johnson
Tel. S*5J
551 Huff. Tel. 93«8.
*V I

Jerry s Plumbing

,.

NO DOWN payment. Immediate occupancy. Sel W. Sth. 4 bedrooms, V/i baths,
full basement, oil heat, spacious garage. Will arrange long term loan wilts
payments like rent.

'V'm »urpris»d so many yovna people aro oppotttf to war,
wh*wllwy eon see by tha TV pro gramwhat a
ilm lmt on9 wa$l!'
,rhf o4kavghM

42 Articles for Sals

SHEPHERD COLLIE pups. 6 weeks old,
mother good heeler. Melvln Solatia,
Rushford, Minn. Tel. 8M-7873.

.

Attention Veterans

NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURi
170 E. 3rd. Tel. 5915.
Hn. • a.m. to 3 p.m* Sat. • a.m. to noon

AQUARIUM, SUPPLIES, tropical fish
complete slock, young and old. Why not
start this fascinating hobby with Christmas money? Lofquist Variety, Miracle
Mall.

¦—

II — .i

.,. ,, ¦ ¦-II

—

ttti, modern excipt heet. MSSO. f= . 4th,
smell house, full basement, H500../4room house, »260O, rent terms. C.
SHANK, 552 E. 3rd.

Lots tor Stl*

1-owner, 3J.0M actual ml In, real sharp
car , lor wick lata, »ll«; Hit Chavra.
let lmpala 2-door hardtop, radio, heeler, V-l, wilh automatic trtnsmlsilon, a
rtal nice car , will sacrlllet, only 1791.
Speltr Texaco, 177 Walnut.

IOO

BUILDING LOTS for sale, across from
Sundown Motel, soma face Hwy., some
lake, beat fishing In stata. Charles
BUseni. Tal. 5034.

Wanted—Rssl Estats

for appointment.

PLAIN

BLACK LAB for sale, IVJ years old. Tel.
9470 before 5 p.m.

Tuesday, December tt , 1 m WTNONA DAILY NETT8 11

i iaa — ¦ ¦¦— ¦

102

TWO-BEDROOM HOME In low price
Class. Will pay cash. U* Hank Olson.
WO B. 7tti. Tel. 3017.
WILL PAV HIGHEST
FOR YOUR CITY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

PONTIAC—195| hardtop,
Tri powtrtd. Tel. 4151 ,

fyVlnona'a Only Rial Eitata Buyer)
Tel. «8B Or 7093
P.O. SM J4S

20% - 40%
Off

Prices effective thru Dec. 31.

CORNER CUPBOARD
Across from Madison School

USED
APPLIANCES

30-inch Gas Range
36-inch Gas Range
30-inch Electric Range
40-inch Electric Range
Frigidaire Refrigerator
2 Maytag Wringer Washers
1 Philco Wringer Washer
1 Wood & Gas Combination
Range

GAIL-ROSS.
APPLIANCE

217 E. 3rd

Tel. 4210

USED
TV — STEREO BUYS
RCA floor model 21-inch TV
Lime Oak finish. ALMOST
NEW in perfect condition.
$84.95
•
•
*
Other Used TVs
from $20 and up
»
•
*
RCA Combination AM-FM
radio and 4 speed stereo,
4 speakers, walnut finish .
LIKE NEW. $299.50 when
new.
NOW $150
•
•
*
Repossessed lfi-inch COR01NADO portable TV-One yr.
old.

TEMPO

Miracle Mall

Hours 9-9 Mon . thru Sat,
JJunday '-8
Coal, Wood, Othtr Fual 63

74

ONLY 4 DAYS lefl to grab up ttie bargains offered during Firestone 's GOING-OUT-OF-BUSINESS sale. Hurryl
AND SAVE. FIRESTONE Store, 200
W. 3rd.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

QUAKER OIL BURNER, used a months,
fan and thermostat, matching pipes.
Tel. J7U or Inquire 470 W. 3rd after 4.
S1EGLER
ed, sold
oortable
RANGE
St. Tel.

HEATERS, oil or gas, Installserviced; Aladdin Blue Flame
heaters; also oil burner oarti.
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th
7479, Adolph Mlchalowskl .

NEW!

LOWER PRICE

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 and 61 E.

77

SHARP LETTERS are written on either
ihe OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD LelUra
32 or STUDIO 44 . Great features In
bolh. Ihe only difference is the size, Ihe
Studio 44 Is lust a little bit bigger. Polh
are portables. The Studio 44 Is portablelight and portable-priced . The l.etlcra
3? Is priced »t lust 574.50. The Sludlo
. 44 at ,99.50. WINONA TYPEWRITER
SERVICE, 14! E, 3rd. Tel. J-3300.
PROFIT HIGH? Expanses low? Call WINONA T Y P E W R I T E R SERVICE and (iel
Irrnl new machine BEFORE Jan. I.
1966. Take advan t age of ADDITIONAL
EXPENSES
FOR TAX PURPOSES
WINONA T Y P E W R I T E R SERVICE, 161
E. 3rd. Trl. (-3300 ,

81

SEE Us For Best Prices
Scrap Iron, Metal , Wool, Raw Furs
M & W IRON a. METAl CO.
101 W. 2nd St.
Tel. 3O04
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON (V METAL
CO. pays highest prlcas for scrap
Iron, metals, and raw fur.
221 W. 2nd
Tel. 204?
Closed Saturdays
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw lurt .and wool)

Sam Weisman & Sons
Rooms Without Meal,

SBO

86

ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privi leges. No day sleep
ers. Tel . 4IIS9.

YOU BET WE carry • wide variety of
Willi
Wfllt grad * coils. Commander. 3 tuea, ROOMS FOF* MEN -nlca room*
cooking privileges and lounge nrrrt . 121V
turned, itove and rang'' Petroleum
«
per
W«.
month.
Tel.
*]0
Brlquelji
Cokei Pocahontau Berwlnd
Rain 50-» Briquets; StoM '"Petroleum
Brlquelei Winter Kino EgB. J varieties
ol stoker coalv JOSWICK'S FUEL t
OIL CO., 901 E. atlt . "Where you gel DELUXE GE ell electric 1 bad room
more «t lower cost. "
apts., carpeted, air conditioned and
0«rag««, DOB S6LOVER. REMTCR,
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL end an|oy Ihe
Tel. 234?.
comfort of eulomeflt personal care,
complete) nurner CENTER 276--Deluxe 3-room ant , pnr
Kaep lull service
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price.
tlally lurnlihed, with private bam, hrnt
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL ft
and hot water furnished, lino . ArlulH.
OIL CO., «*)> E. »lh, r«l. 13»».
By appointment only, Tel. sin.

7,_ „ _ _ . _

Apartments, Flats

*«"¦£?"¦

Apartments, Furnished

RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartart . . . 3973
Mary Laupr . . . 4523
Rill Ziebell . . - 48S4

Tet. 214?

601 Main St.

90

91

TWO-ROOM efficiency apt., prlvnle en
Irance, cooking lacllllles, suitable Inr
1 working male or female, Tal. ¦-35/I.

Business Places for Rent 92

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
AND
A HAPPY NEW
YEAR
Bob Selover
and Staff

BOB

The Gordon Agency
Realtors
Downstairs apartment has
living room with fireplace,
2 bedrooms, kitchen and
bath. One 3 room apartment
and one 2 room apartment
on 2nd floor. Monthly income $225. Basement basically set for 4th apartment.
Oil burning furnace , new
roof , permanent siding, double garage. Only $2,000 down
on convenient contract. Call
now and let your renters
buy this one for you !
LARGE 3 BEDROOM EAST
Only $400 down and you can
own thi.s one floor home
only 2 blocks to school , New
permanent siding, combination windows , double garage, gas furnace and water
heater. Lovely new kitchen.
Oversized yard. Call now!
IF YOJJ HAVE ENOUGH
CHILDREN . . .
And not much money for a
dow n payment you can own
this large 4 bedroom home
in choice centra l location !
Firep lace in living room.
\ XI\ baths. $1 ,000 down and
$75 monthly. See it today !
.MOVK RIGHT IN! «
Cute \ lk story home with
living room, kitchen wilh
breakfast room, 1 bedroom
ami full hath. Upstairs i.s
expansion area for I or 2
more bedrooms. Full basement , oil burning furnace ,
fifi r.ige . Nice y ard . Only
$:i0(l down, This home is
priced to sell today !

AFfER HOURS
I'flt llelse . , , 670!)
Gordon Welshorn . . . 48IJ4

Offices IM Morgan Bldn.. single, rton
bit or up le suite ot 4. !>ee Steve MorU«h al Morgan's JoWiilry,
PRIMB DOWNTOWN tOCATION - Retail and office Hioca, Available now,

JAWA MOTORCYCLES
ROBB BROS .
Motorcycle Sfiop,573 E. 4th.

M'A t . 3rd.
Tel, 6066 or 314f

COCHRANE. Wli,-.r.fMn! home In iliolce
neighborhood. Otlrll I. Iii'lrml , I e l . 34B
!«I5.

Y EAR-END
CLOSEOUT

USED-TRUCKS

'R3 Falcon 6
Station Wagon

196.1 INTERNATIONAL CO
1800 C&C with 108 in- r/a ,
2 speed axle. 5 speed transmission , V-M5 e n g i n e
1000x20 12 ply tires , NPJVV
paint job.In A-l condition.

No miles «! all on ne^vly
installed exchange engine.
You gel. a new car warranty on the block assembly. Price cut drastically
for year end clearance,

19fi5 INTERNATIONAL cpt
with 10 ft. fold down grain
and stock body, big fi cylinder engine , 4 speed transmission. 6 . 50x16 fi ply dual
rear tires. ONLY 10,000
MILi^S. ,

$1199
-, Wl Aduertltt Our Prleae »-

1061 FORD F-7S0 oah and
chassis LWB 120 in. c/n , S
s p e e d transmission , two
speed axle , big V-8 engine ,
power steering, 000x20 10
ply tires , new paint job.
A-l condition.

THESE CARS
RECONDITIONED ..
And Carry a
1-YEAR WARRANTY

109

'

DESERTED

^•SBB*' Ex chanfis Bidg.
"Vlnons

^

41 Years ta Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane .
Open Mon., Frl. Evs.
anr] Saturday afternoons

WINONA TRUCK
SERVICE

1965 Cadillac Sedan De Villi
1985 Pontiac Grand Prix
1965 Pontiac Bonneville 4door hardtop
1965 Pontiac Cataiina 4-door
1965 Pontiac Cataiina 2-door
hardtop
1964 Cadillac Coupe DeVille
1964 Pontiac Cataiina 44oor
1864 Chevrolet 4-door
1963 Pontiac Cataiina 4-door
1963 Pontiac Cataiina 2-door
hardtop
1963 Chevrolet Bel Air 4-door
1962 Pontiac Star Chief 4door
1962 Chevrolet Corvair Monzi
1961 Cadillac Sedan De Viile
1961 Pontiac Star Chief 4-door
1961 Chevrolet Bel Air 4-door
1960 Cadillac 4-door
1960 Pontiac Star Chief 4door hardtop
1960 Pontiac Cataiina 4-door
1959 Oldsmobile Super 8\2door hardtop
1959 Pontiac Star Chief 4-door
1959 Pontiac CataUtla 4-door

for « 1966 Plymouth end me • low
mileage rarity
on the
used car
market.
1945
CHEVROLET
Imoall 5-door
hardtop. V-J, automatic transmission, .
power fleering., powar brakes, white
sldewall tires,, light turquoise finish
with matching vinyl Interior.

Nystrom Motors
¦
Ind and Wathtngfo*
Open Won. t. Frl. Nljhts

Positivel y onl y

4 DAYS LEFT
to fake advantage
of our

YEAR END
C LEARANCE SALE
on

NEW and USED Cars.
At 3 p.m. on

FRI., DEC 31st
We Will Close for
The Balance
of The Year

— also —
Maiiy others to choose from.

VENABLES

And WILL NOT RE-OPEN

Til JANJ . 3
OF NEXT YEAR

75 W . 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. h Fri- Evenings

BUY NOW !
Before it' s loo late .

Mobile Homei, TralUn 111
SEE OUR Una (election of ntw and
u»Kl mobile homes, til 'lies. Bank
flruntlns. 7-Y*ar plan. COULEE MOBILE HOWE SALES. Hwy. M4I E„
Wlnom . Tel. 471a.

Vftlt^CrUVROlIT^Cfl
121 Huff

Tel. 2396 or 9210

RENT OR SALE-Trallera and camaeri. Lethy - t, Buffalo City, Wis. Ttl.
Cochrane 24S-2U] or 2tt-267D.

Auction Sales

WINONA AUTO SALES

Evertttl i . Konner
1J» lV4ln«f. Tel. I- V10. tiler hairs H\4

Al. VIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and »r«te llrerurrt
«n1 bonded. 55? Liberty St . (Cornrr
Tel 4710.
E Sth end Liberty)
10 mllei f. of
D t f, 'tt We<t . II am
Ce lertome nn Hwy . -'I9. then '1 nnU
S, Arnold Relvorud, owner, Kohner A,
^(tHOflikr, fl ucfloi irrrs; Mlim, Land i,
AiKlInn Sfi rv clerk.

I960 AMBASSADOR
4-door sedan
V-fl , automatic trunsmiiisloii ,
power s t e e r i n g , power
bnikes, whilnwull tires, radio with roar -speaker, tulone cream and red, 25,0(10
actual m i l e s , individual
scats , custom wheel covers.
TH IS IS ONI<: OF
Tlltl MANY DOLLAR
.STRETCHER VALUES .
See it - Drive it
You'll buy il .

"
*

ir SALES ^r
Open Mon ,, Wed,, & Kri Kvo.
:ird «i Mimki i to

C A R L FANN JR.
AUCTIONEER Bondtd and Uctnitd,
Tel. 164-7811.
Rushford, AAlnn.

SHuNNESOTA
Land & Auction Sales

lop Quality

DODO

HWY . al Mobile Home Sslei, east of
Srttngrl lt Motel. Wt have 11 «ld)i
on hand, alto ntw IM* model I wlde i.

r«l. t- Uli.

OPEN EVERY
WEEK NIGHT
TIL 9:00

JtAMnie R f~\

95

Corner Jnd 4 Washington
Open every day till 10 P.m.

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108

WINOM' A U1U

Stlrnenmn-Selovor Co.

Houses for Rent

107

Used Cars

tekt

New Yea r Specials
1963 CHEVY II "
Like? nrv.v, 1 ownir,
$1 195
1 958 FORD V-8
$199
Home Oil Co.

65 Laird St.

3 PLEX WEST

TYP EWRITERS and adding machlnis
lor sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
-fret delivery- See us for all you r offlcs supplies, desks, filet or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222,

INCORPORATED
4» W, Ird
Ul.

Thrifty Buy ..

Fou r rooms and large baf h on deep
lot In east location. Includes new
electric hot watf r heater ,, new space
heater. Good siding and roof.

tlr-condltloned,

OLDSMOBILE - 1959 "18", will
olde> car In trade. 741 E. Un.

USED BICYCLES
Kolter Bicycle Shop
400 Mankato Ave,
Ttl. MM

l20 <EMrER-TE(..2349
wwwwwwwmmmmmwm *

and other smaller areas

Wanted to Buy

Meticulous Design

end construction are evident In this
home v/ith Its sturdy stone exterior .
Large ' living room, convenient kitchen. J bedrooms, finished recreation
room, wilh fireplace. Two-car altached garage. Lake area.

Wii Se^t
REALTOR

GARAGES

'

Neat - Compact

frame home In west location close to
many schools and churches, Tha
kitchen. 14 x 10. has new cupboarda
and tile block floor. Pleasant living
and dining rooms, 1 bedrooms, full
bath. Lennox gas furnace, new combination windows. . $10,600.

I

QUEEN B 50,000
Ideal size for

Typewriters

Executive's Dream

Your family will enloy living In this
lovely brick home, situated on beautifu l landscaped lot, 130x300 ft ., lust
minutes from town and the Winona
Country Club. Three bedrooms, fireplace in master bedroom, plus 1
balhs, frultwood paneled kitchen and
family
room.
Gracious
living
throughout. Many extra features.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

WILL WHOLESALE 1961 Pontile -Moor
hardtop, lulomatlc transmission, power
steering, 34,000 milts, this week only
11300! lf)9 Galaxla 4-door. V S . power
steering, power brakes, til ntw tires,
very gone! condition and raal clean,
I550i 1957 Chevrolet 4-door hardtop, V -a,
stick , sharp: 1135. Sue Lowell LadiHn,
Rushlord, Minn. Tel. 144-9344.
CHEVROLET - 1950 4-door, atandertl
transmission, good tires and motor . A
good starter . 195. 3M Hamilton, Tel.
94!1.

CASH PRICES
PROPERTY

FOR SALE by owner, J-year-old, S-bed- Accessories, Tires, Parts 104
room home, attached saracjt , school
bus turns ef driveway, Ideal location,
next to aupper club and front yard loins STARTO-JET will itirf your car In seconds every day. For more Information
golf course. Reason for selling change
or dealership call Diamond K EnterIn |ob location. Priced at only S1J.70O
prises, SI. Cherles M3-4308.
for quie* sole. Tel. Rushford J64-9346

40

on any article ol value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
121 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 213J

-

'

KINS W. fxo-i bedrooms, oil heal, leroa
corner lot, screened porch,. Cleae lo
achools, Miracle Mall, block from bus.
Priced for Immediate salt, owner leaving city. Tel. t-its * tar appolnlrnenf.

DESK CLERK' - full time. Wri t* E-M
Dally News.

Quick Money . . .

—.—,
i.

MIDWEST REALTY CO.
osseo, Wis.
Res. MJ-1IJ7
Tal. OHIca |*7-!i»

28

Money to Loan

¦

Farms, Land for Sile
98
" FA SWT FARMS ' FARM
Wa buy, wa tail, Wi trade,*

MARRIED MAN wanted, with good farm
experience, no milking, top wast*. Harold T. J oh men, Harmony, Minn.

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

Miracle Mall

Plumbing, Roofing

»-

SERVICE STATION atttndint. WWl-r».
tired man acceptable, good opportunity
tor the right party. T«f. «B4J.

Help—Male or Fermi*

96

FURNISHEO OR partly furnlahed ipt.
wanted by Jan. f. Tal. 9731.

YOUNO MAN with car can tarn 11,80.
$3.50 per hour. Writ* Warren D. Let,
311 Losey Blvd. So.. La Crosse, Wl».

.FREE
LUBE JOB

Business Services

Wanted to Jtant

Part Time

Tempo Drive-In
Special

QB

THREE-BEDROOM fmwlfrn name, IVs
baths, completely carpeted, partially Housas (or SaU
99 Used Cars
109
furnished, owner leaving for winler
season; possibly longer, reference! reEIGHTH
E.,
modern
3-bedroom
house,
FORD,
1963
Gtlaxlt
4-dtor
Sedan,
rails,
quired. Tel. 7871 after 4 p.m.
HMD, pert terms. J-room cottage, E.
heater, with Fordomatic transmission,

Trl. H .ilM !)

HAVING AN

?
AUCTION
nr.
lifetime
sale,
of t lieTlio
ciimulat iim of goods i.s a
serious nintlcr. You want
your sale concluded in an
Efficient
mnnner. Thorp
Niiltis Company, t hrough
l lioii- many representative s ,
in readv at all times lo discuss with you the complete
hundllnfi of your sale,

THORP SALES CO.
( formerly Minn . Sales Co.)
I 'll Miracle Mill Olf . »!(!«.
Rochester , .Minn.

Off. Phone - AT 2-im

KI-JS. MON KS
Merle Moclinkc AT O-.'inO
Clark Wsscy AT fl H70O

•UZ SAWYER '
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By Chas-tar Gould

DICK TRACY

By .Mart Walkar

BEETLE BAILEY

3y Chic Young

BLONDIE
__.

_
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By Bud Blak* "

TIGER
'
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LI'L ABNER

APARTMENT 3-0
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By Alex Ket*ky
¦

,

,
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Bv Al Capp

Sensational After-Christmas

U
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^
^
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REX MORGAN, M.D.

'
Uy Dal Curtis
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By Ernie Bushmiller
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Starts TOMORROW it 9 A.M. SHARP!

1

I

CAtTcOATS
SIZES 10 TO 20 AND HALF SIZES . . . ASSORTED COLORS

I

NANCY

.i i

' By Milt-on Canniff

STEVE CANYON

—-- •

i

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

•

'¦.

fl

I

VALUES TO $35.00

$28

I

I

VALUES TO $29.98

$24

I

I

VALUES TO S24.98 - - - - - - $20

I

VALUES TO $22.98

I

I

$18

l mmm

Don't Miss These Sensational Bargains!

I

I LADIES' WINTER COATS I
fl

MARY WORTH

By Saundan and Ernst

I
I
I
I

FUR TRIMS . . . UNTRIMMED . . . REGU IARS 8 to 20 .. . HALF SIZES \2h to 24Vi

VALUES TO
VALUES TO
VALUES TO
VALUES TO

$85.00 - - - - - $69.98
$55.00
$39.98 . . . ...

$65
$52
$42
$30

^^
^^ 60 WEST THIRD STREIT IN DOWNTOWN WINONA

fl

I
I
I
I

